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Chapter 1 
Introduction 
This thesis discusses the English Language Semantic Analyser, a Natural Lan­
guage Processing system for automatic semantic analysis of English texts 
This system was developed in the research project Principle-Based Parsing of 
Chemical Texts* at the Department of Language & Speech of the University of 
Nijmegen The research was part of a project carried out in co-operation with 
the Department of Analytical Chemistry, also of the University of Nijmegen 
The central goal was to create a chemical Information Extraction System, a 
system for automatic extraction of chemically relevant information from de­
scriptions (title and abstracts) of English texts on chemical processes, taken 
from Analytical Abstracts (1989) The extracted information is to be stored in 
a knowledge base and can be used in, for example, an expert system 
Before the English Language Semantic Analyser is discussed, I will first 
present an introduction to the scientific field to which the research belongs, 
ι e Natural Language Processing (NLP) In this first chapter I will also discuss 
pre-theoretical and methodological issues regarding this NLP system 
1.1 Natural Language Processing 
Since its inception in the late fifties, the scientific field of Natural Language 
Processing has grown prosperously What initially was an attempt to con­
struct translation machines has developed into a discipline covering a wide 
range of research topics a few examples of research dealing with both natural 
language and computer science are projects for developing parsers and pars-
'This research comes within the scope of the VF research programme Taaltheorie en laaide 
scripts (Language Theory and Language Description) 
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ing methods, natural language front ends, knowledge based systems, infor­
mation extraction and retrieval systems, dialogue systems, spelling and gram­
mar correctors, and text-to speech convertors And the number of enterprises 
is still growing Apart from 'classic' NLP areas like computational linguistics, 
cognitive science and computer science, other scientific disciplines — e g law 
(cf e g Koersetal 1989), and chemistry (cf eg Crowdhurry& Lynch 1992) — 
are beginning to focus on developing computer models in which natural lan­
guage processing plays a significant role Thus, application-oriented research 
projects of an interdisciplinary nature are initiated, an example of which is dis 
cussed in this thesis 
The multitude of disciplines that are involved entails that there are many dif­
ferent approaches to NLP This is reflected, obviously, in the major dichotomy 
in Natural Language Processing, ι e the Representationalist Approach (cf e g 
Winograd 1983, Reyle & Roher 1988) on the one hand, and the Connectiorust 
Approach (cf e g Reilly & Sharkey 1992) on the other,2 but the differences can 
also be observed within one discipline This multitude of approaches is first 
and foremost a consequence of the differences in fundamental principles that 
underlie the several kinds of NLP research These principles determine to a 
large extent the research objectives as well as the ideas on how these objec­
tives can best be achieved In other words fundamental principles determine 
objectives and methodology 
In practice, we see that differences in motivation and methodology between 
NLP systems may lead to confusion For example, some systems built for sim­
ilar purposes may differ entirely in both internal structure and theories used, 
but at the same time some systems that were built for different causes are very 
similar It would be desirable that the following questions are dealt with in 
NLP research, in order to position it in the complex and cluttered world of 
natural language processing 
• What are the pre-theoretical principles9 
• What methodology will be used7 
It is only recently that NLP scientists can deal with these topics without wast­
ing their time Over the years (mainly the late sixties and early seventies) sys­
tems performed poorly, which was mostly because of limited computer capac 
ities Consequently, scientists were forced to confine themselves to construct-
2
 [his dichotomy is also known as Symbolic ν s Non Symbolic Computing For an intro 
duction to Connuctionism cf Rumelhart & McClelland 1986 Smolensky 1988 For a critical 
discussion of Connectiomsm cf Level! 1990 
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ing small and modest systems, and methodological questions were left unat-
tended This complicated NLP research considerably For example, in Com-
putational Linguistics it turned out to be extremely difficult to implement lin-
guistic theories and formalisms successfully, not only because of technologi-
cal limitations, but also because linguistics m general - from which most the-
ories originated - did not have computer implementation as an objective 
However, the quality of computer hardware and software has improved over 
the last few years, and this has changed the conditions for natural language 
processing considerably As technological restrictions on implementations are 
disappearing, researchers may have to reconsider pre-theoretical and method-
ological issues The improvements entail that limitations to NLP systems to-
day will most of all be methodological limitations whether a particular sys-
tem performs natural language processing successfully or not will largely de-
pend on its set-up 
1.2 Pre-Theoretical Considerations 
The answers to the fundamental questions m the previous section together 
constitute the crux of NLP research As was stated, they determine to a great 
extent, if not completely, how objectives will be pursued and how systems will 
perform Therefore, before dealing with the system itself, I will answer the 
question regarding the pre-theoretical principles of ELSA In the process, I will 
also discuss what I consider to be the status of ELSA, ι e what exactly is repre­
sented by the ELSA model This discussion is partly based on Van Bakel (1993) 
Section 1 3, finally, will deal with methodological issues 
The major pre-theoretical principle that underlies ELSA - like all computa­
tional linguistic research carried out at the Department of Language & Speech 
at the University of Nijmegen (cf Van Bakel 1984, Coppen 1991, Jagtman 1994) 
- is what from now on will be referred to as the Principle of Linguistic Motiva­
tion, or LM Principle This principle can be defined as follows 
Principle of Linguistic Motivation (LM Principle) 
In Natural Language Processing, solutions to computational problems 
must be motivated by general linguistic considerations 
The LM Principle holds at all levels within NLP It is based on the idea that 
only linguistics can provide a sound and substantial base for natural language 
processing, and will lead to maintainable and expandable systems that per­
form well Obviously, the LM Principle implies that they have to be based on 
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general linguistic theories; this should be reflected for example by the inter-
nal (modular) structure of systems. In practice, the number of components 
will coincide with the number of modules distinguished in the theory (or the-
ories) used. This seems self-evident, and the introduction of a special principle 
would therefore seem rather redundant. However, we will see further on in 
this thesis that the LM Principle applies to other, less evident matters as well. 
For the moment, 1 will limit myself to introducing the principle. 
The LM Principle raises the following question: if NLP models have to be 
based on linguistic theories, does this mean that NLP models have the same 
status as the linguistic theories on which they are based? In other words: is 
an NLP system which has been developed in accordance with the LM Princi-
ple (in all its aspects) nothing more than a computational version of the lin-
guistic theory it was based on? To answer this question, let us look at a lin-
guistic theory and one of its computational equivalents. For this purpose, I 
took the theory of Government & Binding (GB; cf. Chomsky 1981,1986a), and 
MOANDER (cf. Coppen 1991), an NLP system for automatic semantic analy-
sis of Dutch noun phrases, which is partly based on GB theory. This choice of 
theory and implementation was not entirely arbitrary. As ELSA is based on the 
same methodology as MOANDER and applies Chomsky's theory as well, this 
particular example is relevant to this thesis in more than one way3. 
The theory of Government & Binding is the result of developments4 in Gen-
erative Grammar, which has evolved from formulating grammatical rules of 
particular languages into the study of abstract general conditions on linguistic 
structures. GB is concerned with "those aspects of form and meaning that are 
determined by the 'language faculty/ which is understood to be a particular 
component of the human mind" (Chomsky 1986b, p. 3). And, additionally, it 
is stated that this "shift [...] to a mentalist interpretation of the study of lan-
guage was [...] one factor in the development of the contemporary cognitive 
sciences, and constituted a step toward the incorporation of the study of lan-
guage within the natural sciences" (Chomsky 1986b, p. 40). So by making the 
language faculty (or the Universal Grammar as it is usually referred to in the 
literature) rather than language or language utterances the object of linguis-
tic research, linguistics becomes a Conceptualist5 enterprise by definition, and 
the theoretical models that are produced within GB are models of this innate 
language faculty by definition. 
In MOANDER, a semantic analyser of Dutch noun phrases, GB theory is 
1However, it should be noted that different theories and implementations could have been 
chosen to answer the question that was raised 
4The most recent development is discussed in Chomsky (1995) 
Othe r terms used in this respect are Mentalism and Cogmíivitm. 
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employed in an elegant way MOANDER combines GB syntax with Mon­
tague semantics (c f Montague 1974, Dowty et al 1981) using different for­
malisms6. GB theory is mainly syntax-oriented, and is concerned with the 
study of abstract, general linguistic principles Montague Grammar is seman-
tically oriented, and its objective is to develop a homomorphism (in terms of 
truth-conditional logic) between natural language syntax and semantics, thus 
demonstrating that there is no essential difference between natural languages 
and artificial languages By connecting the syntactic component of Govern­
ment & Binding to the semantic module of Montague's theory, an NLP sys­
tem for automatic semantic analysis is formed Coppen (1991, ρ 17-18) states 
that this link is established without violating the central principles of either 
theory As GB syntax is autonomous and therefore not dependent on any se­
mantic theory, connecting it with Montague semantics will not harm GB m any 
way With regard to Montague semantics, however, things are not that simple 
The rigid formalization of Montague's theory - especially the one-to-one cor­
respondence between syntactic and semantic rules - would suggest that com­
bining GB theory with Montague semantics strongly violates the latter But 
according to Coppen "this formalization is mainly meant to express the prin­
ciple of composihonahty " Now, by taking the enriched surface structure of 
GB and pretending that it is the derivational history of the syntactic rule com­
ponent of Montague Grammar, GB syntax and Montague semantics are com­
bined, thus guaranteeing that the Principle of Composihonahty - which is the 
basic principle of Montague Grammar - is maintained This way, the combi­
nation of the two theories can be established without violating any principles 
of either theory 
Connecting Chomskyan syntax to Montague semantics is successfully 
achieved in MOANDER From a pre-theoretical point of view it raises a few 
questions, though, as both theories differ fundamentally We saw before that 
by describing the innate language faculty, Government & Binding is a con-
ceptualist enterpise Montague, on the other hand, advocates a mathematical 
approach to linguistic theory (Thomason 1974, see Montague 1974, ρ 2) 
"According to Montague the syntax, semantics, and pragmatics of nat­
ural languages are branches of mathematics, not of psychology The syn­
tax of English, for example, is as much a part of mathematics as num­
ber theory or geometry This view is a corollary of Montague's strat­
egy of studying natural languages by means of the same techniques used 
in metamathematics to study formal languages Metamathematics is a 
''See section 1 3 and chapter 2 for a discussion of the formalisms used 
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branch of mathematics, and generalizing it to comprehend natural lan­
guages does not render it any less a mathematical discipline " 
Montague takes no interest in language uruversals or other topics from con-
ceptuahst linguistics Thomason states that these issues are never discussed 
in Montague's work, nor is it suggested that his work can be applied to topics 
such as "the psychology of language acquisition " Like Chomsky, Montague 
speaks of a universal language theory, but it has a completely different mean­
ing than when used in conceptualist settings According to Montague a gram­
mar is universal when it is "intuitive and mathematically elegant," and when 
it comprises "all special cases of a certain topic" (cf Thomason 1974) 
Given the fundamental differences between GB theory and Montague Gram­
mar - they describe different objects - the question is what the exact status will 
be of a model in which these two theories are combined One option would 
be to say that a theory of formal logic is accomodated within a conceptualist 
framework, and that the entire model is therefore a conceptualist model Some 
linguists object to this approach, however, they claim not only that Montague 
semantics is not fit to describe natural language semantics adequately, but also 
that it would violate the principles of conceptualism For example, Jackend-
off (1987) introduces a semantic theory, viz Conceptual Semantics, which in 
his view is in accord with the fundamental principles of conceptualism, con­
trary to Montague's formal logic According to Jackendoff, Conceptual Se­
mantics differs from Montague's theory like Generative Grammar differs from 
"nonpsychological and behaviorist theories of language " Emonds (1991, ρ 
375) expresses his objections to Montague semantics as follows 
"In all of psychology or linguistics, there isn't a whit of independent 
evidence that logical devices such as predicate argument structures or 
standard rules of inference have psychological reality [ ] there is no 
reason to believe that natural language anything obeys logic, even m the 
most elementary cases ' 
From the above it appears that the position of Montague Grammar within con­
ceptualism is controversial However, the objections are not argumented but 
merely postulated in the publications Katz & Postal, on the other hand, do 
present such an argumentation (Katz &Postal 1991, ρ 520) 
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"If senses are parts of the grammatical structure of sentences and if lin-
guistics both deals with the grammatical structures of sentences and is 
psychological, then senses are psychological But if senses are psycho-
logical, then the laws of logic are also psychological, since the oncologi-
cal status of a law is determined by the nature of the objects to which it 
refers Consequently, logic is psychological, contradicting the accepted 
view that logic is nonpsychological " 
Adopting a psychological concept of logic, as is done by Chomsky for exam-
ple, is unacceptable Katz & Postal corroborate this by citing Frege 
"Frege (1967, pp 1-25) argues that logical laws could hardly be the 
laws of necessary connection that they are if they were psychological If 
logical laws were 'laws of thought', that is, empirical laws about contin-
gent things, they would be contingent and, like laws in the natural sci-
ences, could possibly be false But, being necessarily true, logical laws 
could not possibly be false 
Therefore we have to conclude that a model in which Government & Binding 
and Montague Grammar (or any other theory of logical semantics) are com-
bined cannot be considered a conceptualist model A way out of this dead-
lock would be to replace Montague semantics by a theory that is in accor-
dance with conceptualism This would be the obvious thing to do, given the 
severe criticism Montague's theory has received But note that this criticism 
only applies to linguistics, and not to NLP In general linguistics, the status of 
a model is determined by its pre-theoretical principles Natural language pro-
cessing, however, differs from linguistics in this respect In the case of MOAN-
DER, GB syntax and Montague semantics were selected because of their use-
fulness in performing automatic semantic analysis, and not in order to con 
stitute a computer model of Universal Grammar This strategy reflects the 
apphcation-onentedness of natural language processing of which the MOAN-
DER project is an example its mam objective is to construct models that are 
expected to operate within practical situations of some kind, and to perform 
their tasks properly Hence, NLP can be considered a form of Instrumentahsm 
In Lacey (1976, ρ 98), instrumentahsm is defined as the idea that "scientific 
laws and theories are instruments for observable phenomena, and are there­
fore to be judged by their usefulness and not classified as propositions which 
can be true or false " Instrumentalist NLP selects theories for their usefulness, 
the LM Principle specifies that these theories will be linguistic theories 
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Given this instrumentalist approach to NLP, MOANDER can be considered an 
instrument (or tool) for automatic semantic analysis For thus purpose two the­
ories were selected - GB syntax and Montague semantics - all in accordance 
with the LM Principle No fundamental principles whatsoever were violated 
by thus strategy If the two theories were to be combined within a theoretical 
linguistic model, on the other hand, without any instrumentalist goal to be 
pursued, the problems concerning its status would have to be dealt with But, 
as MOANDER — and ELSA too — is an instrument rather than a conceprualist 
model, the problems do not apply In fact, the combination of Instrumentahsm 
and linguistics is very powerful In general, it can be said that if one adheres 
to the principles of Instrumentahsm and the principle of Linguistic Motiva­
tion, any objections that may apply to the one can be overcome by the other 
We already saw that linguistic objections to combining GB theory and Mon­
tague Grammar were fended off by pointing out the instrumentalist objectives 
that are pursued Similarly, criticism as regards the application-oriented and 
therefore potentially ad hoc way of constructing NLP systems does not apply 
to the systems that are discussed here, as the principle of Linguistic Motivation 
guarantees that these systems are motivated by general linguistic principles, 
and that therefore no ad hoc type of solutions to computational problems will 
be implemented 
The discussion of MOANDER shows that NLP systems do not necessarily have 
the same status as the theories they are based on In general it can be said that 
in instrumentalist NLP, contrary to linguistics, the status of a model is not de­
termined by its pre-theoretical principles but by its objectives instead If the 
objective is to develop a system for semantic analysis, then the resulting prod­
uct will be an instrument for semantic analysis Likewise, if the objective is 
to test and verify a theory and its linguistic formalism, then the developed 
system will be a tool for testing and verifying the theory As regards ELSA, 
the objective is to produce a system for thematic analysis of English, which is 
expected to perform as a linguistic module within an Information Extraction 
System for chemical texts Given the instrumentalist approach, ELSA will be a 
tool for thematic analysis 
Instrumentahsm has received some criticism over the years Popper (1959), 
for example, stated that instrumentalist theories can indeed make some valu­
able predictions on observable phenomena, but that they lack explanatory 
value "Admittedly it is not incorrect to say that science is ' an instrument' 
whose purpose is 'to predict from immediate or given experiences later ex­
periences, and even as far as possible to control them' But I do not think that 
this talk about experiences contributes to clarity" (Popper 1959, ρ 100) Pop­
per is right in his argumentation, and it even applies to NLP However, the 
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question is whether NLP systems have to have explanatory value, or that this 
requirement should only hold for the theories on which the systems are based 
In my view, explanatory value is not among the requirements the NLP systems 
have to meet, predictive value, on the other hand, is It is not the application 
that has explanatory value, but the theory on which it is based Therefore, m-
strumentalism can be considered a legitimate basis for natural language pro-
cessing 
To sum up, in thus paragraph we have introduced the Principle of Linguistic 
Motivation, on which all NLP systems should be based In Coppen (1991), 
this type of natural language processing was named Technohnguistics By us-
ing this term, Coppen creates a terminological dichotomy — Technohnguistics 
vs Language Technology — in order to replace the somewhat confusing use of 
terms like computational linguistics, linguistic engineering, etc Either term of 
the dichotomy is to cover research including both natural language and com-
puter technology Research with an emphasis on technology will be called 
Language Technology, and research with emphasis on linguistics Technohn-
guistics Next to developing NLP systems, technohnguistic research aims to 
develop theories on methods of implementation of linguistic theories within 
formal models, thus improving what may be called the methodology of tech-
nohnguistics In the next paragraph, this methodology of technohnguistics 
will be discussed. 
1.3 Methodology 
The methodology of ELSA (and MOANDER) originates in the AMAZON/CASUS 
system (cf Van Bakel 1984). This system, a semantic analyser of Dutch, has 
been in the making at the University of Nijmegen for twenty years now As 
the development started more or less 'from scratch/ there was no well-tried 
and tested methodology available according to which the system could best 
be built. This meant that, parallel to building the system itself, a lot of at-
tention had to be paid to developing a proper methodology This is what m 
fact has been done in the AMAZON/CASUS project, but also in the projects of 
MOANDER and ELSA. Eventually this has resulted in the present technohn-
guistic methodology, which is claimed to be a proper way to build linguis-
tic computer applications In this section this methodology will be discussed, 
by focusing on the several methodological stages that AMAZON/CASUS has 
known m the past twenty years or so7 
7This discussion is based on Coppen & Vnn Bakel (1994) 
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Figure 1.1: AMAZON75 
Initially, the AMAZON/CASUS system consisted of one single module, viz. 
AMAZON75 (Figure 1.1; cf. Van Bakel 1975). This system was a parser for 
Dutch, and it consisted of a SNOBOL computer program. The objective of con­
structing AMAZON was to create a program for testing the rules of the struc­
turalist grammar of Rijpma /Schuringa (1968) on its descriptive power. As 
AMAZON75 was directly written in a SNOBOL computer program, this meant 
that no distinction was made between linguistic formalism and implementa­
tion. The formalism that was used to model the linguistic theory was in fact 
the syntax of the SNOBOL programming language. Later on, AMAZON was ex­
tended with a semantic component (CASUS; cf. Van Bakel 1984). Like the first 
version of AMAZON, CASUS was also a plain SNOBOL computer program in its 
first version. It was based on the Case Theory of Fillmore (1968), and it was 
added to the system to transform the output of AMAZON into semantic depen­
dency structures. Fillmore's theory was thus used to construct semantic rep­
resentations of sentences, without the claim that those representations were 
syntactic deep structures, however (cf. Van Bakel 1984, p. 40): 
"We try to formalize a theory about the meaning of sentences, conclud­
ing occasionally that two sentences have the same meaning or that one 
sentence has different meanings, being inspired, while doing this, by Fill­
more's concept of meaning." 
In the present version of AMAZON/CASUS, Fillmore's Case Theory is no 
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longer used, it is replaced by Chomsky's theory of Government & Binding (cf 
Chomsky 1981,1986a) 
In the previous section, we saw that the Principle of Linguistic Motivation un-
derlies all computational linguistic research carried out at the Department of 
Language & Speech at the University of Nijmegen, and that this should for ex-
ample be reflected by the internal (modular) structure of NLP systems This 
consideration is in fact what caused the first change in the set-up of AMA-
70N75, viz modularization (see Figure 1 2) As AMAZON75 was based on two 
theories, ι e a morphological and a syntactic theory, it was a logical step to 
split the system up into two separate modules AMAMORPH (a morpholog­
ical analyser) and AMAZON80 (the actual syntactic parser) When the sys­
tem was extended with the CASUS module in 1984, AMAZON/CASUS then 
consisted of three separate modules As these modules operate sequentially, 
AMAZON/CASUS — like MOANDER and ELSA — can be called a Sequential 
Modular Analysis (SMA) model In Winograd (1983) modularity is argued to 
be "extremely important for a system to be flexible and expandable, since it 
ensures that the effects of detailed changes to the rules can be localized " A 
modular approach is therefore preferable to a non-modular approach 
С 
Sentence 
Morp 
inSl· 
pro 
?hology 
lOBOL 
gram 
Syntax 
m SNOBOL 
program 
structural 
analysis 
Figure 1 2 Modularization - AMAZON80 
Although the modularization of AMAZON/CASUS meant an improvement in 
comparison with the previous version, the system kept its weaknesses in some 
respects For example, there was still no well-defined relation between the­
ory and implementation, as the modules of the system were syntax-embedded 
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modules theoretical principles were directly implemented in computer pro­
grams This implied that the implementation was mainly based on techno 
logical principles From a technolinguistic point of view, the major disadvan­
tage of such an approach is that the several modules of the system are almost 
like 'black boxes' in these modules it is extremely hard to determine whether 
a particular analysis — or rather, analysis failure — is a result of the under­
lying theoretical principles, or of the way the rules are implemented This is 
why it is preferable to separate theory from implementation, in other words, 
to construct syntax directed NLP systems In 1983 and 1989, respectively, the 
syntax-embedded versions of AMAZON and CASUS were therefore replaced by 
syntax-directed ones (cf Van Bakel 1984, Van der Ende 1989) This significant 
progress was made possible by the development of proper drivers for these 
components the parser generator GRAMMA, originally intended for context-
free grammars in Extended Affix Grammar formalism (cf Meijer 1986), and 
the transducer GRAMTSY for transformational grammars (cf Coppen 1989) 
These drivers allowed the theories to be drawn up m formalisms that are rela­
tively similar to the ones that are used in general linguistics8 In order to build 
a syntax-directed version of the modules, the theoretical principles were ex­
tracted from the computer programs and moulded into the formalisms that 
are used by the drivers Thus, a new version of AMAZON/CASUS was created 
that was based on theoretical rather than technical principles 
By using GRAMMA and GRAMTSY, the linguistic theories of AMAZON/CASUS 
were implemented in different formalisms than the ones that were originally 
used in developing these theories This is not problematic, however Raskin 
(1987, ρ 43) states that although linguistics makes use of a formal approach 
and thus comes "tantahzingly close to computer science", it is not imperative 
that linguistic rules be directly implemented in NLP systems using the same 
formalisms, a view that was adopted in Coppen (1991) There is a substantial 
difference between what linguistics offers and what NLP requires, Nirenburg 
& Defnse (1992, pp 224-5) present a survey of the differences between lin­
guistics and NLP in this respect Linguistics is theory-driven whereas NLP is 
application-oriented, and this will for example be reflected in the formalisms 
that are used Linguistic formalisms are not designed for computer implemen­
tation, and therefore they are not necessarily fit to be used in NLP models 
Consequently, linguistic theories will be implemented in NLP using a differ­
ent formalism than the one originally used in developing the theory Accord­
ing to Raskin, the only exception would be if an NLP model were constructed 
to test and verify a linguistic theorv, or to check the computational correct­
or! chapter 2 both GRAMMA and GRAMTSY as well as the formalisms that are employed 
by these drivers are discussed 
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ness of a formalism In that case, NLP would merely be a tool for linguistic 
research, and this would be "the only situation in which a straightforward im 
plementation of, for instance, Chomsky's transformational grammar would 
make any sense" (Raskin 1987, ρ 50) In the previous section we already saw 
that this does not necessarily hold in all cases Note, furthermore, that NLP 
does contribute to linguistic research, even when testing and verifying theo­
ries and formalisms is not an objective After all, implementation of theories 
and formalisms in itself will yield more insights into these matters and will 
therefore contribute to linguistic research, provided of course that implemen­
tations are linguistically motivated 
Recently, the grammar of AMAZON was rewritten into the AGFL formalism (Af­
fix Grammars over a Finite Lattice, see for details Koster 1991a, 1991b, Dekkers 
et al 1992, Oltmans 19949) This was done for both linguistic and compu­
tational reasons The main reason is that the AGFL parser generator, unlike 
Meijer's GRAMMA, allows for left recursion This way, it is no longer required 
to include a technical workaround in the grammar for linguistic phenomena 
that in fact are best described by a left recursive rule, e g NP constructions 
like the fish eating herons As regards the computational motivation, the AGFL 
parser is a Left Corner Recursive Backup Parser, which computes affix values 
'on the fly', ι e during the parsing process This is unlike the previous ver­
sion of AMAZON which applied GRAMMA In this situation, before the two-
level grammar could be converted into a parser, it had to be transformed into 
a one-level grammar first This not only made the generation of a new parser 
a tedious process, but it also slowed down the parsing process itself, as the 
full-blown GRAMMA type parser is much bigger than its AGFL equivalent 
As was the case when AMAZON/CASUS was split up into modules, the cre­
ation of an entirely syntax-directed version meant a substantial improvement 
of the system in comparison with the previous, syntax-embedded version 
However, further improvements still had to be made To illustrate this, let 
us focus on AMAZON for a moment Making a syntax-directed version of this 
module was accomplished by plainly extracting EAG rules from the SNOBOL 
program or, in other words, by translating the rules from one formalism into 
another Although the result that was thus achieved was a structuralist gram­
mar for Dutch in EAG formalism, it was a grammar with many ad hoc de­
scriptions of Dutch remaining in it, simply as a consequence of the fact that 
the grammar rules originated from a computer program the grammar rules 
were more or less blurred because of their SNOBOL origin For example, take 
the rules for the verbal end group in Dutch, constructions like the following 
9 Or via World Wide Web the AGFL home page h t t p / / w w w e s kun nl/agfl/ 
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wij s c h i j n e n t e w i l l e n kunnen s l a p e n 
1 we seem to want can sleep 
We seem to want to be able to sleep 
In the first syntax-directed version of AMAZON, AMAZON83, the rules for the 
verbal end group were as follows (only an excerpt of the rules is shown) 
CL<1> v<0>,v<2>,c<2>,c<2>,v<2>,VD,vl2,v24, 
VD,vl2,v23,v34,v<3>,c<3> c<3>,v<3> 
VD,vl3,v34,VD, ІЗ,v3 3,v34,VD, ІЗ, 
v32,v23,v34,v<4>,c<4> c<4>,v<4> 
c < 2 > V K t i > , v2 3 , V I , v2 3 , v3 3 , V I , v2 3 , v3 3 , v3 3 , V I , 
v 2 3 , v 3 4 , v 3 3 , V I , v 2 4 , v 3 3 , V I , v 2 4 , v 3 3 , v 3 3 , V I , 
v 2 4 , V D , V D , v 2 4 , v 2 3 , v 3 4 , V D , 
v 2 3 , V D , v 3 4 V D , v 2 3 , v 3 4 
These rules hardly provide any insight into the linguistic principles at work 
here, and this situation held for many other constituent rules as well The next 
thing to do, then, was to evaluate the grammar and to check whether it was 
completely based on theoretical linguistic principles only, and to make sure 
this was reflected in the rules of the grammar, in other words, to perform a 
Theory-based Evaluation This is what was done in the AMAZON87 grammar. In 
the example, the rules for the verbal end group were replaced after this eval­
uation by the following rule. 
AMAZON87 
CL<form> V < f o r m , e x p e c t > , C L < e x p e c t > 
This rule states that in Dutch, a verbal end group (or cluster, hence CL) con­
sists of a verb of a specific form, followed by a verbal cluster of a — possibly 
different — expected form, the form of the second cluster is determined by 
the preceding verb (by the affix <expect>) This way, all possible combina­
tions of the verbal end group in Dutch are described in AMAZON87 by one sin­
gle rule, reflecting the linguistic principle that is at stake here very elegantly, 
rather than the complex set of rules from the 1983 version 
Theory-based evaluation was performed for both AMAZON and CASUS, and it 
has resulted in another new version of the system The main characteristic of 
the theory-based e va 1 ua ted version of A M A zo N / CA S U S is the strict separation 
that is made between the three major components of NLP research (see also 
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Coppen 1991) Theory (the set ol· abstract principles), Formalization (the for­
mal model) and Implementation (the computer program) In general, theoreti­
cal linguistics only deals with the first two For example, m Generative Gram­
mar the emphasis in the early years (fifties and sixties) was on formali7ing all 
kinds of transformational rules In the eighties, however, a shift in focus took 
place, and at present, Generative Grammar — its most recent form being the 
Minimalist Program presented in Chomsky (1995) — is mainly concerned with 
the study of abstract theoretical principles How these principles should be 
formalized has become of secondary interest In other linguistic theories like 
Head driven Phrase Structure Grammars (HPSG, с f Pollard & Sag 1994), how­
ever, the main emphasis is still on formalization And in Montague Semantics 
(cf Dowty et al 1981) the main goal is to develop a mathematical formalism 
that fully describes the semantics of English, thus proving that natural lan­
guage semantics can be captured completely within a formal model 
In computational linguistics, the main focus has been on building implemen­
tations A possible consequence of this focus is that the relevance of distin­
guishing theory, formalism and implementation may not be acknowledged, 
and that these components are confused In practice this may mean that 
syntax-embedded systems are developed, e g in case of Logic Grammars like 
Definite Clause Grammars (DCGs, cf Pereira & Warren 1980) Logic Gram­
mars are not entirely based on linguistic theories, but they are independent 
declarative formalisms in which linguistic principles may be incorporated 
However, these grammars can be formulated directly in Prolog clauses, which 
means that there is no longer a difference between syntax and parser (hence 
the syntax-embeddedness), and therefore no longer a difference between the­
ory and implementation In Zlatev et al (1989), the disadvantages of DCGs 
are formulated as follows 
"[ ] even if systems of this kind are currently the most successful 
for practical applications, they are hardly the ones to rely on in a longer 
perspective They are operational and give better results than the more 
"theory-based" systems now, but it seems that they tend to reach a ceil­
ing And this is not due to the inherent limitations of logic grammars 
or PROLOG, but simply because these systems easily turn ad hoc in the 
need to be practical, since they lack any firm theoretical base " 
This is why a strict separation should be made instead between formalism and 
implementation, ι e syntax-directed systems should be developed What is 
more, linguistic theory in technolinguishc NLP is also separated from the for­
malism This is not surprising, as linguistic formalisms in general are not fit 
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to be used in NLP models Consequently, theories will be implemented using 
a different formalism than the one that was originally used in developing the 
theory 
THEORY 
FORMALISM 
IMPLEMEN-
TATION 
Lexicon 
Structural 
Syntax 
Interface 
Parameters 
Theta 
Theory 
AGFL 
Lexicon 
Manager 
Transformational 
Grammar 
- AM AZON94 - — CASUS94 -(OUTPUT) 
Figure 1 3 Technolinguistic NLP - AMAZON/CASUS 
Figure (1 3) shows how modularity and separation of theory, formalism and 
implementation are established in the AMAZON/CASUS system Obviously, 
the main advantage of separating theory, formalism, and implementation — 
in other words, of constructing syntax-directed systems — is that NLP sys-
tems thus become highly transparent and manageable, contrary to syntax-
embedded systems as we saw before Ideally, technohnguishc research will 
be such that every choice that is made will be determined by linguistic crite-
ria only, whether it concerns the choice of theory, formalism, or even the driver 
that is used 
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1.4 Summary 
In this first chapter I have discussed the technohnguistic approach to natu-
ral language processing This approach is based on the Principle of Linguis-
tic Motivation, which states that in NLP solutions to computational problems 
must be motivated by linguistic theories 
The technohnguistic approach has evolved in twenty years of research car-
ried out at the University of Nijmegen All systems that are produced are 
application-oriented the main objective is to construct NLP systems that are 
expected to operate within practical situations of some kind, and to perform 
their tasks adequately For this purpose, linguistic theories are selected that, 
in the opinion of the designers of the systems, are most suitable to do the job 
Technohnguistic NLP models are further characterized by the following dis-
tinctive properties 
• They are modularly structured, viz Sequential Modular Analysis (SM A) 
Models 
• There is a strict separation between 
- Theory (the set of abstract principles) 
- Formalism (the formal model) 
- Implementation (the computer program) 
In twenty years of research, a methodology has thus been developed that can 
be considered a proper way to construct linguistic computer applications Fol-
lowing this methodology, all systems that are developed together are 'varia-
tions on a theme' 
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Chapter 2 
Technolinguistics and Information 
Extraction 
In this chapter I will discuss ELSA in detail· its architecture, the linguistic the-
ories, and the tools & drivers that are applied However, I will first present 
an introduction to the scientific domain of Information Extraction, and I will 
describe the actual extraction system for analytical chemical information in 
which ELSA is incorporated This introduction is based on Postma et al (1995) 
2.1 Information Extraction from Chemical Texts 
Computer and information technology have expanded enormously over the 
last few years. As one of its consequences, more and more information of 
all kinds (texts, images, sounds) is becoming available on a large-scale ba-
sis through digital media like CD-ROM or Internet (e g. via World Wide Web) 
Thousands of scientific publications of various disciplines are released in a 
computer-readable way every year Because of this huge supply of informa-
tion it has become extremely hard — if not impossible — for scientists to select 
from all these documents (of which just a subset actually consists of written ar-
ticles) the ones that are of interest, and thus to keep track of the developments 
in their own disciplines This is what brought about the demand for computer 
systems that can track down this information to make it available and acces-
sible, which has resulted in various initiatives to develop computer programs 
that are known as Infonnatwn Retrieval and Information Extraction systems The 
main goal of Information Retrieval is to locate and open up relevant informa-
tion within documents with respect to a special request of the user Informa-
tion Extraction is concerned with extracting all relevant information from pre-
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viously selected documents, and storing this information in a knowledge base 
in a form that is accessible to computer programs like expert systems, in order 
to make it possible for this knowledge to be applied by these programs Ob-
viously, Information Retrieval and Information Extraction may both benefit 
substantially from NLP techniques 
Within the domain of chemistry, several research projects have been involved 
in automatic information extraction covering various subdomains For exam-
ple, Nishida et al (1984) developed a system for extraction and storage of 
information contained within patent claim sentences in the domain of semi-
conductor production Ai et al (1990) developed a system for the extraction of 
(part of the) procedural synthesis information from the experimental section 
of a journal for organic chemistry Crowdhurry & Lynch (1992) have worked 
on a system for extraction, representation and storage of textual descriptions 
of compounds in a chemical database, and the work of Mars & Van der Vet (c f 
Mars & Van der Vet 1990, Van der Vet & Mars 1993) is concerned with informa-
tion extraction from a set of document descriptions on mechanical properties 
of ceramic materials 
In Postma et al (1990), work was published concerning an experimental sys-
tem for information extraction from short analytical method descriptions on 
one analytical technique In this research, an information extraction sys-
tem was developed in which a rudimentary linguistic module was incorpo-
rated The research revealed that the approach that was used was not efficient 
enough, and that more robust and theoretically founded principles and strate-
gies should be used instead This led to the development of a new system for 
this task, which resulted in the information extraction system in which ELSA 
is incorporated as a separate linguistic module 
The information extraction system developed in Nijmegen is expected to ex-
tract all chemically relevant information from texts, and to store this infor-
mation in a knowledge base The texts from which information is to be ex-
tracted are document descriptions (title plus abstracts) taken from Analytical 
Abstracts, covering four techniques High Performance Liquid Chromatography 
(HPI C), Inductively Coupled Plasma (ICP), Atomic-Absorption Spectrometry (AAS), 
and Titnmetry These abstracts contain texts within the domain of analytical 
chemistry The entire corpus consists of 124 abstracts The original goal of the 
Nijmegen research was to divide the corpus in two subsets and to develop the 
system using one subset, and testing it with the other This meant that the sys-
tem should be able to process 62 abstracts During the research this goal ap-
peared to be far too ambitious It was decided, therefore, to focus instead on 
six abstracts that can be fully processed, these abstracts can be found in Ap-
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pendix I1 
Extraction of relevant information is conducted by the Nijmegen system as 
follows First, a domain-independent semantic analysis is produced of the 
abstract, based purely on linguistic knowledge Then, based on this seman­
tic analysis, a domain specific (1 e analytical chemical) discourse analysis is 
performed, so as to extract all relevant information In figure 2 1 this process 
is illustrated Discourse (or pragmatic) analysis consists of constructing the 
'story' that is told in the abstracts, using background information of the van 
ous analytical techniques that are mentioned m the abstracts This analysis is 
based on Sowa's Conceptual Graph Theory (cf Sowa 1984, see also below) 
The following fundamental principles were used to construct the information 
extraction system First of all, the system should be modularli/ structured, for 
reasons of flexibility, expandability and maintainability that were already dis­
cussed in chapter one of this thesis (c f section 1 3) In the research that pre­
ceded the current project, strict modularization was not pursued (cf Postma 
et al 1990) This turned out to be a disadvantage, as the maintainability de­
creased sharply as the system grew Therefore, in the current system a strict 
modular approach is used instead This modular approach entails that a strict 
separation is maintained in the system between linguistic knowledge on the 
one hand, and chemical knowledge on the other, as we already saw above 
This actually reflects one of the aims of this research, which is to develop an in­
formation extraction system that is domain independent in its set-up, thus creat­
ing the possibility to cover other domains as well (for which different domain 
specific knowledge modules have to be developed) The structure of the lin­
guistic module, which actually constitutes the domain-independent module 
of the system, is such that all domain-specific knowledge is stored in the lex­
ica2, switching to a different domain would therefore only require a different 
(domain-specific) lexicon Apart from modularity and domain-independency, 
the information extraction system should furthermore be based on sound the­
oretical foundations, rather than on relatively ad hoc analysing strategies This 
requirement is another fundamental principle on which the system is based 
as regards the linguistic module this requirement follows from the Principle of 
Linguistic Motivation, but it holds for the chemical module as well Combined 
with the modular approach, a sound theoretical foundation is also a sound 
foundation for good system performance 
Automatic information extraction by the Nijmegen system is based on Chom 
'The abstracts are reprinted by permission of the Rovai Society of Chemistry Letchwerth 
Herts England 
2See also sections 2 3 1 a nd 2 3 3 
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sky's linguistic theory of Government & Binding^ (cf Chomsky 1981, 1986a) 
and Sowa's Conceptual Graph Theory (cf Sowa 1986, Willems 1993) The attrac­
tive features of the latter are that it has a sound logical foundation Concep­
tual Graphs are semantic network-like structures of concepts and relations In 
Conceptual Graph Theory concepts are organized in a Type Hierarchy, which 
consists of a set of types with a subtype relation < The hierarchy is assumed 
to form a lattice on the set of types with the operations' greatest common sub­
type η and smallest common supertype и There is a most general type Τ and 
an absurd type ±, and if for two types S and T, S Π Τ = _1_ the types are incom­
patible A Conceptual Graph is defined as a connected bipartite graph, in which 
one set of nodes is the set of concepts and the other the set of conceptual rela­
tions (cf Willems 1993, ρ 105-106) 
By representing all concepts (ι e Actions, Objects and Properties) that play a role 
in the description of analytical methods, a knowledge base is created This 
knowledge base functions as background knowledge for the information ex­
traction system during the interpretation process of the abstracts Note that 
part of this domain-specific knowledge is used in the semantic component 
of the linguistic analysis module as well, by means of definitions in the lex­
ica4 The software that is used for the development of the discourse mod­
ule has been developed during the project It mainly consists of a concep­
tual graph processor that performs inferences on conceptual graphs (ι e In­
heritance, Merging, Matching, etc ) It is programmed in NU-PROLOG (cf Thorn 
& Zobel 1986), the knowledge base is represented in the same language as Pro­
log facts 
The knowledge base contains the (analytical) concepts that are organized in a 
type hierarchy Associated with most concepts are Definition graphs that con­
tain the information or definition of this concept A concept inherits the infor­
mation contained in the definition graphs of its parents, so that each definition 
graph only contains the information in which it specializes its parents and dif­
fers from its siblings There are two types of concepts (ι e Roles and Others), 
and Relations Relations relate concepts to other concepts Take for example 
the relation CONT that denotes contain, as in "a solution containing a chemi­
cal" This relation CONT can be defined in terms of the verb contain with a 
Dative denoting the concept that 'contains' (solution in the example), and an 
Object denoting the concept that is contained (chemical in the example) What 
is more, Relations may have a direction, it is possible that in some input texts, 
concepts are linked in the opposite direction as was done in a different text 
1The characteristics of GB theory are discussed in the previous chapter of this thesis as 
well as in section 2 3 3 
4See also the discussion of ELSA in the next sections 
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In the representation this concept receives the same structure as its equivalent 
with opposite direction, but with an "@" added to the relation name 
Roles are the literal roles that concepts (most frequently objects) can play in cer­
tain circumstances Take, for example, the role Analyte it is the role of a chem­
ical in an analysis, but the same chemical could fulfill a different role in other 
situations, such as the titrant or the eluent Within the conceptual graph pro­
cessor, roles are allowed to merge with any concept of the correct type, given 
that merging is possible on the basis of the current environment of the concept 
(i e the conceptual graph in which it resides) The separate definitions of roles 
prevent the definition of a role version and a non-role version of, for instance, 
each chemical object in the knowledge base, which makes the knowledge base 
more manageable in terms of size and maintenance Roles play an important 
role in analytical chemistry they mark analytically interesting concepts that 
should be extracted and stored in a knowledge base, and they are frequently 
used in abstracts as well 
Finally, there are concepts that are related to the verbs, nouns, adjectives, etc, 
in the abstracts Linked to these concepts are definition graphs that in certain 
circumstances more or less play the role of Schemata (or Scripts) as defined by 
Sowa (cf Sowa 1984, p. 129) 
In figure 2 2, an example is presented of a conceptual graph The graph in t b s 
figure represents parts of the concept determine as it is used within the analyt­
ical chemistry domain in this particular example, determine is extended with 
the result of the discourse analysis of the title phrase of AASl Determination 
of phosphorus in milk by electrothermal-atomization atomic-absorption spectrometry 
with L vov platform and Zeeman background correction The relations in this figure 
are denoted by circles, and the roles are marked by bold lines The instantiated 
information (as a result of the phrase interpretation) is written in italics 
To sum up, in this paragraph I have briefly sketched the method and method­
ology of the information extraction system for analytical chemical abstracts, as 
it was developed at the University of Nijmegen The main feature of this sys­
tem is that it is a Sequential Modular Analysis model domain-independent and 
domain-specific knowledge are stored in separate modules By using a strict 
modular approach, this system differs from other systems that were built for 
similar purposes, and of which some are even based on the same theories that 
were used in the Nijmegen system, ι e the theory of Government & Binding 
and Conceptual Graph theory In the next chapter of this thesis, the current 
system will be compared to these other systems 
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Figure 2.2: Example of a Conceptual Graph 
2.2 Semantic Analysis of Chemical Texts 
In the previous section we saw that ELSA constitutes the linguistic module of 
an information extraction system for chemical texts. In this system, the out-
put of ELSA serves as the input for the chemical knowledge module. This en-
tails that this output has to meet several criteria as regards form and contents 
that apply in the application in question. This is entirely in accordance with 
the instrumentalist approach to NLP; in section 1.2 we already saw that, in 
instrumentalism, theories are selected for their usefulness with respect to the 
objectives of this system. This was the case in MOAN DER, and it holds for ELSA 
too: ELSA will have to apply linguistic theories that are best suited to be used 
in automatic semantic analysis, and the output (i.e. the actual analyses) has 
to be produced in a formalism that can be further processed by the knowl-
edge module. In this section I will discuss which linguistic theories are used in 
ELSA, and how they are combined0. In the next section, the internal structure 
of the system will be discussed in detail. 
As was said before, a strict separation between linguistic knowledge and 
5This discussion is partly based on an earlier publication, i.e. Van Bakel 1992. 
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chemical knowledge is maintained in the information extraction system, ι e 
between domain-independent and domain-specific knowledge ELSA IS there­
fore expected to produce a semantic analysis based on linguistic information 
only This analysis has to contain all information that is relevant for informa­
tion extraction The knowledge module will then extract all relevant domain-
specific information from this analysis 
It was discussed before that the main linguistic theory on which ELSA is based 
is the theory of Government & Binding (cf Chomsky 1981,1986a) This theory 
is concerned with the study of the abstract principles of the human language 
faculty, the Universal Grammar (UG) Two points of view can be distinguished 
within the study of UG (cf Chomsky 1981, ρ 5) one is concerned with the 
various subcomponents of grammar (e g lexicon, syntax, logical form compo­
nent), and the other deals with the subsystem of principles that apply to these 
subcomponents (e g bounding theory, case theory, theta theory) GB theory 
is mainly syntactically oriented it has an autonomous syntax, which means 
that syntactic rules operate independently of any other subcomponent of UG 
In section 1 2 of this thesis we saw that GB theory is the result of developments 
in Generative Grammar, which has evolved from formulating grammatical 
rules of particular languages into the study of abstract general conditions on 
linguistic structures How these general principles6 should be formalized has 
become of secondary interest, as was stated in Chomsky (1990, ρ 145-6) 
"Theories should be formulated clearly enough, and observations 
firmly enough established, so that inquiry can proceed m a constructive 
way [ ] work should be clear enough so that it could be formalized if 
there is some reason to do so ' 
Given the above characteristics, the choice of Government & Binding as the 
theoretical foundation for ELSA is fairly obvious As in Generative Grammar, 
the emphasis in technolinguistic research as it is carried out m Nijmegen has 
shifted from language-specific implementations to systems based on general 
linguistic principles Although these systems still apply to specific languages, 
they are based on principles that apply to language in general, similar to those 
that are active in GB theory Moreover, the fact that GB theory does not postu­
late a strict formalism can be considered a favourable quality when it comes 
to implementing its principles7 
'Chomsky prefers the term Principles & Parameters to Government & Binding 
7See also the discussion in section 1 3 of this thesis 
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Semantic analysis of English sentences within the information extraction sys­
tem is carried out as follows The main module of ELSA produces an Enriched 
Surface Structure (ESS) that is based on the principles of GB theory ESS is in fact 
a constituent structure in which constituents are linked to their original deep 
structure positions (without changing the word order of the sentence), and in 
which theta roles have been assigned to the various constituents8 This the­
matic analysis is then converted into a Predicate-Argument structure in terms 
of Predicate Calculus, which is provided by a separate component outside of 
ELSA, ι e ELS2PRO Originally, the objective was to equip ELSA with a module 
that would convert ESSes into semantic analyses in terms of Intensional Logic 
(IL) based on Montague semantics, similar to MOANDER (cf Coppen 1991), 
which is why ESSes rather than deep structures are produced by the GB mod­
ule of ELSA (the semantic rules of Montague's theory apply to surface struc­
tures instead of deep structures) However, semantic structures in terms of 
IL-calculus contain more information than is actually needed by the chemical 
knowledge module It turned out that in the process of information extrac­
tion, information on the scope of quantifiers etc (information that is present 
in IL-calculus but not in regular Predicate Calculus) was not needed, and that 
we could suffice with logical structures that were obtained by plainly translat­
ing ESSes, ι e rephrasing them using a different formalism, discarding, while 
doing so, all (mainly structural) linguistic information from the analyses that 
was no longer needed As it can hardly be claimed of any module that only 
performs the task described here that it is based on a substantial linguistic the­
ory, nor that it is constructed in accordance with the technohnguistic criteria 
that were presented in the first chapter of this thesis, it was decided not to in­
corporate this module within ELSA as a fourth (semantic) module, but to pos­
tulate it outside of ELSA instead However, ELSA can still be extended with an 
intensional logic module based on Montague Semantics if this were required 
in some possible, but not yet realized application of the system 
The production of an enriched surface structure is a three-stage process that 
is earned out by three separate modules that together constitute ELSA In 
figure 2 3, the global outline of this system is illustrated In the first stage 
of this system, the input sentence or text is lexicahzed9 by the lexicahzation 
component SEN2LEX Lexicahzation consists of converting strings of words 
into strings of categories This module is based on a lexicon, as well as on 
a set of rudimentary morphological rules In the second stage of the analy­
sis process (LEX2EAG), surface structure analysis is performed a constituent 
structure is assigned to the lexicahzed sentence produced by the first module 
eThis process will be discussed in detail in section 2 3 3 
'Other terms used in this respect are preprocessing and tagging 
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This second module is constructed using a structural syntax based on Jack-
endoff (1977), Quirk et al. (1972), and Aarts & Aarts (1982). The third stage 
of ELSA (EAG2ESS), finally, converts these surface structures into enriched sur­
face structures, which will eventually lead to the production of semantic struc­
tures by ELS2PRO as was described before In the next section of this chapter, 
the several modules of ELSA will be discussed in detail 
The question now is whether a relatively simple predicate-argument structure 
drawn in a logic formalism, as produced by ELS2PRO, can be considered se­
mantics After all, the logical structures that are produced and that are similar 
to the structures produced m the logical form component of the GB model (cf. 
May 1977) are mainly based on GB principles (Theta theory), and this theory 
is considered strictly syntactic by many linguists, including Chomsky himself. 
In fact, Chomsky (1986b, pp 44-45) states that what is "misleadingly" viewed 
as "the semantics of natural language" is "[...] not semantics at all, if by 'se­
mantics' we mean the study of the relation between language and the world — 
in particular, the study of truth and reference " What is more, even the study 
of reference is considered a form of syntax by Chomsky (1986b, ρ 45)· 
"One can speak of 'reference' or 'coreference' with some intelligibility 
if one postulates a domain of mental objects associated with formal enti­
ties of language by a relation with many of the properties of reference, but 
all of this is internal to the theory of mental representations, it is a form 
of syntax [ ] the study of the relation of syntactic structures to models, 
'pictures', and the like, should be regarded as pure syntax " 
Therefore the only topic remaining to be covered by semantics in Chomsky's 
view would be the study of truth, in other words truth-conditional seman­
tics This would entail that linguistic analyses in terms of predicate-argument 
structures based on Theta theory cannot be considered semantics 
However, some linguists object to Chomsky's views, in two respects. First of 
all, they object to the view that the study of truth is the only valid topic for 
semantic theory Allan (1986, ρ 81) states that truth-conditional semantics is 
"essentially a theory of denotation that has nothing to say about sense " And 
Seuren (1990, p. 48) criticizes Montague's theory, which in modern linguis­
tics is the main truth-conditional semantic theory, for its empirical deficien­
cies. What is more, next to truth-conditional semantics there are many more 
possible angles from which natural language semantics can be approached. In 
Allan (1986), a survey of these angles10 is presented, each of them focusing on 
1 0These are meaning as ostensión, meaning as use, meaning as conditions on truth (i e Chom-
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different properties of meaning, and each of them leading to different seman­
tic models All these different approaches are more or less valid in their own 
domain, ι e independent of other approaches to natural language semantics 
For example, it would make no sense to compare a truth-conditional theory (as 
proposed by Chomsky) to a semantic theory in which truth-conditions play 
no part (as used by ELSA) It is therefore far from self-evident that a sentence 
should be analysed semantically by using truth-conditional semantics Actu­
ally, non-truth-conditional semantic theories are being developed and used in 
both linguistics and natural language processing alike 
The second point on which linguists disagree with Chomsky is whether log­
ical forms should be considered part of syntactic theory rather than seman­
tics Many theories that are claimed to be semantic — Montague Grammar 
(Dowty et al 1981), Fillmore's Case Theory (Fillmore 1968), Jackendoff's Con­
ceptual Semantics (Jackendoff 1987) — cover the same topics as Chomsky's 
logical forms and employ some logic formalism as well Logical formalisms 
in fact prove to be very efficient at representing various semantic relationships 
that apply within sentences This would suggest that logical forms should be 
considered part of semantic theory rather than of syntactics 
For years and years, the relationship between syntax and semantics has been 
a point of debate in linguistics In Van Bakel (1983) this delicate topic is dis­
cussed, Van Bakel states that syntax and semantics are closely interrelated It 
is hard to discuss the form of a sentence without taking meaning into account 
after all, if a person does not understand a sentence because he or she does not 
speak the language, he or she can not say anything about the syntax of this sen­
tence that makes sense What is more, syntactic facts about a sentence are pre­
sented in terms of meaning syntactic concepts like subject and verb cannot be 
understood without knowing what they denote semantically And similarly, 
we cannot grasp the meaning of a sentence if we have no clue as to how the 
constituents of the sentence are combined syntactically, the meaning of a sen­
tence is revealed through its syntax In short, as regards its orientation syntax 
is semantics, and vice versa (c f Van Bakel 1983, ρ 181) Every syntactic anal­
ysis requires a semantic interpretation without which the analysis cannot be 
understood, and every semantic analysis of a sentence is moulded into a spe­
cific form without which the meaning cannot be represented And this specific 
form, which is a syntactic form, in turn has its own semantics a semantic anal­
ysis that is drawn up in a specific syntax cannot be understood without knowl­
edge of the semantics of this formalism This seems to be an endless road, as 
sky s view) meaning as speaker s stimulus and hearer s response meaning as concepts the ideational 
theory of meaning meaning я«; abstract objects a Platonist conception of meaning and finally the 
natural hypothesis 
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there is really no objective way to verify the correctness of these analyses In 
Van Bakel's opinion semantic analysis can therefore only lead to one sensible 
thing, which is automatic translation of one natural language into another 
The ideas about the relationship between syntax and semantics that are de-
scribed in Van Bakel (1983) can be viewed as one of the linguistic foundations 
on which all technohnguistic NLP systems that were developed in Nijmegen 
are based In short, this view implies that in linguistics (and therefore also 
in technohnguistics) there is no syntax without semantics, and no semantics 
without syntax Furthermore, the discussion by Van Bakel shows that it is 
extremely hard (if not impossible) to determine what should be considered 
strictly syntactic and what strictly semantic, and to determine exactly where 
syntax stops and semantics begins, for instance in the analysis process by any 
NLP system that claims to cover both items It is therefore legitimate to claim 
that the logical structures that are produced by ELSA — and even the enriched 
surface structures on which these logical structures are based — are in fact se-
mantic analyses, as a great deal of information is involved in these structures 
that is generally considered semantic information But even if these structures 
were claimed to be syntactic rather than semantic, this would be of little im-
portance to ELSA What is relevant in this case is that the analyses that are 
produced contain all the information that is required by the domain-specific 
module of the information extraction system to which ELSA makes the tech-
nohnguistic contribution My claim is that the information that is contained 
in these analyses is semantic as well as syntactic information, rather than just 
syntactic However, to avoid any confusion I will refer to the final analyses 
produced by ELSA as thematic analyses, as they contain information that is 
based on Theta theory 
2.3 English Language Semantic Analyser 
In the previous section the global outline of ELSA was briefly discussed In this 
section, it will be discussed in detail I will elaborate on the theoretical prin-
ciples that together constitute the foundations of the several modules, as well 
as the formalisms and drivers that are used by ELSA A discussion of ELSA's 
performance will be presented in chapter three 
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2.3.1 Lexicalization 
In the first module of ELSA the input text which consists of a title and an 
abstract (cf Appendix I), is lexicalized a string of words is converted into 
a string of calegones (see figure 2 4) Lexicalization is in fact a preparatory 
phase for the syntactic analysis (LEX2EAG) Apart from the LM Principle, 
which implies that in NLP systems the organization of modules should co­
incide with the organization of theoretical modules on which the system is 
based, there are a number of reasons for separating lexical analysis from syn­
tactic analysis (cf Coppen 1991, ρ 301) 
• The lexical information would take up a lot of space in the grammar 
• Every change m lexical information would mean a change in the gram­
mar, and consequently a new parser would have to be generated 
• It would not be possible to account for morphological analyses properly 
Postulating a separate lexical module within the NLP system has its conse­
quences for the structural syntax Instead of words, the terminal symbols of 
the syntax are categories 
Lexical analysis involves three subroutines (automatic) pre-editing, tokenizing 
(or word class assignment) based on a lexicon divided into two subsets (Wordlex 
and Termlex, cf Appendix II), and lemmatization (or morphological analysis), all 
of which are captured within a SPITBOL computer program As it is the ob­
jective of ELSA is to process unedited texts properly, a great deal of effort was 
put into developing good automatic pre-editing facilities within the lexicaliza­
tion module11 This explains why some of the functions within this module are 
domain-specific, ι e they apply to notations that are typical for the chemical 
domain that is covered by the texts However, despite the fact that the texts 
do not have to be pre-edited, the lexicalization process is not fully automatic 
If a word is unknown to the system (i e it is not defined in the lexicon), the 
user of the system is asked to define it 
The basic process of lexicalization is relatively simple Take for example the 
following noun phrase (a fragment taken from the title of the first abstract, cf 
Appendix I) 
11
 In the current version of F LS A the only pre editing that has to be done by hand is changing 
round brackets of chemical formulas into angle brackets and those of comments (see section 
2 3 2) into square brackets (cf Appendix I) What is more in one abstract (the fifth abstract in 
Appendix I) a sentence had to be split up as it was too long to be parsed by GRAMMA 
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( Semcodes } 
( title + abstract ) 
Figure 2.4: Lexicalization 
Determination of phosphorus in milk. 
When this string of five words is lexicalized, the lexicon (Wordlex in figure 
2.4) is consulted. The following entries will be found there: 
determination"V<nom_sg>! !sem<agr<+ft,-fs>,+abs>,sf 
<2>I[determine]@ 
of~Prep<+gen>|MOD<of>|@ 
phosphorus~N<chs_mss_sg> ! ! sem<agr<+f t, -f s>, +con> | f? 
in~Prep|@ 
milk~N<mss_sg>! !sem<agr<+ft,- fs>,+liq> | β 
The syntax of the lexicon is as follows: 
4 (1) lexicon : entry , lexicon ;. 
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(2) entry word , 
II ~ It 
row of lexical categories , 
stem , "@" 
(3) row of lexical categories 
lexical category 
lexical category , 
row of lexical categories 
(4)lexical category 
syntactic information , 
II I II 
syntactic information , 
II I | Il
 ; 
semantic information , 
II ι π 
(5) stem "{" word "}" , 
(6) word character , 
row of characters , 
(7) character 
"a" "b" , "c" , 
S y n t a c t i c i n f o r m a t i o n in (4) signifies information that is relevant in the 
lexical and syntactic part of ELSA Semantic i n f o r m a t i o n in (4) is only rel­
evant in the GB module In general, ELSA's strategy is to process only rele­
vant information at any level m the analysis process. Information that is not 
relevant yet (e g semantic information during syntactic analysis) will be put 
aside, and information that is no longer needed will be discarded This way re­
dundant information is warranted to be absent from the analysis at any given 
moment, as this would only slow down the system 
In order to clarify to some extent12 what kind of information is defined in the 
lexicon, we will look at the entry for d e t e r m i n a t i o n This word is defined 
as a v<nom.sg>, which stands for nommahzed singular verb This syntactic cat­
egory is one of the terminal symbols of the structural syntax, as I mentioned 
before The lexical entry further contains the following semantic information 
• The feature <+abs>, signifying that d e t e r m i n a t i o n is an abstract 
nominahzation 
1 2 In the discussion of the other modules it will become clear exactly what kind of lexical 
information is required by ELSA, and how it is applied For a complete list of all categories I 
refer to the production rules for the terminal symbols of the syntax in Appendix III 
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• Information on Agreement, in the feature <agr<+f t , -f s>> In ELSA 
agreement is dealt with in EAG2ESS (see figure 2 3, and section 2 3 3) 
• The feature <sf < 2 » , which is a pointer to a theta frame in the theta 
frame lexicon (see figure 2 3) 
Lexicahzation of (1) will yield the following result 
5 *V<nom_sg>' 'sem<agr<+ft - f s > , + a b s > s f < 2 > | { d e t e r 
mine}(Dete rmina t ion)*Prep<+gen> |MOD<of> | [o f}(of 
) * N < m s s _ s g > ' ' s e m < a g r < + f t , - f s > , + c o n > | [ p h o s p h o r u s 
) ( p h o s p h o r u s ) * P r e p | [ i n ] ( i n ) * N < m s s _ s g > ' ' s e m < a g r < 
+ f t , - f s > , + l i q > | { m i l k ) ( m i l k ) # 
In lexicahzation, all lexical information that is produced is placed before the 
lexicalized word, which is put between brackets, and the lexical information 
of a word is preceded by an asterisk (*), introducing the lexicahzation of the 
next word As was said before, lexicahzation is based on a lexicon and a set of 
morphological rules, some of which apply to domain-specific notations With 
respect to these rules, the lexicahzation process has been divided into several 
phases (and hence several submodules), which I will discuss here 
The first phase: SL1 
The first phase of lexicahzation (SLl m figure 2 4) is concerned with lexical-
îzation of all strings of characters between spaces Lexicahzation is based on 
the lexicon Wordlex (of which an excerpt was shown above) and a number of 
functions based on lemmatization The following processes are involved 
• Conjugation of regular verbs 
work 
works 
work-ed 
work-ing 
• Pluralizaron of regular nouns 
solution - solutions 
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• Formation of adverbs, by adding ly to adjectives 
respective - respectwe-ly 
Words that have been changed in one of the ways described above are recog­
nized on the basis of the occurrence of their stem forms in the lexicon Thus, 
a considerable generalization takes place in the lexicahzahon process, which 
enables the lexicon to be kept relatively small 
Next to the functions described above, SLl contains functions that comprise 
the following morphological processes All these functions enable lexicahza­
hon on the basis of the stem forms denned in the lexicon 
• Reconstruction of the stem 
The word stem may change when a word is conjugated the last letter of 
the stem may double, change or even disappear A few examples 
- char - char-T-ing 
- easy - eas-i-ly 
- analyse-analys-ing 
In SEN2LEX, the original form of these stems is reconstructed 
• Changing of initial upper case letters into lower case letters 
Words that are written with an initial capital letter are recognized on the 
basis of their definition in the lexicon in lower case However, in the fi­
nal lexicahzahon the original words (with initial upper case) are main­
tained 
• Recognition of numerals, written in numeric or alphabetic characters 
( e g 35,35 0 and thirty-five) 
SLl is equipped with a small grammar for the recognition of numerals 
This way there is no need to incorporate a list of numerals in the lexicon 
As such a list would be infinite and therefore by definition incomplete, 
incorporating a small grammar is preferable instead 
Next to these Iemmatization functions, SLl further contains functions for the 
lexicahzahon of strings that are more or less domain-specific, ι e characteris­
tic of the domain of analytical chemistry For example, a function is incorpo­
rated that recognizes and lexicalizes chemical formulas (e g NaCl, Bi(N03)3, 
etc ) As is the case with numerals, the number of possible chemical formulas 
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is infinite, which makes it impossible to draw up an exhaustive list Instead, 
formulas are recognized by SLl on the basis of a list of elements, and a small 
grammar that describes the syntax of formulas, both incorporated in the pro­
gram This way, it is not necessary to define all elements in the lexicon 
A special function within SLl is M a n i p u l a t e S t r i n g This function per­
forms lexicahzation of what I call complex strings these involve combination of 
words — or rather lexical units — that are not separated by spaces, but that are 
written as single words, sometimes with added hyphens or full stops Some 
examples are 
6 a) 0 02N N b r o m o s u c c i m m i d e 
b) g t o r e q 95 4% 
c) C.UC12 2H20 
d) +- 0 049 
e) 0 02M-HC1 
These examples are notational conventions from analytical chemistry, among 
these are ascn-notations that are used to replace non-ascn characters in the 
texts (e g g t o r e q signifies >) As with numerals and formulas, it is im­
possible to define all possible complex strings in the lexicon Therefore a 
function was constructed that performs lexicahzation of these strings This 
function is applied only when all other functions have failed It divides the 
string into the several parts that together constitute the complex string, af­
ter which the parts are lexicahzed separately When splitting up the complex 
string, M a n i p u l a t e S t r i n g focuses on the following items, using some of 
the functions that were described above 
• Abbreviations 
Lexicahzation of abbreviations within complex strings differs consider­
ably from lexicahzation of 'independent' abbreviations All abbrevia­
tions are defined in the lexicon, and when they occur independently (ι e 
not in a complex string) they are lexicahzed like 'normal' words In or­
der to recognize abbreviations in complex strings, however, this strategy 
did not suffice Therefore a special strategy had to be developed First of 
all, all abbreviations are marked in the lexicon with a special feature, ι e 
<+abb> Now, before a string of words (including a possible complex 
string) is lexicahzed, SLl makes a list of all the abbreviations in the lexi­
con by selecting them by this feature When a complex string is encoun-
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tered and processed, the string is scanned for abbreviations with the help 
of this list 
• Punctuation marks 
The following set of punctuation marks are recognized by 
Manipu la t e S t r i n g ", 7 '" If the last character of the string 
is one of these punctuation marks, it is recognized as the end of a 
sentence 
• Chemical formulas 
Apart from occurring as independent words, formulas can be a part of 
complex strings too (see 6e) These formulas are recognized by the same 
function as the independent formulas 
• Numbers 
Manipu la t e S t r i n g recognizes natural and real numbers within 
complex strings (see 6b, 6d, 6e) 
Next to the items just described, Manipu la te S t r i n g also performs detec-
tion and lexicahzation of the end of sentences From the examples above it 
appears that it is not sufficient to say that whenever a full stop is encountered 
in an input string, it marks the end of a sentence Full stops are also used in 
abbreviations and real numbers Manipu la te S t r i n g checks for full stops 
in the complex string after the string has been checked for abbreviations and 
real numbers If the full stop is the last character of the string, it signifies the 
end of the sentence This way, the end of a sentence is always recognized This 
strategy implies that the input text is analysed as a whole, rather than sentence 
by sentence However, the system is also capable of lexicahzing isolated sen-
tences 
The second phase: SL2 
The output of SLl is written in the file sll-sl2.scr (see figure 2 4), it serves as in-
put for the next module of SEN2LEX, SL.2 This module performs lexical analy-
sis of lexical items tha t consist of multiple elements separated by spaces These 
lexical items can be divided into the following subgroups, which I will discuss 
here 
• Compound terms 
• Structural formulas 
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• Idiom chunks 
Compound terms (or Compounds) consist of two or more words, generally 
nouns, in which both the number of words and the number of possible com­
binations within the compound terms are unlimited Compounds should be 
viewed as words, as is stated in Selkirk (1982, ρ 48) "a compound and its con­
stituents are of the same category level and [ ] it is categories of level Word 
that are involved " However, SLl does not process compound terms as single 
words, but considers every part of the compound to be a word on its own For 
example, the compound term flow rate is lexicahzed by SL1 as follows 
7 * N < c n t _ s g > ' ' s e m < a g r < + f t -fs> + c o n > | V < i > ' ' s f < 1 > | 
V<p>ι ιagr< + fs> s f < 1 > | ( f l o w } ( f l o w ) * N < c n t _ s g > ' ' s e 
m<agr<+ft - f s > , + a b s > | V < i > ' ι s f<1>|V<p>' iagr<+fs> 
, s f < 4 4 > | { r a t e ) ( r a t e ) 
In SL2, this lexicahzation is replaced by the proper lexicahzation, based on a 
special lexicon for compounds, ι e Termlex, which employs the same formal­
ism as Wordlex Apart from compounds, which are for the most part gener­
ally received (chemical) terms, this lexicon contains entries for idiom chunks 
(word constructions like with respect to, as soon as, etc ) as well SL2 allows the 
last part of compound terms to be in the plural, provided of course that this 
last part is a noun SL2 will produce the following lexicahzation (от flow rate 
8 *N<cnt_sg>ι ιsem<agr< + ft, fs>,+abs>|{flow rate) 
(flow rate) 
Although this strategy is not very elegant but rather ad hoc, it is highly effi­
cient However, it is not the only way compounds are processed by the system 
Above, we saw that another infinite word class, the class of chemical formu­
las, is lexicahzed by a small grammar rather than by means of definitions in a 
lexicon Similar to this strategy, it should be possible to write a grammar that 
describes the structure of compounds, which would then no longer have to be 
defined in a separate lexicon Actually, this strategy is also used within ELSA, 
next to the special compound lexicon Termlex If a compound is not defined 
in Termlex, it will still be recognized and analysed by ELSA, only this time by 
the syntactic module LEX2EAG In other words, established compounds are 
analysed by the lexical module, and new compounds by the syntactic mod­
ule 
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Note that the entries of Termlex have to be ordered, so as to make it possible 
that all compound terms are properly analysed I will illustrate this with an 
example Take the following (highly similar) compounds 
9 flame atomic-absorption 
flame atomic-absorption spectrometry 
If the latter occurs in a text, and in Termlex the shorter one is defined before 
the larger one, SL2 will only mark flame atomic-absorption as a compound, thus 
failing to analyse the entire compound, ι e the one that includes spectrometry 
This is why in case of compounds that are highly similar, the larger one has to 
be defined in Termlex before the smaller one, as this lexicon is scanned 'top-
down' 1 3 
The last group of words that is processed by SL2 is the group of Structural for­
mulas (e g aluminium chloride, cupnc oxide, etc ) Again we are dealing with a 
set of words that is infinite, and it would be impossible to define an exhaus­
tive list In order to analyse structural formulas properly, all words that can be 
part of such a formula are marked in the Wordlex lexicon with a special feature 
<chs> If SL2 encounters a row of these words (1 e two or more subsequent 
words with the <chs> feature), the lexicahzation of these words is changed, 
and the group of words is marked as a structural formula For example alu­
minium chloride is lexicalized by SLl as follows 
10 *N<chs_mss_sg>''sem<agr<+ft, fs>,+con>|[alumin 
iura)(aluminium)*N<chs_mss_sg>''sem<agr<+ft,-fs 
>,+con>|{chloride)(chloride) 
and is changed by SL2 into 
11 *N<mss_sg>''sem<agr<+ft, fs> +chs,+con>|{alumi 
mum chloride}(aluminium chloride) 
After all compounds, idiom chunks, and structural formulas have been 
properly analysed, the lexicahzation is finished and the result is stored in 
sen21ex scr However, before the result is sent on to the syntactic module 
(LEX2EAG), it is encoded by the interface module of SEN2LEX, 2EAG All syntac­
tic and semantic information in the lexical categories is replaced by a numeric 
n I t is evident that the problem described here is technological rather than linguistic 
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code, and the semantic information is placed in a temporary file Encoding the 
lexicahzahon is done for strictly computational reasons, ι e to save memory 
space So instead of lexical categories, the terminal symbols of the structural 
syntax are the numeric codes All syntactic codes are defined in a separate 
lexicon syncode s c r , and all semantic information is stored temporarily in 
a special file semcode s c r 
The encoded lexicahzahon of (1) will look as follows 
12 *24SII|Tlx(Déterminâtion)*66|71|T2x(of)*27SI 2| 
T3x(phosphorus)*65|T4x(in)*27SI3|T5x(milk)# 
The several functions that were described above have made it possible to keep 
the lexica of ELSA relatively small All 124 abstracts (which contain 1,806 
sentences with a total of 4,049 words) are fully covered by the functions of 
SEN2LEX, in combination with the Termlex lexicon containing 1,896 entries, 
and the Wordlex lexicon containing 455 entries 
Note, finally, that no attempt is made within the lexicahzahon process to dis-
ambiguate any lexical ambiguities, they are all passed on to the syntactic mod-
ule of the system In the next section it will be discussed, among other things, 
how this type of ambiguity is dealt with 
2.3.2 Structural Analysis 
In the second module of ELSA syntactic analysis is performed a surface struc-
ture is assigned to the lexicalized sentences produced by SEN2LEX In figure 
2 5 this second module is illustrated LEX2EAG is a preparatory phase to the 
main module of ELSA, the Government & Binding module EAG2ESS (see fig-
ure 2 3) 
Syntactic analysis by LEX2EAG is based on a structuralist syntax, which is a 
unification-based grammar consisting of context-free phrase structure rules 
drawn up in Extended Affix Grammar formalism14 Extended Affix Gram-
mars (EAGs) are two-level grammars15 they consist of a set of production 
rules extended with a meta-grammar, which is also known as the affix level 
These affix rules are used to further specify possible productions of the rewrite 
rules of the first level, hence providing an elegant way to generalize over con-
stituents For example, the EAG rules in (13) are equivalent to the rules in (14) 
'•"This type of grammar is also known as Affix Grammar over a Finite Lattice AGFL 
bThis discussion is partly adopted from Van Bakel (1984) 
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Figure 2 5 Structural Analysis 
13 X<a b> 
a 
b 
Y<a> 
" ρ " , 
Z<b> 
"q" 
14 X<"p" "r"> 
X<'p","s"> 
X<"q","r"> 
X<'q ,"s ' > 
Y<"p"> , Z<"r> 
Y<"p"> , Z<"s"> 
Y<"q"> , Z<"r"> 
Y<"q"> , Z<"s"> 
The affix rules are also used to incorporate restrictions m the grammar, for in­
stance to prevent the number of analyses from growing exponentially Fur­
ther on in this section I will present several examples, in the discussion of syn­
tactic underspeaficatwn The structural grammar that is used within ELSA dif­
fers from a regular EAG in that its affix level is finite, the grammar is there­
fore equivalent to a context-free grammar It is converted into a parser by 
the parser generator GRAMMA (cf Meijer 1986) However, GRAMMA is not 
capable of transforming two-level grammars into parsers Therefore, before 
GRAMMA can generate a parser the grammar has to be converted into a one-
level grammar first This is done by BLOWUP, a SPITBOL computer program 
developed especially for this purpose by Peter-Arno Coppen (cf Coppen 
1991) 
The syntax of LEX2EAG IS based on the syntactic theory of Aarts & Aarts (1982) 
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and the structuralist syntax of Quirk et al (1972) The architecture of the syn­
tactic rules is primarily based on the X theory of Jackendoff (1977) Next to 
this, some of the rules were formed by adopting rules from other NLP sys­
tems developed in Nijmegen For instance, the AMAZON rules for the Dutch 
verbal end group were used to construct the rules for the verbal cluster in En­
glish VPs (cf Appendix III, rules 52 to 64), and the NP grammar for Dutch 
from MOANDER formed the basis for its English equivalent (cf Appendix III, 
rules 71 to 186) 
As it is hardly possible to discuss the capacity of the syntax — whether the 
grammar correctly analyses English sentences will only become clear after it 
has been tested thoroughly — the discussion will be restricted to some of its ca­
pacities and characteristics I have already said that LEX2E AG provides surface 
structure analysis of English sentences In doing so, it is a preparatory phase 
to the main module of ELSA (EAG2ESS), which is based on GB theory the ob­
jective of LEX2EAG is therefore to produce structural analyses — preferably as 
few as possible — of sentences, which can be processed further by EAG2ESS 
The structural analyses tha t are produced do not necessarily have to be correct, 
as the main goal is to have ELSA produce correct thematic analyses, not correct 
structural analyses Given this objective and consequently the very specific re­
quirements the syntactic module has to meet, it was decided to develop a new 
syntactic module rather than apply and modify an existing grammar 
The syntax consists of 389 level-one production rules and 48 affix rales (see 
Appendix III) It describes syntactic structures of English without taking any 
semantic factors into account The basic sentence structure that is assigned by 
the syntax is as follows 
15 Basic sentence structure in ELSA16 
SE 
I 1 ' 1 
SU AUX VP 
NP e CL C&A 
V N P PP 
I I 
e e 
The rules for the major constituents A (Adjective), N (Noun) and Ρ (Preposi­
tion) are constructed in accordance with the second principle claim of Jack-
endoff's X Convention This claim states that "each lexical category defines 
'
6 C L - verbal cluster, C&A = c o m p l e m e n t s & adverb ia l s 
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a set of syntactic categories X', X", , Xk, the supercategones of X, related by 
phrase structure rules of the form (3 1) 
16 (3 1) r - > Xn 1 
(3 1) is a phrase structure rule schema provided by universal grammar It re­
sults in phrase structure configurations of the form (3 2) (Jackendoff 1977, ρ 
30) 
(3 2) χ к 
The X structure can for instance be recognized in the production rules for the 
noun phrase The basic structure that is assigned to NPs by LEX2EAG is based 
on Coppen's NP grammar for Dutch (cf Coppen 1991) 
17 Basic NP structure in ELSA 
NP 
I Η ! 
QPl N2 PM[sc] 
Ι ι Η 1 ι 
e DET N1 PMIpp] e 
Ι ι 1 τ 1 1 Ι 
e QP2 AP ΝΚ PM[bracJ e 
I I I I 
e e N e 
A special constituent is incorporated in this grammar to describe what I call 
comments in the chemical abstracts These comments involve words or short 
phrases that are placed between brackets, they may vary from quantifications 
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(e.g. [0.2 ml], [1 to 225 ppm], [25 cm .times. 4.6 mm], [70:29-1], [n = 5]) to com­
ments like [details given], or even references. These comments are all analysed 
as PM<brac> at the N1 level of NP. 
By adopting Coppen's NP grammar, Coppen's views on the internal structure 
of these constituents are adopted as well. For example, constructions gener­
ally known as partitive constructions are analysed as simple NPs with no par­
titive NP involved (cf. Coppen 1991 section 2.1, and Selkirk 1977)17: 
18 5mlofHN03. 
NP 
QP1 MOD N2 
I I I 
NPIquanl] of N1 
Num N2 NK 
I I I 
5 N1 N 
I I 
NK HN03 
I 
N 
I 
ml 
What is more, NPs have two positions for quantifiers, i.e. QP1 and QP2: 
19 Two of the three methods. 
NP[pl,+hd] 
QP1[+def,pl] MOD N2[+def,pl,+hd,cnt] 
I Ι ι ' 1 
Num[card,pl] of Del[+def,pl,+ob] Nl[pl,+hd,cnt] 
I I , ' 1 
Two the QP2[pl,card] NK[pl,cnt) 
I I 
Num[card,pl] N 
I I 
three methods 
And thirdly, pronouns are analysed as determiners (following Postal 1969 and 
Abney 1986): 
1 7For reasons of clarity, only those affixes are represented that are relevant to the example 
in question For a complete survey of the affixes used in the syntax, I refer to Appendix III 
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20 
NP[-t-pro,sg,-obl] 
I 
N2[+def,+pro,-obl,sg,-hd,-pp] 
ι ' 1 
Det[+pro,-obl,sgJ Nl l-hdl 
I I 
it NK[-hd] 
The rules for NP do not only apply to English noun phrases in general, but 
also to 'domain-specific' noun phrases like the following18: 
21 Jtoreq.2.4 mg ml.minus.l of Ρ in milk. 
NP 
Q P l M O D N2 
Ι Ι ι Η 
NPIquanH of N1 PM 
' 1 I I 
N u m P N2 NK PP 
PreM N u m N1 Ν N Prep N P 
I I I I I I I 
lloreq 2 4 NK ml minus 1 Ρ in N2 
I I 
N N1 
I I 
mg NK 
I 
N 
I 
milk 
"Only examples of partitive constructions are given. 
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22 3mM-HN03 
NP 
QP1 MOD N2 
I I I 
NPlquant] NJ1 
Mum N2 NK 
ι ι ι 
3 N1 N 
I I 
NK H N 0 3 
I 
N 
I 
mM 
23 2mlofl%NaBH4soln 
NP 
QP1 MOD N2 
I I I 
NP[quant] of N1 
Num N2 AP NK 
I I I I 
2 N1 A2 N 
I I I 
NK Al NaBH4soln 
I I 
N AK 
I I 
ml Ad] 
I 
1% 
The NP grammar within LEX2EAG contains a separate subset of rules for 
analysing pronouns that can neither appear with a specifier nor a head (e g 
I, he, she, us, theirs, etc, cf rules 89 - 92 in Appendix III) These pronouns are 
specified with the feature [ Oobl ] (oblique), denoting whether the pronoun is 
+ or - oblique19 If it is <+obl>, the pronoun cannot appear in subject position 
(e g us, him, etc ) 
Another idea that was adopted from Coppen's NP grammar is the idea that 
within noun phrases, specifiers take care of the distribution of Case "some 
'All features whose names begin with a zero are binary features 
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specifiers absorb case, some pass it, and some assign a case of their own" 
(Coppen 1991, ρ 41) This optional or obligatory case passing is based on the 
principles of Chomsky's Case Theory (Chomsky 1981), especially the Extended 
Case Filter This filter is transformed by Coppen into the Generalized Case Filter 
24 Generalized Case Filter 
*{y [ a p h o n -a Case] ], S 
"This filter asserts that in general, phonetically realized elements must have 
Case, whereas empty elements may not" (Coppen 1991, ρ 199) As this filter 
is too strong — e g all empty elements are ruled out, including properly gov­
erned elements like t r a c e — it has to be parameterized for each language In 
Coppen (1991) it is done for Dutch, and here it is done for English The param­
eterization as regards NP is discussed in the section on the GB module (sec­
tion 2 3 3) As regards NP-internal case marking, the Generalized Case Filter 
is further specified by the following parameters 
25 Parameter I 
7 = Det<+def >, a = +,δ = 0 
26 Parameter ¡I 
7 = QP, a = +,<$ = 0 
These parameters assert that phonetically realized determiners and QPs must 
have Case The parameters account for the fact that in English — like in Dutch 
— definite determiners can occur in partitive constructions, and that low QPs 
require a definite determiner, both facts can be observed m (19) 
The NP-internal Case Theory that is described here is formalized in the struc-
turalist syntax by special binary features within the rules for NP By using 
these features, a Percolation Device is created that takes care of passing Case 
onto lower constituents Coppen (1991) assumes that specifiers have case-
passing properties, ι e that definite specifiers pass Case to the main projection 
line, and for this purpose he suggests two Percolation Rules These rales have 
been adopted by ELSA 
27 Downward Percolation 
(ι) Features assigned to Л т _ г 1 obligatorily percolate to all filled 
SPEC[Nn] orMOD[iV"] positions, 
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(n)if SPEC[7Vn] andM0D[7Vn] are not filled, features on iVn+1 option­
ally percolate to Nn 
The features that are specifically intended for passing case are [Odef ] (defi 
ritte) on QPs, and [ Oob ] (obligatory) on Determiners, <+ob> signifies that case 
has to be passed on, e g with the, and < - ob> means that the Determiner itself 
can have case, e g this, that, those, etc However, [Odef] and [Oob] together 
constitute only partly the mechanism of case passing in the NP grammar In 
fact, the whole complex of (binary) features, mainly used in the projection line, 
is used to both restrict and enforce possible NP structures For example, take 
the following NP 
28 Two of the green apples 
NPIqpl a p p i + h d pp] 
QPU+defpl card part] MODIofl N2[+det-qp2 +ap +def pi +hd cnt pp] 
I Ι ι ' 1 
Numlcard pi] of Det[+def pi +ob] Ni l qp2 + i p p l +hd cnt] 
Ι Ι ι ' 1 
Two the APIattr] NKlplcnt] 
I I 
A2[attr] N[cnt pi] 
I I 
AUaltr] apple 
I 
AK[attr] 
I 
Adj[pral] 
I 
green 
At NP level, the first two features — <qpl> and <ap> — indicate how the 
specifier of the NP is built up, ι e what the first constituent of the specifier 
is, and what the last one is At N2 level, features show that the N2 contains 
a determiner and an adjective phrase, but no low quantifier phrase (denoted 
by <+det>, <+ap>, and <-qp2>, respectively) Now, by using these features 
some productions of NPs can be excluded, simply by ruling out one of the two 
possible values of a feature For example, let us look at the syntax rule that 
describes the structure in (28) 
29 (13 5) N P < " q p l " , " a p " Opl,Ohd,ppcmp>0 
QPKOdef , Opl, " c a r d " , " p a r t " > , MOD<"of"> , 
N 2 < " + d e t " , 0 q p 2 , " + a p " , O d e f , " p i " , n m s s , p p c m p > 
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From this rule we learn that in this particular NP production, N2 must contain 
a determiner and an adjective phrase, signified by <+det> and <+ap>. If the 
N2 were allowed to appear without a determiner, <0det> rather than < t-det> 
would have been used. Rule (135) contains some other restrictions as well, e.g. 
the restriction that the noun involved cannot be a mass noun. This is signified 
by the feature <nmss> of N2. In other words, the restrictions on affix level in 
rule (135) prevent the following NPs from being analysed: 
30 a) *Two of apples 
b) * Two of the gold 
The above is a small sketch of how features take care of NP-internal case and 
thus restrict the production of NP analyses. However, the NP features are not 
just used for case within NP; they also play a central role in the parsing strat-
egy of Syntactic Under specification that has been incorporated in the syntax of 
ELSA. This strategy, which has been adopted from Coppen (1991), is described 
here20. 
Syntactic Underspecification 
In automatic structural analysis, the major problem that has to be dealt with 
is the problem of structural ambiguity, and with it the exponential increase 
of the number of analyses. In general it can be said that whether a system 
successfully conducts automatic parsing depends largely on how it tackles 
this problem. The phenomenon of exponential ambiguity typically occurs in 
phrases with transparent constituent boundaries. In these phrases it is unclear 
whether a particular constituent belongs to the left of the boundary or to the 
right. For instance, take sentences with NP-PP sequences, in which a prepo-
sitional phrase (PP) can be a post-modifying phrase to a noun phrase (NP), or 
a constituent of its own. The following is a notorious example: 
31 She saw the girl with the binoculars. 
'The discussion is mainly based on Van Bakel & Oltmans (1995) 
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Thus sentence is both structurally and semantically ambiguous, which be-
comes clear when it is passivized-
32 The girl with the binoculars was seen (by her) 
33 The girl was seen with the binoculars (by her) 
An unrestricted parser will produce two structural analyses for (31) In this 
particular case this is not harmful, as both structural possibilities correspond 
to two different meanings However, thus will not always be the case. In trans-
parency situations, a number of structural analyses will usually be produced 
that will not lead to semantically valid analyses. What is more, if the num-
ber of PPs grows the number of analyses will increase exponentially. Many 
sentences can be found with NP-PP sequences in the chemical abstracts In-
tuitively these are hardly recognized as ambiguous, but in NLP practice they 
prove to be highly 'ambiguity-prone', to the extent that the number of analy-
ses increases exponentially in these situations For example, take the follow-
ing sentence, taken from abstract HPLC 4 (HPLC is an abbreviation for High-
Performance Liquid Chromatograph}/): 
34 Lotion containing bronopol [1] was analysed by HPLC on an ODS column 
with aq 11% metlianol containing 0 5% of PICB-5 ion-pair reagent as mo-
bile phase, and detection at 254 nm 
Looking at the number of relevant21 PPs in this sentence, we would expect the 
number of structural possibilities in (34) to be 25 But the number is even big-
ger, each time a PP is attached to a preceding NP a new transparency situation 
is created, because the next PP can be attached to any NP level to which it is 
adjacent: 
21The first PP under C&A does not participa te in the exponentiahty, as it is not preceded by 
anNP 
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Double Transparency 
NP PP 
f ' 1 ' ! 
N PP Ρ NP 
Ι ι 4 I I 
HPLC Ρ NP with N 
Ι ι
 L
- i I 
on Det N methanol 
I I 
an ODS column 
A case of Double Transparency is illustrated in this tree the PP with methanol can 
be attached either to the NParc ODS column, or the NP HPLC on an ODS column 
The following table shows the increase in the number of structural possibilities 
with respect to the number of PPs in a sentence (this table is adopted from 
Coppenl991,p 25) 
#PPs 
0 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
# structures 
1 
2 
5 
14 
42 
132 
429 
1430 
4862 
What is more, transparency holds for subordinate clauses as well, so dou­
ble transparency would also apply to the constituent containing 0 5% ofPICB-
5 ion-pair reagent, which — structurally — can be a postmodifying clause to 
methanol, ODS column and even HPLC An unrestricted parser would therefore 
produce 429 analyses for (34) This clearly shows that it is impractical — and 
maybe even impossible — to analyse transparency situations by first generat­
ing all surface structures Not only would this slow down the analysis process 
considerably, in a system for thematic analysis in which structural analyses is 
just a preparatory phase it is also inefficient, as it can only be decided at a later 
stage whether we are dealing with real (ι e thematic) ambiguity, or just syn­
tactic Therefore it is desirable to construct a parser that skirts exponentiahty 
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at the structural level, i.e. which leaves structural ambiguity untouched in a 
way that is in accordance with the LM principle. This is exactly what is done 
through syntactic underspecification, as I will show here. 
A prerequisite for using underspecification is that the component in which 
this strategy is implemented is followed by a module that is able to split up 
the derivation if this were required (e.g. in cases of 'real' ambiguity). This is 
why underspecification can only be used in SMA models. In these systems, 
ambiguity is dealt with at the appropriate level, i.e. where sufficient informa-
tion is available to decide whether a possible derivation should be maintained 
or rejected. In other words, the system knows what to choose, and when to 
choose it; until that moment the derivation will remain underspecified. Note 
that no relevant information is lost when using this strategy: if there is a real 
ambiguity, the semantic (or thematic) module will eventually come up with 
two (or more) analyses. If only structural ambiguity is involved, the deriva-
tion that will not lead to a semantically valid analysis is redundant, and can 
therefore be discarded beforehand. 
Underspecification is not the only way to avoid an exponential increase 
of structural analyses. Actually, reducing the number of analyses can be 
achieved in several ways, which I will discuss here. The first possibility is to 
stop the parsing process after the first analysis has been produced. This op-
tion is undesirable, however, as it is hardly guaranteed that we will obtain the 
right analysis this way. The second option would be to pick one analysis by 
hand, i.e. to allow for human intervention in the analysis process. This, too, 
is an undesirable solution for a number of reasons. First of all, not all users 
of NLP systems are sufficiently linguistically competent — remember that the 
information extraction system is intended to be used by analytical chemists 
— to make the right choice. Secondly, by allowing human intervention we 
no longer have a fully automatic syntactic analyser. But, most important of 
all, human intervention would not do away with exponential behaviour of the 
parser, for in order to choose, all possible analyses will have to be produced 
first. 
The third possibility to restrain exponential ambiguity would be to compli-
cate the analysis by enriching the representation. This could for example be 
achieved by using semantic information on subcategorization22, so as to ex-
clude a number of structural possibilities. However, this strategy is not de-
sirable, as it implies that semantic information is used at the syntactic level, 
which endangers the strict modularity of SMA systems and by definition vi-
22How information on subcategorization is applied in semantic analysis will be discussed 
in section 2.3.3. 
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olates the technohnguistic principles The fourth option, then, would be to 
restrain exponential ambiguity by using statistics, to employ some kind of 
probabilistic parsing strategy in order to produce only one analysis, ι e the 
most probable one But in this case the same objection holds as in case of the 
first possibility there is no guarantee that the right analysis will be produced 
Moreover, there is no way back when using statistics once an analysis has 
been selected and the choice proves to be faulty, this cannot be restored If ap­
plied at all, probability in grammars should be used as a 'last resort', ι e only 
when no deterministic rules apply 
So far I have discussed four options to solve the problem of exponentiahty, 
each of which was unacceptable for several reasons From the discussion 
above we can extract the criteria to determine whether a strategy is accept­
able or not, so as to come up with the right strategy First of all, the structural 
component has to produce only one derivation We have already seen that 
in SMA models it cannot be guaranteed that this will be the correct deriva­
tion The only way to establish the correct structural analysis would be by 
human intervention, but as we saw earlier this option is unacceptable We do 
not need the correct derivation at the structural level, however, as this level is 
only a preparatory phase to the semantic module Therefore, it will suffice to 
employ a strategy that will only produce one structural analysis, which is not 
necessarily the correct one To sum up, this strategy has to meet the following 
criteria 
The structural analysis 
• must be produced automatically, 
• must be based on syntactic information only (strict modularity), 
• must allow for reconstruction, so as to make it possible to produce the 
proper semantic analysis 
A strategy that meets these criteria is the strategy of syntactic underspecifi-
cation This strategy tackles syntactic ambiguity successfully, and does away 
with exponentiahty entirely Basically, in syntactic underspecification the 
parsing process is constrained by incorporating restrictive rules in the gram­
mar on which the parser is based This is typically done in situations where 
transparency would otherwise occur By using underspecification, which is 
based on linguistic principles as we will see further on, we are in total control 
of which analyses are being produced by the grammar, and consequently we 
know exactly how to equip the semantic component in order to process these 
underspecified structures adequately In other words, the semantic compo-
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nent will know how to reconstruct the derivation in order to obtain the proper 
semantic analysis. 
In English, transparency situations are restricted to the complement position 
of the verb (i.e. under C&A). In TOP or SU position, the transparency does not 
apply. Take for example the following sentence with an NP-PP sequence (the 
example is a fragment of 34): 
35 Lotion was analysed by HPLC on an ODS column. 
The PP on an ODS column can be analysed as a postmodifying phrase to HPLC, 
or as an independent constituent: 
C&A 
ι 
PP PP 
Prep N P 
1 1 
by N2 
C&A 
Prep 
1 
on 
PP 
N P 
1 
N2 
N1 Del N1 
I I I 
NK an NK 
I I 
V[nom) N 
I I 
HPLC ODS column 
Prep 
I 
by 
N1 
NK 
V[nom] 
I 
HPLC 
Prep 
on 
N P 
I 
N2 
PM 
PP 
NP 
N2 
t N1 
I 
NK 
I 
N 
I 
ODS column 
To avoid transparency in these situations, we could restrict the production 
rules by preventing NPs from having a PP as postmodifier. However, note that 
when the NP-PP sequence is in subject position, the transparency is solved: 
36 HPLC on an ODS column analysed the lotion. 
This means that if we want to restrict the production rules for NP-PP se­
quences, we will have to make sure that we only do this for sequences un­
der C&A. For this purpose the affix level of the production rules for NP is ex-
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tended with a special feature stating whether the NP in question contains a 
postmodifying PP. By means of this feature, the possibility is excluded that, 
under C&A, an NP can contain a postmodifying PP, which rules out the sec-
ond possible analysis tree (see above)23. The underspecified grammar will 
therefore produce one analysis for (35): 
C&A 
PP[+bare,sg,+hd,noppnest] PP[det,det,sg,+hd,noppnest] 
Preptbyl NP(+-bare,sg,+hd,-ppl Prep[J NP[det,det,sg,+hd,-pp] 
I I I I 
by N2[+bare,sg,+hd,-ppI on N2[+det,-qp2,-ap,-def,sg,+hd,mss,-ppl 
I , ' 1 
Nl[sg,nom] Det[-def,sg,+ob] Nl[-qp2,-ap,sg,+hd,mss] 
I I I 
NK(sg,nom] an NK[sg,mssl 
I I 
V[nom,sgJ N[mss,sg) 
I I 
HPLC ODS column 
NP-PP sequences are not the only sequences that have to be underspecified 
under C&A. For instance, NP sequences involve transparency as well. Take 
for example the following sentence: 
37 He gave those books. 
The two words in this sentence that together constitute one NP under C&A 
{those and books) can each constitute an independent NP. This entails that (37) 
is structurally ambiguous. Like with NP-PP sequences, we need information 
on subcategorization to decide which of the possible analyses is required (or 
whether they are both valid), and therefore the structural syntax is underspec-
ified for NP sequences as well. This is done by using the affixes in the syn-
tax rules for NP that specify how the specifier of the NP is constructed, and 
whether the NP contains a 'head' (denoted by the <0hd> feature). Recall the 
general structure of the English NP (cf. (17) in this thesis). Now, as regards 
NP sequences, the syntax is restricted as follows: an NP that only consists 
of a specifier (i.e. an NP<-hd>) cannot be followed immediately by an NP of 
which the first part is 'lower' than the last part of the previous NP24. In other 
21The only exception is made in case of PP wilh the preposition of. These PPs are analysed 
as postmodifying phrases to NP 
24By 'lower' is meant lower in the derivation tree of the NP specifier. In this respect QP1 is 
the highest possible node, and AP the lowest. 
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words, the first analysis is excluded from the grammar, as the second NP be­
gins 'lower' than the first one ended An NP that ends with a Determiner can 
only be followed by another NP if the latter starts with a high QP or a De­
terminer Therefore, the only analysis that is permitted for C&A m (37) is the 
second one of the following set 
C&A 
ι ' 1 
NP[detdet hdj NP[bare+hd| 
I I 
N2( hd] N2[+hd| 
ι ' — ι I 
Det Nl[ hd] Nl[+hd) 
I I I 
those NK[ hd] NK[+hd] 
I I 
Ν N 
I I 
e books 
As regards NP sequences it was decided to put as many constituents as pos­
sible within one NP in ELSA Among other parsing strategies, this strategy is 
illustrated in Frazier (1987), and it is called the Late Closure Principle The strat­
egy is more or less the opposite of the strategy that has been used in NP-PP 
sequences, as we saw above In those sequences, it was decided to put as few 
nodes as possible within one NP In Frazier (1987) this strategy is introduced 
as the Principle of Minimal Attachment These two parsing strategies dominate 
the process of syntactic underspecification completely, and therefore it can be 
said that this way of tackling exponential ambiguity is based entirely on lin­
guistic principles, which is in accordance with the LM Principle 
In AMAZON/CASUS, Minimal Attachment is used for both NP sequences and 
NP-PP sequences Actually, it is of little importance which linguistic parsing 
principle is followed in underspecifying surface structures What is relevant 
is that the subsequent module in the SMA model knows what strategy is used, 
and also that it is able to reconstruct the structural analysis if this were re­
quired, so as to produce the proper semantic (or thematic) analysis However, 
it is advisable to pick a strategy that in practice will address to the reconstruc­
tion rules of the next module as little as possible The next section will discuss 
how the underspecified structures are processed by the GB module of ELSA 
The structural module of ELSA is not the only module in which the strategy 
of underspecification is used Recall that an underspecified output was pro­
duced as well in the lexicahzation module (SEN2LEX) if a word is lexically 
ambiguous, no attempt is made to solve this ambiguity, but it is passed on to 
the structural module, which is expected to solve it Below, this process will be 
NPldeldet hd] 
I 
N2[ + hd] 
ι ' r 
Det Nll+hd] 
I I 
those NK[+hd] 
I 
N 
I 
books 
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illustrated with an example, after the discussion of the rules for the terminal 
symbols 
In the previous section we saw that postulating a separate lexical module 
within ELSA has its consequences for the structural syntax instead of words, 
the terminal symbols of the syntax are categories Because of this, and also be­
cause of the encoding of the lexicahzation of the output, the production rules 
of the terminal symbols would look as follows 
38 V<nom_sg> PrecatO , "24" , PostcatO 
Prep<+gen> PrecatO , "66" , PostcatO 
PrecatO "*" 
PostcatO " | ( " , 
row of characters 0 , 
" ) " 
row of characters 0 character 0 , 
row of characters 0 , 
character 0 "a" , "b" , "c" , 
Within the production rules, a distinction is made between primary nodes and 
secondary nodes (cf Coppen 1991, ρ 295) The names of the latter group end 
in a zero (eg PrecatO in the rules above) Secondary nodes differ from pri­
mary nodes in that they are not represented m the syntactic analysis They 
are used to define sets of constituents, thus creating an elegant facility within 
the syntax to generalize over possible productions of rewrite rules When sec­
ondary nodes are used as terminal nodes, their contents will not be repre­
sented in the analysis either To prevent relevant information (e g what word 
is involved) from getting lost, double-zero nodes are used These are nodes of 
which only the contents will be represented m the analysis This complex of 
types of nodes together constitute a mechanism that makes it possible to de­
termine in great detail what sort of information is adopted in the analysis that 
is eventually produced (and processed further) 
Now let us look at how LEX2EAG deals with lexical ambiguity Take the fol­
lowing sentence, which is lexically highly ambiguous 
39 Time Аіеь like an arrow 
Lexicahzation of this sentence would give the following result23 
^Some affixes as well as all semantic information and the stem forms are omitted from the 
example 
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40 *N<cnt_sg>|V<1>|V<p>|(Time)*N<cnt_pl>|V<p>| 
(flies)*Prep I Ad]|V<i>|V<p>| (like)*Det| (an)* 
N<cnt_sg>|(arrow)# 
which, after encoding, is changed into 
41 * 2 3 | 1 2 | 1 1 | ( T i m e ) * 2 5 | 1 1 | ( f l i e s ) * 6 5 | 4 2 | 1 2 | 1 1 | 
( l i k e ) * 4 7 | ( a n ) * 2 3 | ( a r r o w ) * 
If the ambiguities are split out at the lexical level, 24 possible combinations 
can be formed, all of which would have to be tested by the parser This would 
mean that the syntactic analysis process is slowed down enormously There-
fore it was decided to have LEX2EAG produce a packed output instead only 
one analysis is produced, in which all lexical ambiguities are preserved 
The structural module is expected to solve these lexical ambiguities This is 
done by means of a kind of Wild Card strategy that is incorporated in the pro-
duction rules for the terminal symbols of the structuralist grammar Basically, 
what this strategy, which was introduced by Coppen (1991), amounts to is that 
when the Iexicalized structure is parsed, the grammar will determine what 
lexical item will be tested For instance, if time m the example sentence is anal-
ysed as V<inf >, then flies cannot be a v<sg>, because the grammar does not 
contain a production rule that states that an infinitive verb can immediately 
be followed by a verb in third person singular This way, only those strings 
of categories are checked during the parsing process that are described by the 
grammar, whereas all other (lexically possible) combinations are discarded 
The Wild Card strategy for tackling lexical ambiguities is incorporated in the 
syntax as follows. The rules for the terminal nodes have to specify that words 
can have several syntactic categories, and to this purpose the production rules 
for PrecatO and Postca tO are extended 
42 PrecatO "*" , 
row of categories 0 
PostcatO " I " , 
row of categories , 
II / II 
row of characters 0 , 
" ) " 
row of categories 0 category 0 , 
row of categories 0 
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row of c h a r a c t e r s 0 c h a r a c t e r 0 , 
row of c h a r a c t e r s 0 , 
c a t e g o r y 0 row of c h a r a c t e r s 0 , 
" I " 
c h a r a c t e r 0 "a" , " b " , " c " , 
" 1 " , " 2 " , " 3 " , 
The strategy that is described here is an elegant way to prevent an exponential 
increase of the number of lexical analyses. Because of this strategy, parsing 
sentences that are lexically ambiguous is earned out in an elegant way 
Next to these categories for describing extra lexical categories, categories are 
adopted within the PrecatO and PostcatO to describe the semantic information 
and the stem form that may accompany the lexicalization of each word (cf. Ap­
pendix III). This information is not taken into account by the syntactic parser 
but it is set aside temporarily, m accordance with the strategy that informa­
tion is processed only if it is relevant, and that all other information is either 
set aside or discarded After the syntactic analysis process has finished, this in­
formation is adopted in the analysis structure, and redundant information is 
deleted. This task is performed by the interface module of LEX2EAG, ι e 2ESS. 
To illustrate this with an example- the structural analysis of (35) will be as fol­
lows. 
43 (SE-(SBAR-(S<+fin>-(SU-(NP<+bare_sg_+hd_-pp> 
-(N2<+bare_sg_+hd_-pp>-(Nl<sg_mss>-(NK<sg_mss>-
(N<mss_sg>-SIlTlxLotion)) ) ) ) )(AUX<vdp>-(V<vdp>-
SI3T2xwas))(VP<vd>-(CL<+vhd_vd>-(V<vd>-Sl5T3xan 
alysed))(C&A-(PP<+bare_sg_+hd_noppnest>-(Prep<b 
y>-T4xby)(NP<+bare_sg_+hd_-pp>-(N2<+bare_sg_+hd 
_-pp>-(Nl<sg_nom>-(NK<sg_nom>-(V<nom_sg>-SI7T5x 
HPLC)) ) ) ) )(PP<det_det_sg_+hd_noppnest>-(Prepo 
Тбхоп)(NP<det_det_sg_+hd_-pp>-(N2<+det_-qp2_-ap 
_-def_sg_+hd_mss_-pp>-(Det<-def_sg_+ob>-T7xan)( 
Nl<-qp2_-ap_sg_+hd_mss>-(NK<sg_mss>-(N<mss_sg>-
SI8T8xODS column))))))))))) 
and it is changed by 2ESS into the following structure 
44 (SE- (SBAR- (S<+f in>- (SU- (NP<sg>- (N2<sg>- (NKs 
g,mss>-(NK<sg,mss>-(N<mss,sg,sem<agr<+ft,-fs>,+ 
con>,stem<Lotion>> Lotion))))))(AUX<vdp>-(V<vdp 
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,agr<+ft>,+passive,stem<be>>-was))(VP<vd>-(CL<+ 
vhd,vd>-(V<vd,sf<23>,stem<analyse>>-analysed))( 
C&A-(PP<sg>-(Prep<by,stem<by>>-by)(NP<sg>-(N2<s 
g>-(Nl<sg,nom>-(NK<sg,nom>-(V<nom,sg,sem<agr<+f 
t, -f s>, +abs>, sf<1B>, stem<HPLC»-HPLC) ) ) ) ) ) (PP<s 
g>-(Prep<stem<on>>-on)(NP<sg>-(N2<-def,sg, mss>-
(Det<-def,sg,stem<an»-an)(Nl<sg,mss>-(NK<sg,ms 
s>-(N<mss,sg,sem<agr<+ft,-fs>,+con>,stem<ODS co 
lumn»-ODS column) )))))))))) 
Appendix VI shows all structural analyses of the six abstracts that were anal­
ysed by ELSA. In the next section I will discuss how these structural analyses 
are transformed into thematic analyses. 
2.3.3 Thematic Analysis 
In the third and last module of ELSA, thematic analysis is performed: the struc­
turalist analysis produced by LEX2EAG is converted into an enriched surface 
structure. In figure 2.6 this module is illustrated. EAG2ESS can be considered 
as the main module of the ELSA system. 
С 
2ess.scr 
GB 
Theory 
( Θ frames 
3 
EAG2ESS 
GRAMTSY 
transducer 
generator 
resultéis 
Figure 2.6: Thematic Analysis 
Thematic analysis is based on a transformational grammar in which GB prin-
ciples are incorporated26. EAG2ESS employs GRAMTSY (Grammatical Trans-
'Next to Chomsky's work (Chomsky 1981,1986), Bennis & Hoekstra (1989) was used to 
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formational System, ci Coppen 1989, 1991), a transduction system for trans-
formational grammars Based on a set of transformational rules (that may 
be clustered in sets of subgrammars) GRAMTSY will convert tree structures, 
which are written down in terms of labelled bracketing, into other tree struc-
tures With the GRAMTSY system it is possible to develop transformational 
NLP systems that are entirely syntax-directed The formalism in which the 
rules have to be drawn up is in fact highly similar to the formalism that is 
used in theoretical linguistics In GRAMTSY, transformational rules consist of 
a Structural Description (SD) and a Structural Change (SC), and a possible set 
of Conditions (COND) In the SD, special characters (#) are used to divide the 
tree into substrings (usually subtrees), in order to make it possible to execute 
a transformation In the SC part it will be specified how the tree (or subtree) 
will be changed For example, a rule for topicahzation could be as follows in 
GRAMTSY 
45 --> SD (SE # (S 
(SU ) 
(VP (V ) 
(C&A # ( ) # ))) 
--> COND None 
--> SC #1 #2 #3 ==> #1 (TOP #3 ) #2 
Rules like this can be extended further, for instance by testing the rules for 
specific labels or feature values In fact, the number of possibilities within 
GRAMTSY in this respect is large, which is perhaps best illustrated by the actual 
transformational grammar that was developed for ELSA (cf Appendix IV) 
However, in this thesis I suffice with this concise introduction to the GRAMTSY 
system, and I will focus on the theoretical principles that are incorporated 
within ELSA'S transformational module Other characteristics of GRAMTSY 
may be discussed in the process of the presentation of EAG2ESS For an elab-
orate discussion of the GRAMTSY system I refer to Coppen (1991), section 3 3 
In EAG2ESS, the conversion of a structuralist analysis into an ESS consists of 
the following three major stages 
1 The surface structure is changed into a CP-IP-VP structure, known from 
GB theory 
2 All major constituents are linked to their original deep structure posi-
tions, without changing the word order of the sentence, however In 
build the actual GB module of ELSA 
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other words, argument chains are created 
3 The thematic grids of the main verbs are incorporated in the sentence, 
and the thematic roles are assigned to the various constituents In the 
process, ungrammatical analyses are discarded by GB-based filters 
Above, it was stated that EAG2ESS is based on the principles of GB theory 
This does not mean that EAG2ESS should be regarded as a computer model 
of the complete theory of Government & Binding, simply because not all the 
principles of this theory are incorporated Only those principles are used that 
are relevant with respect to the objective of ELSA, which is performing the-
matic analysis of English sentences However, more principles of GB theory 
were implemented than were actually needed for the specific application of 
ELSA within the information extraction system For example, EAG2ESS cov-
ers WH Movement, although none of the chemical abstracts contain sentences 
with WH questions Nonetheless, this type of construction is covered, as well 
as other constructions that do not appear in the chemical abstracts, e g Con-
trol Structures with Exceptional Case Marking This can be accounted for by 
the fact that ELSA is a domain-independent NLP system, which means that it 
should be capable of processing texts of any given domain that possibly con-
tain sentences with constructions like the ones mentioned above 
Apart from the fact that not all GB principles are used within EAG2ESS, not all 
of the rules of EAG2ESS are based on the principles of GB either In fact, the en-
tire first subgrammar of EAG2ESS, I e PreCycle , has very little to do with GB 
theory at all, other than that the basic sentence structure of GB is produced in 
this subgrammar The rules m PreCycle are cosmetic rules they modify the 
structuralist analysis so as to prepare it for the actual GB-based transforma-
tional (sub)grammar (cf Appendix IV), hence covering the first major stage 
of the production of ESSes that was mentioned above It could be argued that 
the PreCycle grammar does not belong in EAG2ESS, and that its tasks should 
be covered by the structuralist syntax and the interface module of LEX2EAG in-
stead After all, it should not be too difficult to design a syntax that produces 
CP-IP-VP structures, as well as all the other characteristics of the analysis that 
are now being produced by PreCycle All other cosmetic operations could 
then be covered by 2ESS However, in ELSA it was decided to have the syntac-
tic module produce regular surface structures, which reflects the structuralist 
theoretical basis of this module Moreover, it turned out to be easier to have 
the system produce a CP-IP-VP structure on the basis of a structuralist anal-
ysis in combination with a set of transformational rules, than having it pro-
duced 'in one go' by the structuralist module As regards the other cosmetic 
operations that are carried out by PreCycle , it appeared that these could be 
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defined relatively easily by means of transformational rules as well. 
Now, let us look at how structuralist analyses are converted into CP-IP-VP 
structures. Take the following sentence: 
46 Lotion was analysed by HPLC on an ODS column. 
PreCycle will convert the structural analysis of this sentence (cf. example 44 
of this thesis) into the following structure: 
CP[+fin] 
I 
C' 
С IP 
Ι ι ' 1 
e NP Г 
Ι ι ' 1 
N2 Impassive] VP 
Ι Ι ι Η 
N1 was NP V 
I I , ' , 
NK e V C&A 
I I , •— 
Nlmss.sg] analysed PP 
I , i _ ^ 
L 0 1 " 0 " Prep CPInoml 
I I 
by C' 
Prep 
I 
on 
PP 
NP 
1 
N2 
С IP Dei N1 
I I I I 
e [' an NK 
ι S I 
1 VP Nlmss.sg) 
I r H ι 
e NP V ODS column 
I i — J 1 
e Vlnom sg] C&A 
I I 
HPLC e 
In this tree structure we can see that a number of changes have been carried 
out by PreCycle These include the following 
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• SBAR is changed into a full X structure for CP 
• The syntactic subject (SU) is placed in [SPEC,IP] position 
• The auxiliary (AUX) is placed under I 
• VP is reconstructed 
• A deep structure subject position is created, ι e [SPEC,VP] 
Sentence with copulas are treated slightly differently from other sentences In 
copula constructions with an adjective phrase as the first constituent under 
C&A (e g The method is precise), the adjective is reanalysed and placed in V po­
sition, which means that it is regarded as the main verb of the sentence, and 
that its thematic grid will be used in the distribution of theta roles in the sen­
tence27 Further on, the analysis of The method is precise is presented 
Next to 'normal' sentences, PreCycle also converts normalization NPs into 
CP-IP-VP structures Obviously, thus conversion applies to the titles of the ab­
stracts, which are all nominahzahon NPs, but also to nommahzations within 
sentences For example, in the example above we can see that the NP HPLC is 
changed into a CP The idea behind this conversion is that nommahzation NPs 
should be regarded as CPs, and nominahzed verbs as regular verbs The ad­
vantage of this strategy is that both titles and sentences of the abstracts are pro­
cessed similarly To illustrate how nommahzations are converted, let us look 
at the sentence Determination of phosphorus in milk This sentence was analysed 
by LEX2EAG as an NP (cf Appendix VI, AAS 1) PreCycle will reconstruct 
this analysis into the following structure 
'This strategy is adopted from Van Bakel (1984) 
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CP[nom] 
I 
C' 
с ip 
I I 
e I' 
1 VP 
Ι ι "-ι 
e NP V' 
Ι ι ' 1 
e V|nom,sg] C&A 
Ι ι ' 1 
Determina hon PP PP 
Prep NP Prep NP 
l i l i 
of N2 in N2 
I I 
N1 N1 
I I 
NK NK 
I I 
N[mss,sg] N[mss,sg] 
I I 
phosphorus milk 
From this example we see that the PP structure in the title NP in the struc­
turalist analysis is based on the Late Closure principle that was discussed in 
the previous section (i.e. in which as many constituents as possible are placed 
within one major constituent), and that it is reconstructed by PreCycle ac­
cording to the Minimal Attachment principle, i.e. with PPs as independent 
constituents under C&A. Originally, nominalizations in titles are analysed by 
the structuralist module using the Late Closure principle, similar to the way 
NPs and PPs are analysed in SU and TOP position. This is done in order to 
analyse titles as one NP rather than as a combination of a nominalized verb 
and a number of PPs. The analysis is reconstructed according to the Mini­
mal Attachment Principle, in order to make it possible that the titles of the ab­
stracts (which in all cases consist of nominalization NPs) are analysed in the 
same manner as normal subject-verb type sentences. Note, furthermore, that 
no position is created for deep structure subjects in the nominalization CPs, as 
nominalizations do not have a subject. 
The Cyclic Grammar 
After the PreCycle grammar has finished, the tree structure is ready to 
be processed further by the major subgrammar of EAG2ESS, i.e. the gram-
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mar Cycle (cf Appendix IV) This grammar covers stages two and three 
of the production process of ESSes that were outlined above Cycle is a 
cyclic grammar it operates on sentential subdomains in the tree structure, 
ι e CPs GRAMTSY is fully equipped to execute grammars cyclically when 
a (sub)grammar is called, it can be defined whether it is cyclic, how it should 
be processed (top-down or bottom-up, from left to right or vice versa), and which 
node or nodes should be regarded as cyclic In EAG2ESS, Cycle is defined as 
a cyclic grammar, and it operates top-down and from left to right on senten­
tial nodes, ι e CPs Through the definition of cyclic nodes it is guaranteed that 
the execution of the transformational rules within the cyclic grammar will not 
affect any of the tree structures outside the cyclic domain This way, the Sub-
pcency Condition from GB theory is automatically provided by GRAMTSY 
Subjacency Condition 
No rule can affect X and Y in the context 
x [- [* Y ] ] χ 
where a and β are cyclic nodes 
In EAG2ESS cyclic nodes are processed top-down and from left to right, ι e begin­
ning with the top CP node and ending with the deepest, which is the opposite 
direction of how cyclic rules are processed in GB grammar This is straight­
forward as the idea in ELSA is to reconstruct the deep structure of a sentence, 
whereas in GB theory the principles and parameters describe the process that 
turns deep structures into surface structures This means that GB principles 
are used 'in reverse', as we will see in the discussion of the cyclic grammar 
In Cycle, constituents are linked to their original deep structure positions and 
theta roles are distributed This is done by a set of subgrammars and rules that 
can be divided into the following four groups, reflecting the several principles 
and parameters of GB theory that are involved 
• Move a Rules 
• Control Structure Rules 
• Reconstruction Rules 
• Filter Rules 
The reconstruction rules are only partly about GB principles, they also apply 
to underspecified structures as we will see later on (see also section 2 3 2) 
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Move а 
The rules for Move α in EAG2ESS can be divided into two subgroups Move NP 
and Move WH rales In GB theory, WH constituents are moved to [SPEC,CP], 
and thus movement is restricted by the Subjacency Condition We already 
saw that the latter is automatically provided by the definition of CP as cyclic 
domain in EAG2SS Therefore EAG2ESS will first try to link the WH con­
stituent to a possible deep structure position within its cyclic domain, ι e 
with [SPEC,IP] (if the WH constituent is the syntactic subject of the sen­
tence) If this fails, a (possibly provisional) deep structure position is created 
for the WH constituent under C&A This is carried out by the subgrammar 
Create-WH-Chain Whether this deep structure position is valid will only 
become clear after the theta roles of the main verb have been distributed If 
the WH constituent does not receive a role, its deep structure position will be 
lowered to the [SPEC,CP] of the next cyclic domain How this is done exactly 
will be discussed further on m this section 
In Generative Grammar, NPs are moved from caseless positions to positions 
where they receive Case, in order to escape the Case Filter for NP This filter is 
established in EAG2ESS by parameterizing the Generalized Case Filter as fol­
lows 
47 Parameter III 
1 — NP a = +,S = 0 
Moreover, in GB theory NPs are moved from theta role positions to non-theta 
role positions In reconstructing the deep structure of the sentence, EAG2ESS 
will therefore create argument chains from <+case, - t h e t a > positions to 
< - c a s e , + t h e t a > The theta positions are [SPEC,VP] (external theta role), 
and under C&A 
The rule for Move NP (Create-Argument-Cha ins) is concerned with link­
ing the syntactic subject and the topicahzed constituent (if any) to their deep 
structure positions Linking a constituent to a position in the tree is done 
by means of an argument chain the feature bundle of the constituent in­
volved is extended with an index and a chain feature that records whether 
the constituent constitutes the head or the tail of the chain, signified by 
<chain<+hd>>and < c h a i n < + t l > > respectively (if an empty position in the 
tree is part of an argument chain but is neither the head nor the tail, the value 
of c h a i n will be <+hd, + t l > ) Moreover, when an argument chain is created, 
the semantic feature bundle of the constituent is copied to the deep structure 
position, rather than moving the constituent This is because it is the objec-
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tive to create enriched surface structures, for reasons that were discussed in 
section 2.2. 
The principle of argument chains is illustrated by the following structure: 
ι 
IP 
ι
 l
 1 
NP[l,chain[+hd],sem[+abs)] I' 
Ι ι • S 
ТЫ· method I VP 
Ι ι ' 1 
e NP[l,chain[+ll],sem[+abs)] V' 
Ι ι S 
e V V' 
Ι ι—' 1 
is Ad] C&A 
I I 
precise с 
In this particular analysis, the syntactic subject [SPEC,IP] is linked to 
[SPEC,VP]. However, in passive constructions the subject will be linked to a 
position under C&A (that has to be created first); passive constructions are rec­
ognizable by the <+pass ive> feature of I: 
IP 
NP[l,chain[+hdl,seml+liq]] Г 
Ι ι ' 1 
Lotion l[+pas5ive] VP 
I ! 4 
was NP V' 
Ι ι ' 1 
e V C&A 
I I 
analysed NP[l,chain(+tll,sem[+liq)} 
I 
с 
The difference between active and passive sentences is that the external theta 
role is not projected on the [SPEC,VP] position in passive sentences. This is 
why the theta grid of the verb is changed in EAG2ESS: the external theta role 
is altered into an optional role for PP<by> and placed at the end of the the­
matic grid. This transformation is actually a lexical transformation rule that is 
incorporated within EAG2ESS, but does not belong to GB theory. 
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In GB theory, the NP under [SPEC,VP] is moved to [SPECJP] in order to re­
ceive (nominative) case from i<+f in> In passive constructions, the object 
NP instead of the external NP is moved to [SPEC,IP] This is because passive 
verbs do not assign objective Case Therefore, the object NP has to be moved 
to a position where it can receive Case, which is the subject position in the sen­
tence 
Nominative case assignment is licensed by Government and SPEC-Head 
Agreement, a principle that states that the feature complex of agreement of I is 
shared by [SPEC,IP] Thus means that it has to be checked by EAG2ESS whether 
this is indeed the case If there is no agreement, then the analysis will be fil­
tered out To this purpose, the binary features <0 f s> (FirstSecond) and <0 f t > 
(FirstThrd) have been introduced28 The following table shows how all rele­
vant information regarding agreement can be expressed by combining these 
features 
+ f t 
- f t 
0 
+ fs 
f i r s t 
second 
f i r s t / s e c o n d 
- f s 
t h i r d 
X 
X 
0 
f i r s t / t h i r d 
X 
f i r s t / s e c o n d / t h i r d 
Agreement is checked in EAG2ESS by the rule Subject-Verb-Agreement 
The conditions of agreement are met when the agreement features of I<+f in> 
are a subset of the agreement features of [SPEC,IP] 
1st ρ sing 
2nd ρ sing, 
Plural 
3rd ρ sg 
[SPEC,IP] 
< + f t , + f s > 
< - f t , + f s > 
<+ft -fs> 
K + f in> 
<> 
< + f t , + f s > 
<+ft> 
<+fs> 
<> 
< - f t , + f s > 
<+fs> 
<> 
< + f t , + f s > 
<+ft> 
verb form 
stem + "ed" 
"am" 
"was" 
stem 
stem + "ed" 
"are", "were" 
stem 
stem + "ed" 
stem + "s" — "es" 
"was" 
'This technique was first introduced by Van Der Ende (1989) 
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Control Structures29 
In EAG2ESS, all clauses (relative, infinitival) are analysed as CPs The thematic 
grids of the matrix verbs determine whether CPs receive a theta role, and also 
of what type the CP should be (<+f in>, <-f in> or <nom>) in order to re­
ceive this role The semantic information of the matrix verb also determines 
whether it is a control verb (which is characterized by the <0sc> feature), and 
if so whether it is the subject or the object that controls the [SPEC,IP] of the 
subordinate clause <+sc> signifies subject control, and < s o object control 
Examples of subject control and object control are the following sentences 
48 She, promises me [cp PRO, to come] 
49 She asks me, [cp PRO, to come] 
PRO is inserted in [SPEC,IP] in CP if the matrix verb of the sentence is a control 
verb, and if [SPEC,IP] does not receive Case (ι e if theCPis<-f in>) Depend­
ing on the value of the <0sc> feature, the [SPEC,IP] is then linked to the sub­
ject or the object of the matrix verb, and the semantic information of the con­
trolling NP is copied to the [SPEC,IP] position In EAG2ESS, control structures 
are dealt with by C o - I n d e x - C o n t r o l and I n s e r t - P R O Moreover, PRO is 
also inserted in case of NPs with a postmodifying CP< - f in>, this special case 
of PRO insertion is performed by C r e a t e Chain-in-NP<+cp> 
50 [дгр Lotion, [cp PRO, containing bronopol]] 
In some sentences with control structures, the [SPEC,IP] of the CP<-f in> is 
filled by a (phonologically realized) NP However, this NP does not receive 
nominative case from I< - f in> In these sentences we are dealing with Excep­
tional Case Marking (ECM, cf Chomsky 1981, ρ 66) In these cases, the NP in 
[SPEC,IP] is assigned objective case by the matrix verb 
51 She wants [cp e [¡ρ me [ to come ]]] 
In LEX2EAG, NPs with ECM are placed outside of S<-f in> After the surface 
structure analysis has been transformed into a CP-IP-VP structure, the NP that 
receives ECM is still outside CP<-f in> 
2 9The theory of Control is not undisputed within the Generative framework In Van 
Haaften(1991) for instance this theory is challenged However Van Haaften s criticism only 
concerns control structures in modal contexts 
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C&A 
ι 
N P CP[-fin] 
I I 
me С 
r S 
С IP 
I I 
e Г 
ι Ч 
Ι VP 
ι I 
to V' 
V C&A 
I I 
come e 
Therefore this analysis has to be reconstructed. This reconstruction is carried 
out by ECM-or-WHMovement, the rule that also takes care of lowering deep 
structure positions of WH constituents that did not receive a thematic role to 
the next cycle. The constituent that is lowered is put temporarily in [SPEC,CP] 
position of the lower CP, and it is placed in the right position in the next cyclic 
execution of the grammar Cycle. ECM-or-WHMovement is one of the recon­
struction rules of EAG2ESS, which I will discuss after the discussion of theta 
role assignment. 
Theta Role Assignment 
After all major constituents have been linked to their deep structure positions, 
and the conditions on agreement have been checked, the thematic grid of the 
main verb is incorporated in the analysis, and thematic roles are assigned. 
Basically, the process of theta role assignment is very simple. All verbs and 
nominahzations have a pointer (e.g. <sf < 1 » ) that corresponds to a thematic 
frame; all frames are defined in a separate lexicon (i.e. Θ frames in figure 
2.6; cf. Appendix II). The thematic grid is collected from the lexicon, and it is 
placed in the tree structure next to C&A, as follows: 
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IP 
NP[1] I' 
Ι ι h 
she I VP 
Ι ι ' 1 
e NP[1,sem[+hum]] V' 
Ι ι , ' 1 
e V C&A SF 
Ι Ι ι ' 1 
analyses NP[sem[-n.on]] NP[+hum] NI'[+conl 
I I I 
Ihe sample AGE OBJ 
A thematic grid consists of an SF tree (Semantic Frame) that contains a num­
ber of nodes. The labels of these nodes contain the syntactic and semantic 
conditions that apply to the thematic roles, and the contents of the nodes are 
the thematic roles in questions. For instance, in the example above the first 
theta role is AGE (Agens), and the condition that applies to the assignment of 
this role is that the constituent to which the role will be assigned has to be 
NP<+hum>. When a theta role candidate (a major constituent) meets the syn­
tactic and semantic conditions that apply to a particular role, that role is as­
signed: the name of the role is placed within a special feature t h e t a o within 
the feature bundle of the constituent, and the theta role is removed from the 
thematic grid: 
NP[1J Γ 
Ι ι h 
she I VP 
Ι ι ' 1 
e NP[l,sem[+hum),theta[AGEJ] V' 
Ι ι •—ι 1 
e V C&A SF 
I I I 
analyses NP(bem[+con],theta[OBJ)J с 
I 
the sample 
In active sentences the first theta role in a thematic grid will always be as­
signed to [SPEC,VP], provided of course that the theta role conditions have 
been met. We saw before that in passive sentences the syntactic subject is 
linked to a position under C&A, and also that the thematic frame is changed: 
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the external theta role is changed into an optional role for PP<by>, and placed 
at the end of the theta frame This prevents the syntactic subject from receiv-
ing the external theta role in passive sentences 
Theta role assignment in normalizations differs from assignment in normal 
sentences First of all, nominalizahons have no syntactic subjects, and there-
fore [SPEC,VP] is not linked to any constituent and will not receive a theta role 
In this respect nominalizahons and passive sentences are alike The difference 
with respect to passives is that in nominalizations all thematic roles are op-
tional, as it appears from the chemical abstracts that nominalizations are freely 
used with and without thematic roles In these cases dummy roles are placed 
under C&A, which carry the theta role that has not been realized This is done 
in order to escape the Theta Filter, which will be discussed below 
So far 1 have not discussed which thematic roles are distinguished within 
ELSA In fact, the number of roles and their names depend on the domain 
that is covered by ELSA, which in case of the information extraction system 
is analytical chemistry What is important here is that it makes no difference 
to EAG2ESS which roles are used to produce thematic analyses, as these roles 
are defined in the lexicon and have no influence whatsoever on the execu-
tion of any transformational rule This is another example of how domain-
independent and domain-specific information are strictly separated in ELSA 
all domain-specific information is stored in the lexicon and kept outside of the 
modules of ELSA 
Reconstruction Rules & Filters 
Filter rules are applied in EAG2ESS to discard ungrammahcal analyses An 
analysis is considered ungrammahcal if, after theta roles have been assigned, 
one of the following two situations applies 
• A major constituent has not received a theta role 
• An obligatory theta role is left in the thematic grid 
Of course, both situations may occur at the same time If the second situation 
applies, the analysis is unmistakably ungrammatical However, this does not 
hold for the first situation It may be that a major constituent did not receive 
a theta role, but that a reconstruction of the tree structure is required, for in-
stance in cases of syntactic underspecification that were discussed in the pre-
vious section In these cases the constituents without theta roles are replaced 
if possible, so that the analysis meets the criteria of grammaticality The rules 
that carry out the reconstruction have to precede the filtering rules If it turns 
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out during the transduction process that one of the above-mentioned situa­
tions applies even after reconstruction has taken place, then the analysis will 
be discarded. 
A major constituent can be replaced in two ways: it can be moved to the con­
stituent on its left, or the constituent on its right. I already discussed the latter 
type of replacement, which is performed byECM-or-WHMoveraeηt. Replace­
ment to the right can only take place if the position to which the constituent is 
to be moved is [SPEC,CP]. This is only a temporary position; in the next cycle 
the constituent may be replaced to its proper place (e.g. in case of ECM) or a 
new argument chain may be created (in case of WH movement). 
Major constituents may also be moved to the left, in cases of syntactic un-
derspecification. In section 2.3.2 we saw that the structural module of ELSA 
produces underspecified analyses of sentences with transparent constituent 
boundaries (NP or CP followed by CP or PP), and that these analyses are un­
derspecified by using the Minimal Attachment Principle. This way, the fol­
lowing structural analysis was produced for Lotion was analysed by HPLC on an 
ODS column, which is an excerpt of the first sentence of HPLC 4, represented 
in (34) in section 2.3.2: 
su 
NP 
N2 
N1 
I 
NK 
1 
N(mss,sgl 
Lotion 
vi 
AUX 
1 
+passive] 
1 
was 
CL 
1 
V 
1 
analyse 
SE 
SBAR 
S[+hn] 
d Prep 
by 
VP 
PP 
NP 
N2 
1 
N1 
NK 
V[nom,sg] 
1 
HPLC 
C&A 
Prep 
on 
Del 
an 
PP 
NP 
N2 
N1 
NK 
\[mss,sgl 
ODS column 
After theta role assignment the analysis is as follows: 
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[l,chain[+hd]] 
N2 I 
N1 was NP 
NK e V 
N[mss,sß] analysed NPll,chain[+t]],theta[OBJ]] 
Lohon
 c 
Γ 
VP 
V' 
C&A 
PPIthetalMETHJ] 
Prep CP[nom] 
1 1 
by С' 
ι Ч 
С IP 
ι ι 
e Г 
I VP 
e NP V' 
e V[nom,sg] 
1 
HPLC 
C&A 
1 
e 
Prep 
1 
on 
Del 
1 
an 
PP 
NP 
ι 
N2 
N1 
I 
NK 
N[mss,sg] 
ODS column 
In this analysis we can see that the PP on an ODS column did not receive a theta 
role from analyse, and that it has to be moved to its preceding constituent. If 
in a transparency situation the preceding constituent is an NP, then the PP or 
CP is lowered by creating a PM position under N2 for PP, or under NP for CP. 
However, in the example the PP has to be moved to a preceding CP (which was 
created by transformation of the nominalization NP HPLC), and therefore the 
PP has to be lowered to the C&A of this CP: 
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I 
IP 
hainl + hd]] Γ 
N2 I 
N1 was NP 
1 1 , 
VP 
V' 
NK e V C&A 
N[mss,sg] analysed NP[l,chain[+tl],lhela[OBJ]] PP[theta[METH]] 
I I 
Prep CP[nom] 
I I 
by C' 
С IP 
I I 
I' 
] VP 
I г H 
e NP 
с V[nom,sgJ C&A 
I I 
HPLC PP 
Prep NP 
I I 
on N2 
Det N1 
I I 
an NK 
I 
N[mss,sg] 
I 
ODS column 
In the next cycle of EAG2ESS it will be determined whether the PP will receive 
a theta role from the thematic grid of HPLC. If it does not receive a theta role, 
then the analysis will be discarded. We saw before that the sentence above is 
just an excerpt of the first sentence of HPLC 4. In Appendix VI the thematic 
analysis of the entire sentence can be found, and there we can see that the PP 
on an ODS column is indeed moved successfully to the preceding CP, as it has 
received a theta role (<theta<lNS>>). 
The example presented above is a structure in which only structural ambi­
guity is involved, and the reconstruction process is therefore relatively sim­
ple. However, I also argued in the previous section that the underspecifica-
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tion strategy can only be used in the structuralist syntax if the transforma­
tional module is capable of splitting up the derivation in cases of 'real' (i.e. 
thematic) ambiguity. In EAG2ESS this is provided for. To illustrate this, let us 
look at (31); after the thematic grid of see has been incorporated in the tree, the 
analysis looks as follows30: 
IP 
! I ! 
NP[l,chain[+hd],sem[+hum]] Γ 
Ι ι h 
She [ VP 
Ι ι ' 1 
e NPll,chain[+tl]] V' 
Ι ι 1 ' 1 
e V C&A SF 
Ι ι ' , ι H , 
saw NP[seml+humll PPlwith) NP[+aru) NP[+con] PP[with,optl 
Ι ι •—. I I I 
N2 Ρ NP DAT OBJ INS 
H - i I I 
Det N1 with N2 
Ι Ι ι Η 
the N Det N1 
I I I 
girl the N 
I 
binoculars 
The last theta role of the thematic grid of see has the feature <opt>, which sig­
nifies that this role is optional. This entails that the transformational module 
will produce two derivations: one with, and one without INS: 
'Only relevant information is represented. 
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NPU,chainl+hd)] 
Ι ι 
She I 
I г 
e NPU,chain[+H],theta[DAT]] 
I 
V C&A 
Ι ι ' 1 
saw NP[theta[OBJl] PP[theta[INS]] 
I I •—! 
N2 Ρ NP 
Del N1 with N2 
I I , <-, 
the N Del N1 
I I I 
girl the N 
I 
binoculars 
I 
IP 
NPll,chain[+hd]] 
I 
She I VP 
Ι ι •— 
e NP[l,chain[+tl],theta[DATJJ 
I 
V C&A 
I I 
saw NP[theta[OBJJ] 
I 
N2 
Del N1 PP 
Ι Ι ι
 L
—, 
the Ν Ρ N P 
I I I 
girl with N2 
Det N1 
I I 
the N 
I 
binoculars 
In this example we see that two thematic analyses are produced by ELSA, even 
if only one structural analysis was produced earlier on. Note furthermore that 
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this second thematic analysis is only produced in case of thematic ambiguity. 
In other words, the strategy of syntactic underspecificarion proves to be a suc-
cessful way of tackling exponential ambiguity, without losing relevant infor-
mation regarding possible thematic ambiguity. What is more, this strategy is 
a fully linguistically motivated solution to a computational problem, which is 
in full agreement with the Principle of Linguistic Motivation, which was pre-
sented in the first chapter of this thesis. However, it must be noted that this 
strategy is not the only strategy that is used within NLP models. In the next 
chapter I will discuss another strategy in this respect, i.e. the strategy of Pack-
ing which is employed in the Core Language Engine (cf. Alshawi 1992), and I 
will compare it to the one that was presented in this chapter. 
After the reconstruction rules and filters have finished and all cyclic levels 
have been processed, the thematic analysis is completed. The results of the-
matic analysis of the six abstracts can be found in Appendix VI. In the next 
section I will discuss how these thematic analyses are converted into the log-
ical formalism that is required by the chemical knowledge module of the in-
formation extraction system. 
2.4 Rephrasing The Output 
The output of ELSA is converted into a logical structure in Prolog formalism 
as required by the chemical knowledge module of the information extrac-
tion system. The conversion is performed by a SPITBOL computer program, 
ELS2PRO, that was developed by Peter-Arno Coppen. The enriched surface 
structure containing the thematic grids is changed into a predicate-argument 
structure. To illustrate this, let us look at the analysis of the sentence Determi-
nation of phosphorus in milk31 that is produced by ELSA: 
The example is a fragment of the title phrase of AASl 
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CP(nom] 
I 
C' 
С IP 
I I 
1' 
1 VP 
Ι ι 4 
e NP 
I 
V[nom,sg] C&A 
Ι ι ' 
Determination PP[thcta[OB]]] PP[theta[SRCE|] 
Prep NP Prep NP 
I I I I 
of N2 in N2 
I I 
N1 N1 
I I 
NK NK 
I I 
Nlmss^g] N[mss,sg] 
I I 
phosphorus milk 
This analysis is converted by ELS2PRO into the following Prolog structure: 
52 [ [ ' S E ' , [ ' H E A D ' , ' d e t e r m i n e ' ] / 
[ ' S F ' , [ ' O B J ' , [ ' H E A D ' , ' p h o s p h o r u s ' ] , 
[ ' S F ' , ['NUM' , 'SINGULAR'] ] ] , 
[ ' S R C E ' , [ ' H E A D ' , ' m i l k ' ] , 
['SF',['NUM','SINGULAR']]]]]]. 
We can see from this structure that the entire CP-IP-VP structure has disap­
peared. What is left of the linguistic analysis are the (thematic) head of the 
sentence and its thematic roles. We can also see that other feature information 
of the ESS is incorporated in the Prolog structure: the thematic roles in the ex­
ample are extended with a semantic frame in which it is specified that both 
roles are filled by singular nouns (signified by [ VNUM' , 'SINGULAR' ]). Next 
to this relatively plain conversion of ESS, ELS2PRO also transforms quantifier 
noun phrases into a notation that is more specific and usable for the chemical 
knowledge base. Take for example the following sentence (which is the first 
phrase of AASl): 
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53 Milk 10 2 ml] was mixed with aq 6 25% La¡N0313 [2 ml] 
This sentence contains a number of quanti fiers, some of which are put between 
brackets In the ESS of this sentence, the NP aq 6 25% La[N03]3 [2 ml] is rep-
resented as follows. 
NP[sg sem[agr[+ft is] +con)| 
I 
N2l-dei sg mssl 
I 
Nl[sg тььі 
r — ' ' r 
API! NK[sg,mss] 
Ι ι ' 1 
A2[] N[mss sg] PM[] 
Ι Ι ι 1 , 
Al[] LaN03 3 Lbrac[stem[(]J Cmnl[] Rbrac[stem[)]] 
I I I I 
AK[| ( 2 ml ) 
ι ' ! 
Adj[ratio] Ad)[ratio] 
I I 
aq 6 25% 
This NP is converted by ELS2PRO into the following Prolog structure 
54 ['MATR',['HEAD','La[N03]3'], 
['SF', [reference,indef] , 
['NUM','SINGULAR'], 
['PROP',['HEAD','aqueous']], 
['ATTR',['RELMEAS','%']< 
['SF',['NUM',6 25]]], 
['ATTR',['VOL','ml'], 
['SF',['NUM',2]]]]] 
In this particular structure we can see that all information regarding quantities 
etc is split out This conversion is performed for all kinds of quantifier noun 
phrases (that specify temperature, concentration, etc ) 
After the conversion has finished, the linguistic analysis phase of the chem­
ical information extraction is concluded The thematic analyses are ready to 
serve as input for the domain-specific module of the system For an elaborate 
discussion of this system, I refer to Postma et al (1995) 
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2.5 Summary 
In this chapter I have sketched the English Language Semantic Analyser, a lin-
guistic module for a chemical information extraction system that was devel-
oped in Nijmegen ELSA can be regarded as a technohnguistic contribution 
to automatic information extraction In the first chapter of this thesis it was 
stated that one of the main features of the technohnguistic approach is that it 
is strictly modular, and consequently that the number of modules coincides 
with the number of linguistic theories that are used within the NLP system, 
which is in accordance with the principle of Linguistic Motivation introduced 
in the first chapter In ELSA, three modules are postulated a lexical, a syntac-
tic, and a thematic module The latter can be considered as the main module 
of the system, it is based on the principles of Government & Binding theory 
A strictly modular approach is also used in the information extraction sys-
tem, which means that linguistic knowledge and domain-specific knowledge 
are separated This strict modularity is one of the characteristics that distin-
guishes the Nijmegen system from other information extraction systems All 
domain-specific information that is required by ELSA is stored in the lexica, 
which makes this system suitable for use in other domains as well 
In the discussion of ELSA, the parsing strategy of underspeciftcation was pre-
sented in this chapter This parsing strategy is used in the several modules of 
ELSA, it can be regarded as a linguistically motivated solution to the computa-
tional problem of exponentiality, and hence this strategy is also in full agree-
ment with the principle of Linguistic Motivation 
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Chapter 3 
Discussion 
In this chapter I will evaluate the current state of affairs in ELSA its capac­
ities and qualities, but also its limitations and deficiencies Secondly I will 
compare the Nijmegen information extraction system (and ELSA in particular) 
with similar systems that are being developed, ι e the information extraction 
system by McHale & Myaeng (1992), and the Core Language Engine described 
in Alshawi (1992) Thirdly, I will discuss how ELSA can be improved, and also 
how further development of ELSA can contribute to the development of the 
methodology of technohnguistics 
3.1 Competence & Performance 
In section 2 1 it was discussed that the original goal of the Nijmegen research 
was to develop a system that should be able to process 62 abstracts As this 
objective proved to be too ambitious, it was decided to focus on six abstracts 
instead This revised goal has been achieved, the results of which can be found 
in Appendix VI, and Postma (to appear) Obviously, the coverage of the infor­
mation extraction system has to be improved As regards ELSA, there are some 
syntactic constructions that are not described by all the modules Among 
these are conjunction constructions (with or without conjunction reduction) 
and negations Ad hoc rules were incorporated within ELS2PRO SO that sen­
tences with these constructions would be processed by the information extrac­
tion system, but it is self-evident that these constructions should be dealt with 
in a technolmguistically sound way 
In addition to the development suggested above, which can be regarded as a 
development that is mainly linguistically motivated, ELSA should also be ex-
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tended with rules that take care of the transformations that are now performed 
by ELS2PRO and that specifically apply to the domain of analytical chemistry. 
For instance, in section 2 4 we saw that ELS2PRO transforms noun phrases de­
noting quantities like temperature, weight, volume, etc, into a notation that 
is more specific and usable for the chemical knowledge base. More or less the 
same is done for comments that were discussed in section 2.3.2 ELSA could be 
improved significantly if it handled these constituents structurally, instead of 
leaving them for ELS2PRO where they are processed by means of ad hoc rules. 
Apart from the fact that some sentences could not be analysed because they 
contain syntactic constructions that are not yet covered, another problem oc­
curred in the process of analysing the abstracts Sentences did not receive an 
analysis because a typical abstract style was used, mainly characterized by 
missing determiners, but also by improper conjunctions and conjunction re­
ductions in subordinate clauses This was actually one of the reasons why the 
original goal of the research (i.e. to cover 62 abstracts) had to be revised. What 
is more, erroneous spelling occasionally occurred in the texts, which also hin­
dered the analysis process. ELSA cannot handle these problems yet, as they 
require a parsing strategy that is more robust, for instance by application of 
wild cards in the grammar. This could be a next step in improving the infor­
mation extraction system in general, and ELSA in particular. 
3.2 Comparing Systems 
The Nijmegen system is not the only information extraction system in which 
Government & Binding theory and Conceptual Graph theory are combined 
In McHale & Myaeng (1992), for example, a system is presented in which 
both theories are used as well. Contrary to other systems (Sowa & Way 1986, 
Pazienza & Velardi 1987, but also the Nijmegen system) McHale & Myaeng 
advocate a much stronger integration of both theories. "The government-
binding parser works in concert with the semantic component to build the 
parse tree" (cf McHale & Myaeng 1992, ρ 213) The authors illustrate their 
approach by showing how ambiguity is resolved in sentences like John went 
to Boston by bus and John went to the chair by the window, which are of course 
sentences with NP-PP sequences 
Basically, the strategy used by McHale & Myaeng is that conceptual graphs 
are applied to solve structural ambiguities Actually, this approach is simi­
lar to the approach that is used in ELSA Nevertheless, the two systems are 
claimed to be based on different methodologies McHale & Myaeng (1992) 
speak of an integrated model, whereas the Nijmegen system is claimed to be 
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strictly modular However, in my view the differences between the two sys­
tems are not that big at all, in fact, they mainly differ in the way the designers 
(McHale & Myaeng on the one hand, and Postma & Van Bakel on the other) 
look upon their own system For example, it may very well be that McHale 
& Myaeng would claim of the Nijmegen system that it is an integrated model 
as well, as in this system (like in their own) chemical information is applied 
in linguistic analysis The difference is that this chemical information is con­
tained within thematic grids, whereas in the system by McHale & Myaeng it is 
captured within conceptual graphs But, as the domain-specific information 
in El SA is stored in a separate lexicon instead of in one of ELSA's modules, 
the designers of the Nijmegen system speak of a modularly structured model 
rather than of an integrated one In short, the alleged methodological differ­
ences between the two systems are mainly differences in terminology 
ELSA is one of many NLP systems for automatic analysis of natural language 
sentences A similar system in objective and methodology is the Core Language 
Engine (CLE, cf Alshawi 1992), which is being developed at the SRI Cambridge 
Computer Science Research Centre in England Like ELSA, CLE is a modularly 
structured system for automatic semantic analysis of English sentences, it is 
intended to be used in machine translation CLE differs from ELSA in some re­
spects as well To begin with, CLE employs different formalisms and drivers 
than ELSA does, and the input for CLE is limited to a maximum of ten words 
per sentence, whereas in ELSA no such limitations are imposed (see e g (34) 
in chapter two) But these are only minor differences A significant difference 
is that semantic analysis by CLE is far more extensive than thematic analysis 
by ELSA, in fact, perhaps semantic analysis by CLE could be compared to the 
analysis performed by the entire Nijmegen information extraction system A 
fair deal of the CLE system consists of modules that perform operations on 
logical forms, which can be compared to the module that was originally in­
tended within ELSA as a fourth module, ι e a transformational grammar based 
on Montague semantics (cf section 2 2) 
Apart from the similarities and differences mentioned above, there are also 
some technological differences For instance, CLE uses a bottom-up parsing 
algorithm in which some top-down constraints are employed, contrary to 
ELSA's parser which is fully top-down But the difference I would like to dis­
cuss here is the way CLE and ELSA tackle structural ambiguities Like in ELSA, 
a strategy is incorporated in CLE at structural level to limit the number of anal­
yses that is produced in transparency situations The strategy used by CLE is 
based on the strategy that was introduced by Tornita (1985), and it is called 
Packing As in underspecification, structural ambiguities are not split out in 
this strategy, but a special notation is used, thus abstracting "away from alter-
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native internal structures of constituents that have the same category" (Moore 
& Alshawi 1992, cf Alshawi 1992, ρ 142) 
In packing, only one structural analysis is produced m which ambiguous con­
stituents get two or more subanalyses In this respect, packing and Tomita's 
packed parse forests have in common that structural ambiguities are ex­
pressed explicitly in the analyses, contrary to the underspecifcation strategy 
that does not employ a special notation for ambiguous constituents How­
ever, packing is not a solution to the problem of how to tackle structural am­
biguities, but only to the problem of how to represent them In underspeci-
fication this problem is eliminated Underspecification simply produces only 
one analysis which does not contain any special notation whatsoever, all other 
structural possibilities are prevented by restrictive rules that are based on lin­
guistically motivated parsing principles (cf section 2 3 2) In ELSA these prin­
ciples are the Late Closure principle for NP sequences, and the Minimal At­
tachment principle for IMP-PP sequences As the transforma honal module is 
equipped with special rules that can process these underspecified analyses, it 
is redundant to use a special representation at the structural level in which all 
possibilities are expressed explicitly 
The important question regarding structural ambiguities (or rather, the ex­
ponential increase in the number of analyses) is how to tackle them In CLE 
disambiguation is performed on the basis of probability (e g by sortal re­
strictions, such that "one option contains more salient or more frequent word 
senses", cf Alshawi 1992, ρ 302) and, if necessary, the ambiguity is presented 
to the user of the system and he or she is asked to choose In ELSA, on the other 
hand, disambiguation is performed entirely on the basis of deterministic rules, 
which are in fact based on linguistic principles (ι e Theta theory) As under­
specification is used within the structural module, the entire process of disam­
biguation is carried out by a set of transformational reanalysis rules that are 
fully transparent The choices that are made in this disambiguation process 
depend solely on the definitions of the theta grids of the verbs in the lexicon 
According to technohnguistic principles this strategy is therefore preferable to 
a probabilistic strategy (cf sections 2 3 2 and 2 3 3) 
3.3 Methodological Considerations 
It goes without saying that ELSA has to be developed further if it wants to do 
what it is intended to do, ι e to perform sound automatic semantic analysis of 
English sentences in general, and of 62 (and eventually 124) selected chemi­
cal abstracts in particular Among other things, this need for further develop-
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ment will entail that the coverage has to be improved by incorporating new 
rules to describe linguistic constructions that were not yet covered by ELSA 
In the first section of this chapter this was already discussed It is also rele­
vant in this case that the current system has to be transformed into one that 
can be used efficiently (and without any problems) by non-linguists To this 
purpose facilities have to be created that make it relatively easy, for example, 
to define new words or terms in the lexicon The analysis process also has to 
become more robust, so that ungrammatical sentences will no longer foul up 
the information extraction process 
The improvements that are mentioned here could be established by further 
developing ELSA in its present form, ι e without changing anything of its set­
up (e g the drivers that are used) nor its methodology However, given the 
present performance of ELSA and the need for improvements, the achieve­
ments of the system have to be reconsidered, and changes in the set-up may 
have to be carried out Improving ELSA in this respect may actually serve a 
number of purposes first, a better performance of the information extraction 
system has to be stnved for Secondly, Technohnguistics (and with it the sci­
entific field of Natural Language Processing in general) may profit from the 
achievements in the ELSA research, and as a consequence the methodology of 
Technohnguistics may be improved further And thirdly, it is advisable to ex­
amine if (and to what extent) it is possible to use ELSA in information extrac­
tion from texts covering different domains, and maybe even to consider if it 
can be used in other NLP systems as well 
The first step towards a better performing system is to develop an elegant and 
user-fnendly computer program to build up lexica and keep them up to date, 
in other words, a Lexicon Manager Such a system should make it possible to 
define new words, terms and even thematic grids in an easy way, ι e without 
requiring any extended linguistic knowledge Note that the need for a lexicon 
managing program also exists among the designers of NLP systems bring­
ing the lexicon up to date whenever a new lexical feature is introduced dur­
ing the development of the system is a tedious and time-consuming process, 
especially when the lexicon is big (which it is in most NLP systems) Until 
now little attention has been paid to the development of such a system as it is 
of little scientific interest, but in the light of the development of systems with 
good performance that are also user-friendly, a good lexicon manager is of the 
utmost importance However, developing a lexicon manager is mainly a tech­
nological matter, and not a linguistic one 
In section 3 11 already mentioned that some sentences did not receive an anal­
ysis This is partly because the syntactic constructions that occur in these sen­
tences are not yet covered by ELSA, but also because the sentences are simply 
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ungrammahcal because of their telegram style The latter problem could be 
dealt with if the current parser is replaced by one that employs a robust pars­
ing strategy that does not foul up whenever it encounters corrupted (or un-
grammatical) input As was done in the syntax rules for lexical ambiguities, 
a robust parser could be constructed by using wild cards This technique is 
far from new In Willemse (1993), for example, wild cards are used in a parser 
for text-to-speech conversion But the strategy can be used in all NLP appli­
cations in which partial linguistic analyses suffice, for example m information 
retrieval systems 
Theoretically it is possible to reconstruct the current EAG of ELSA into a ro­
bust parser that exactly meets all the above-mentioned requirements How­
ever, looking at the size of the present grammar this is a less favourable op­
tion incorporation of the strategy of underspecification has led to a syntactic 
module that is rather big, which has a negative influence on the speed of the 
parsing process (although this should cause no problems for computers with 
sufficient memory space) What is more, extending the grammar with rules 
for robustness will make this grammar less transparent, which is not exactly a 
favourable development from a technohnguistic point of view In short, there 
are technological as well as technohnguistic objections to developing the ex­
isting grammar further 
However, a better alternative is already available Recent studies (cf Oltmans 
1994, Van Bakel & Oltmans 1995) have shown that the AGFL formalism enables 
the development of syntax-directed parsers in which syntactic underspecifica­
tion is incorporated, without causing the number of syntactic rules to increase 
the way they did in ELSA'S EAG An AGFL version of ELSA's structuralist syn­
tax would therefore be significantly smaller than the present version Another 
favourable characteristic of AGFL parsers is that they work more efficiently 
than EAG parsers that employ the GRAMMA system of Meijer (1986) In sec­
tion 2 3 2 we already saw that the two-level EAG has to be converted into a 
one-level grammar before it can be transformed into a parser by GRAMMA In 
AGFL this is not the case affix values are computed 'on the fly', ι e during the 
parsing process, which makes AGFL parsers a lot faster than their EAG equiv­
alents This favourable quality of AGFL is also convenient when syntax rules 
should be switched on or off, for example in case of partial syntactic analy­
sis involving a wild card strategy It should be relatively easy to incorporate 
wild cards in an AGFL syntax, and the same holds for the underspecification 
strategy In fact, AGFL grammars can be parameterized relatively easily for all 
these cases, no new parser has to be generated 
Given the possibilities sketched above it is recommended that a next version of 
the structuralist syntax of ELSA will employ AGFL instead of EAG If a new ver-
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sion is developed, it would be of great (technolinguistic) interest to explore the 
possibilities to construct a syntax that is completely parameterized, very much 
like the parameterization of X theory. Such a grammar would consist of rules 
describing the basic sentence structure, and of a set of parameters in which all 
restrictions concerning underspecification, wild cards and partial analysis. 
Improvements of a different order are needed at the transformational level 
of ELSA. In chapter two I discussed how structural analyses remain under-
specified until sufficient information is available to deal with the ambiguity. 
In this respect it is recommended that ELSA produces underspecified thematic 
structures as well, as at this level we are also dealing with ambiguities that 
can be resolved when knowledge of the next level (i.e. the pragmatic level) is 
taken into consideration, which is done in the chemical knowledge module of 
the information extraction system. And secondly, as regards underspecified 
structures, the transformational grammar should be extended with rules that 
perform reanalysis of NP sequences, as well as cases of pseudo-transparency 
(cf. example 34 in section 2.3.2) and even extraposition. In the present version 
of EAG2ESS, only reanalysis rules for NP-PP sequences were incorporated. In 
this respect it should also be considered whether the rules for theta role assign-
ment could be extended with rules for assigning NP-internal theta roles. Re-
cent research has shown (cf. Ter Stal & Van der Vet 1994) that it is difficult to de-
fine well-fitting restrictions concerning thematic relations within compounds, 
and the same holds for noun phrases. However, chemical information extrac-
tion will benefit considerably from theta role assignment within noun phrases 
in general, and compound terms in particular. Perhaps a joint venture of ELSA 
and a system like the one developed in the Plinius project (cf. Van der Vet et 
al. 1994, Ter Stal [1996]) could lead to some results in this respect. 
To sum up, in this section we have seen that improving ELSA is possible and 
desirable, and that improvements can best be accomplished by implementing 
changes in its set-up (and therefore its methodology). However, in this pro-
cess the basic principles of technolinguistics should always be respected. 
3.4 Conclusions 
The ELSA research that was discussed in this thesis has shown that the tech-
nolinguistic approach to natural language processing pays off: the Principle 
of Linguistic Motivation serves as a good starting-point for building NLP sys-
tems that are transparent, flexible and expandable. It is relevant in this respect 
that the intended application is always kept in view in developing a system. 
Application-orientedness contributes substantially to the success of construct-
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ing systems that perform well What is more, concrete applications of NLP 
systems will reveal their capacities and deficiencies, and thus they will clarify 
how the system should be improved and developed further. In the long run, 
the methodology will benefit from this 
Another positive aspect of the ELSA research is that the LM Principle proves 
to be a sound basis for solutions to computational problems, as was shown 
by the parsing strategy for exponential structural ambiguities This justifies 
the conclusion that the LM principle should be the starting-point for all other 
improvements to ELSA, as well as its methodology. 
Furthermore it can be concluded from the ELSA research that theoretical is-
sues should be dealt with, even though the research is primarily application-
oriented Actually, methodological matters should also be dealt within the 
process of building an NLP system, and it has to be investigated whether the 
methodology can be improved, given the findings of the research in question 
In the ELSA research it appeared that this twofold attention serves both pur-
poses rather well It is therefore a misconception to assume that theoretically 
oriented and application-onented research do not coincide, in my view, the 
one cannot flourish without the support from the other 
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Samenvatting 
Een taalkundige benadering van automatische informatie-
extractie 
De ontwikkelingen in de computer- en informatietechnologie hebben de laat-
ste jaren een hoge vlucht genomen Een van de gevolgen hiervan is, dat steeds 
meer informatie van allerlei aard beschikbaar komt via elektronische media 
als CD-ROM en Internet (bijvoorbeeld via World Wide Web) Zo worden er 
jaarlijks duizenden wetenschappelijke pubhkaties in computer-leesbare ver-
sie uitgegeven Dit enorme aanbod maakt het voor wetenschappers moei-
lijk om de ontwikkelingen in hun vakgebied op de voet te volgen Hier-
door ontstaat de behoefte aan computerprogramma's die in deze vloedgolf 
aan informatie de juiste informatie kunnen opsporen en verwerken Deze 
programma's zijn bekend onder de namen Information Retrieval en Informatie-
extractie systemen 
Dit proefschrift bespreekt het taalkundige onderdeel van een Informatie-
extractie systeem dat het terrein van de analytische chemie bestrijkt Doel van 
dit systeem is om uit beschrijvingen (titel en abstract) van documenten over 
scheikundige analysemethoden en -technieken alle relevante informatie te ex-
traheren, en deze kennis op te slaan in een kennisbank De kennisbank die 
aldus wordt gevormd, kan bijvoorbeeld worden geraadpleegd door een ex-
pertsysteem 
Het Informatie-extractie systeem bestaat uit een taalmodule en een analytisch-
chemische kennismodule De documentbeschrijvingen worden eerst per zin 
van een taalkundige analyse voorzien, waarna de scheikundige kenrusmo-
dule de relevante informatie extraheert De taalmodule, ELSA genaamd 
(cen acroruem voor English Language Semantic Analyser), is ontwikkeld vol-
gens de principes van de Technische Taalkunde (Technolmguishek), een stro-
ming binnen de Computationele Taalkunde die zich bij het ontwikkelen van 
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natuurhjke-taalverwerkende systemen primair Iaat leiden door overwegin-
gen van taalkundige aard Hiermee onderscheidt zij zich van meer techno-
logisch georiënteerde benaderingen Technolinguistische systemen zijn geba-
seerd op algemeen taalkundige theorieën, en daarnaast hanteren ze een strikte 
scheiding tussen theorie (de verzameling van abstracte principes waarop het 
systeem gebaseerd is), formalisatie (het formele model waarmee de principes 
worden vormgegeven), en implementatie (het computersysteem) De prin-
cipes en methodologie van de Technische Taalkunde worden uiteengezet in 
hoofdstuk een 
ELSA is voornamelijk gebaseerd op principes uit de Government & Binding-
theone van Chomsky Deze principes zijn vervat in een transformationele 
grammatica, en vormen de theoretische basis voor de thematische analyse van 
Engelse zinnen De thematische analyse wordt voorafgegaan door syntacti-
sche analyse, uitgevoerd door een zogenaamde parser Deze is gebaseerd op 
een structuralistische grammatica ELSA wordt in al zijn facetten besproken 
in hoofdstuk twee In het laatste hoofdstuk wordt het onderzoek geëvalueerd, 
en wordt ELSA vergeleken met vergelijkbare natuurhjke-taalverwerkende sys-
temen 
Het besproken onderzoek heeft het grensgebied verkend tussen taalkennis en 
kennis van de wereld, en dit in kaart proberen te brengen Daarnaast heeft het 
nieuwe inzichten opgeleverd over de wijze waarop toepassingsgericht сот­
ри terlinguistisch onderzoek gebruik kan maken van algemene, taaltheore­
tische principes Het blijkt dat het een misvatting is om te veronderstellen 
dat theoretisch-geonenteerd onderzoek met samengaat met onderzoek dat ge­
richt is op het maken van concrete toepassingen De twee benaderingen kun­
nen juist uitstekend profiteren van eikaars inzichten Het onderzoek kan der­
halve beschouwd worden als een constructieve bijdrage aan de Computaho-
nele Taalkunde in het algemeen en de Technohnguistiek m het bijzonder Be­
ginselen en methodologie van de laatste zijn verder uitgewerkt 
Appendix I 
Six Abstracts 
AASl 
TI Determination of phosphorus in milk by 
electrothermal-atomization atomic-absorption spectrometry 
with L'vov platform and Zeeman background correction 
AU Chiricosta-S, Sai]a-G, Calapaj-R, Bruno-E 
SO At-Spectrosc, ISSN 0195-5373, vol 10, no 6, ρ 183-187, 
1989 
AB Milk [0 2 ml] was mixed with aq 6 25% La<N03>3 [2 ml], 
and H20 was added to 25 ml An aliquot [20 mu 1] was analysed 
by the cited technique with drying at 120 degree for 30 s, 
charring at 1350 degree for 25 and 10 s [with and without 
flow of Ar] and atomization at 2700 degree for 6 s, detection 
was at 213 6 nm The calibration graph is rectilinear for 
ltoreq 2 4 mg ml minus 1 of Ρ in milk, the detection limit 
is 41 4 mu g ml minus 1 The method is sufficiently precise 
and accurate for routine analysis 
HPLC4 
TI Rapid determination of bronopol in bronopol lotion by 
ion-pair reversed-phase high-performance liquid 
chromatography 
AU Lian-H, Zhang-W, Zhong-L, Li-L, Wu-X, Cheng-R, Mao-L 
SO Sepu, vol 7, no 3, ρ 179-180, 1989 
AB Lotion containing bronopol [I] was analysed by HPLC on 
an ODS column with aq 11% methanol containing 0 5% of PICB-5 
ion-pair reagent as mobile phase, and detection at 254 nm 
The coeff of variation for lotions containing 5% of I were 
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between 0 4 and 0 5% and recoveries for 100 to 700 mu g of I 
were between 98 7 and 99 1% Sample pre-treatment was not 
necessary 
HPLC5 
TI Determination of clemastine fumarate in tablets by 
high-performance liquid chromatography on a C18 column 
AU Wang-S, Shi-Y 
SO Sepu, vol 7, no 3, ρ 180-181, 1989 
AB Clemastine fumarate was determined in tablets by HPLC on 
a column [15 cm .times 4 mm] of C18-bonded silica gel, 
with methanol - phosphate buffer [93 7, pH 7 8] as mobile 
phase, and detection at 220 nm The coeff of variation [n 
= 5] at a recovery of simeq 100% was 0 75% 
HPLC 6 
TI Determination of clenbuterol in commercial syrup 
formulations by high-performance liquid chromatography 
AU Ciranm-Signoretti-E, D'Arpino-C, La-Torre-F 
SO J-Chromatogr, ISSN 0021-9673, vol 473, no 1, ρ 301-304, 
1989 
AB Clenbuterol was determined in syrup formulations by direct-
înjection HPLC on a column [25 cm times 4 6 mm] of LiChrosorb 
CN [7 mu m], with a mobile phase [1 ml min minus 1] of H20 
methanol - propan-2-ol [70 29 1] containing 0 1% of Na 
heptanesulphonate, and detection at 246 nm The detection limit 
was simeq 0 1 ng, and the calibration graph was rectilinear 
from 0 5 to 10 mu g ml minus 1 The coeff of variation was 
4 7% [n = 8] for 1 06 mu g ml minus 1 
TITR4 
TI Determination of certain thioxanthene derivatives with 
Hexa-amminecobalt[III] tricarbonatocobaltate[III] as a 
redox titrant 
AU Belal-F, Walash-M-I, Aly-F-A 
SO Microchem-J, ISSN 0026-265X, vol 38, no 3, ρ 295-299, 
1988 
AB Chlorprothixene [I] and thiothixene [II] sample soin were 
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prepared in 0 1M-HC1 A portion containing 2 to 15 mg of I or 
II was mixed with 25 ml of 10% H2S04 and two drops of ferroin 
indicator The portion was titrated with a 5mM soin of the 
cited reagent [III] until the colour changed from red to pale 
blue A portion of aq soin containing 2 to 15 mg of methixene 
hydrochloride IV was mixed with 25 ml of 40% H2S04, and the 
soin was titrated with 5mM-lll until the orange colour 
disappeared Recoveries of I, II and IV were quantitative 
and the coeff. of variation were 0 Θ9, 0 67 and 0 99%, 
respectively The method was applied to determine I, II and 
IV in dosage forms and results agreed with those from the 
official method 
TITR6 
TI Determination of rimifon [isoniazid] at alternating-
current by oscillopolarographic titration 
AU Ra]u-K-V, Babu-K-R 
SO Acta-Cienc-Indica- Ser-y-Chem, ISSN 0253-7338, vol 13, no 
1, ρ 5-9, 1987 
AB The sample [e g , tablet] is dissolved in 20 ml of H20 and 
the soin is treated with 6M-HC1 [20 ml] and 0 5 g of KBr 
followed by а с oscillopolarographic titration with 8 33 mM-KBr 
as titrant Recovery is 99 83% and coeff of variation is 0 07% 
[n - 10] Excipients do not interfere No preliminary separation 
is required The method is simple, fast, sensitive and accurate 
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Appendix II 
Snapshots from the lexica 
Wordlex 
a 1 ternate" Ad] <att>|V<:i>' seno,sf<l>|v<p> agr<+fs>,sf<1>|<3 
alternating-current~N<mss_sg> sem<agr<+ft -fs>,+con>|э 
alternative"Ad]<prat> senio, sf <1> | "* 
although~Con]<srd>|(* 
alumina~N<chs_mss_sg> sero<agr<+ft,-fs>,+con>|(3 
aluminium~N<chs_mss_sg> "sem<agr<+ft,- fs>,+con>I 1 
am~V<td,p> agr<+ft,+fs>|v<vd,p>" agr<+ft,+fs>, 
+passLve|V<p> 'agr<+ft,+fs>,+cop,sf<15>|(be}9 
amalgam~N<chs_mss_sg> sem<agr<+ft,-fs>,+con>|3 
amidinohydrazone~N<chs_mss_sg> sem<agr<+ft,-f s>,+con>|e 
amino~N<chs_mss_sg> sem<agr<+ft,-fs>,+con>|<3 
aminoetnanol~N<chs_mss_sg> 'sem<agr<+ft,-fs>,+con>|-
aminopropylsilica~N<chs_mss_sg> sem<agr<+ft,- fs>,+con>I <? 
amminecobalt~N<chs_mss_sg> sem<agr<+ft,- fs>,+con>|9 
ammoniacal~Ad]<chs_att>| ^ 
ammonium"N<chs_mss_sg> sem<agr<+ft, fs>,+con>|3 
amount~N<quant_sg> sem<agr<+f t, - f s>, +con> | ,A 
amperometric~Ad]<att>| г 
amperometrical"Ad]<att>I ' 
amperometry~N<mss_sg> 'sem<agr<+ft,-fs>,+abs>|@ 
amplif ication~V<nom_sg> sem<agroft, -fs> +abs>,sf<1>| я 
ampoule~N<cnt_sg> sem<agr<+ft,-fs>,+con>|с 
an~Det< def_sg_+ob>|@ 
anal"N<cnt_sg> sem<agr<+ft,-fs>,+con>|* 
anal ~N<abb_cnt_sg> sem<agr<+ft,-fs>,+con>|{analysis]? 
analyse~v<i> sf<2 3>|v<p> agr<+fs>,sf<2 3>| ' 
analyser~N<cnt_sg> sem<agr<+ft,-fs>,+con>| г 
analysis~v<nom_sg> sem<agr<-*-ft -fs>,+abs>,sf<l>| ? 
analyte~N<cnt_sg> sem<agr<-rft, -fs>,+con>| ' 
analytical~Adj<att>|? 
analyzer~N<cnt_sg> sem<agr<+ft,-fs>,+con>| 
and~Con]<crd> | '-
anhyd ~N<abb_mss_sg> sem<agr< + ft,- fs>>|9 
anhyaride~N<chs_mss_sg> sem<agr<+ft,- fs> +con>I г 
aniline~N<chs_mss_sg> sem<agr<+ft,-fs>.+con>| -
anion~N<chs_mss_sg-> sem<agr<+ft -fs> +con> I 1 
anion-exchange~V<nom_sg> sem<agr<+ft,- fs>,+abs> sf<l>| ' 
anionic~Ad]<chs_att>|Ζ 
annoy~V<i> sf<l>|V<p> agr<+fs>,sf<l>|3 
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anodic~Ad]<chs_att>Ιл 
another~Det<+def_sg_-ob> sem<agr<-*-f t, -f s>, +abs>| <3 
anthrapyrazole~N<cnt_sg> sem<agr<+ft, f s>,+con>|? 
anti foaming~Adj<prat> semo, sf<l> | <3 
anticancer~N<cnt_sg>' sem<agr<+ft,- fs>,+abs>|@ 
antimony"N<cnt_sg> sem<agr<+ft - fs> +con>|" 
any~Det<-def_sg_-ob> sem<agr<+ft -fs>,+abs>[0 
apparatus~N<cnt_sg> sem<agr<+ft -fs>,+con>|(? 
appearance~V<nom_sg> sem<agr<+ft,-fs>,+abs>,sf<1>Ig 
apple~N<cnt_sg> sem<agr<+ft,-fs>,+con>|a 
applicable~Ad]<prat> semo, sf<l>| G 
appi icat ion"" V<nom_sg> sem<agr<+ft - f s> +abs> sf<1>|@ 
apply~V<i> sf<30>|V<p> agr<+fs>,sfO0>|2 
apportionment~V<nom_sg> sem<agr<+ft,- fs>,+abs>,sf<l>I 3 
approach"N<cnt_sg> sem<agr<+ft,-fs>,+abs>[V<i> sf<1>|V<p>•'agr<+fs>,sf<l>|^ 
approx ~Adv<abb_>I[apprximately}^ 
aprotinin~N<chs_mss_sg> 'sem<agr<+ft,- fs>,+con>|0 
aq ~Ad^<abb_ratio> | [aqueous]'З 
aqueous~Ad^<prat> semo sf <1> | «Э 
arabinoside~N<chs_mss_sg> sem<agr<+ft,-fs>,+con>|@ 
Termlex 
electrothermal atomic absorption spectrometnc~Ad]<att>|@ 
electrothermal atomic-absorption spectrometry"N<mss_sg> 'sem<agr<+ft,- fs>,tech>|ι 
electrothermal atomic absorption spectrophotometric~Adj<att>|3 
electrothermal vaponzation~v<nom_sg> sem<agr<+ft,-fs>,+abs>,sf<l>|<? 
electrothermal AAS~N<mss_sg> sem<agr<+ft, fs>,+abs>I ¡3 
electrothermal-atomization atomic-absorption spectrometry~N<mss_sg> 'sem<agr<+ft, 
-fs>,tech>|é 
emission intensity~N<cnt_sg> sem<agr<+ft,-fs>,+abs>1@ 
emission spectrometnc~Ad;j<att>| ä 
emission spectrometry~N<mss_sg> sem<agr<+ft,- fs>,tech>| <3 
end-point concn ~V<nom_sg> sem<agr<+f t, -f s>, +abs>, sf <1> | @ 
end-point detection~v<nom_sg> sem<agr<+ft -fs> +abs> sf<1>1ß 
except that~Conj<srd> K» 
excitation efficiency~N<cnt_sg> sem<agr<+ft,-fs> +abs>| @ 
extraction procedure~N<cnt_sg> sem<agr<+f t, - fs>, +abs>| <? 
extraction solvent"N<mss_sg> sem<agr<+ft,-fs>,+con>|0 
extraction system~N<cnt_sg> sem<agr<+ft,-fs>,+abs>|0 
feasibility study"N<cnt_sg> sem<agr<+ft,-fs>,+abs>|@ 
filtration factor~N<cnt_sg> sem<agr<+ft -fs> +abs>|3 
flame atomic-absorption spectrometry~N<mss_sg> sem<agr<+ft,-fs>,tech>| <3 
flame atomic-absorption spectrometric~Ad:<att>I г 
flame atomic-absorption spectrophotometnc~Adj<att> I Ρ 
flame atomic-absorption spectrophotometry~N<mss_sg> sem<agr<+ft,- fs>,tech>|9 
flame atomic-absorption~V<nom_sg> sem<agr<+ft - fs>,+abs>,sf<l>I a 
flame technique~N<cnt_sg> sem<agr<+ft fs>,-t-abs>| •* 
flame AAS~N<mss_sg> sem<agr<-t-f t, -fs>,+abs>| 0 
flameless atomic-absorption spectrometry~N<mss_sg> sem<agr<+ft,-fs>,tech>|β 
flameless technique"N<cnt_sg> sem<agr<+ft,- fs>,+abs>|B 
flameless AAS determination~V<nom_sg> sem<agr< + ft,- fs>,+abs>,sf<l>| <* 
flameless AAS~N<mss_sg> sem<agr<+ft,-fs> +abs>I@ 
flow rate*N<cnt_sg> sem<agr<+ft f s> +abs> | ι' 
flow-injection analysis"V<nom_sg> sem<agr<+ft,- fs>,+abs>,sf<1>|э 
flow-injection pre-concn ~v<-nom_sg> sem<agr<+ft,-fs> +abs>,sf<l>I9 
flow-infection ICP AES system N<"cnt_sg>' 'sem<agr<+it,- fs>,+abs>|3 
flow-inject ion~v<nom_sg>' 'sem<agr<+ft,-ts>,+abs>,sf<l>|i? 
Θ frames 
sfl 
sflO 
sill 
sfl2 
s£13 
s£14 
sflS 
Sfl6 
sfl7 
sfie 
sfl9 
sf2 
Sf20 
Sf21 
Sf22 
sf23 
SÍ24 
Sf25 
s£26 
sf27 
Sf28 
Sf29 
(SF- ( 
(SF- ( 
(SF- ( 
(SF-( 
(SF-( 
(SF-( 
(SF-( 
(SF-( 
(SF-( 
(SF- ( 
(SF- ( 
(SF- ( 
(SF-( 
(SF-( 
(SF-( 
(SF- ( 
(SF- ( 
(SF-( 
(SF- ( 
(SF- ( 
(SF- ( 
(SF-( 
NP-AGE) ) :• 
NP<+hum>-AGE)(NP-OBJ)(PP<in>-MATR))» 
NP<+hum>-AGE)(NP-OBJ)(PP<with>-MATR))» 
(PP<by>-OBJ) ) •• 
(PP<o£ ,op t>-OBJ) (PP<W1Ü1>-MATR))3 
(PP<of>-OBJ) (PP<in>-LOC) ) '• 
(NP-THEME<+src>) (OR- (APO-VALUE) (NPO-VALUE) (PP-VALUE) ) ( PP 
(NP-THEME<+src>)(OR-(PP<£or,opt>-VALUE)(PP<from>-VALUE)))» 
(NP<opt>-METH)(NP-OBJ)(PP<in,opt>-SRCE)) (3 
PP<on>-INST) (PP<with>-INST) ) :-
NP-DAT)(NP-OBJ))9 
PP<of>-OBJ) (PP<in>-SRCE) (PP<at>-SRCE) ( PP<by>-METH) ) β 
(PP<at>-JNDEF)(PP<fOr>-INDEF))» 
(PP<of>-VALUE)(PP<for>-INDEF))β 
(NP<+hum>-AGE)(NP-OBJ)(PP<with>-OBJ)): 
NP-AGE)(NP-OBJ)(PP<with,opt>-METHOD))I 
NP-AGE) (NP-OBJ) (PP<in>-LOC) ) (! 
(NP-AGE)(NP-OBJ)(PP<wlth>-OBJ)(CP-TIME))S 
NP-DAT)(PP<opt,from>-STATE)(PP<tO>-STATE))» 
AGE-(SU-x))(OBJ-(NP-x))(OBJ-(PP-X)))0 
AGE-(SU-x) ) (OBJ-(NP-x)) (OBJ-(NP-X))) ' 
(AGE-(SU<human>-x))(OBJ-(NP<concrete>-x)))3 
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Appendix III 
The Structuralist Syntax 
so 
(1) so 
* SE - Sentence 
(2) SE 
(3) TITLE 
(4) S^ndecl">0 
(5) SBAR<"tcn]n> 
(6) SBAR<"con]">0 
(7) SBAR 
(Θ) SBAR<"'scn] "> 
(9) SBAR<"ques"> 
(10) s<"ques", "•*•£ in"> 
(11) SBAR<nimp"> 
(12) SBAR^"imp","-fin"> 
TITLE , 
S<"decl">0 , 
SBAR<nques"> , 
SBAR<"imp"> 
"TI" , 
ΝΡ<
Π
-wh","-obi",Opl>0 
SBAR , 
SBAR<"+Cn}"> 
SBAR-'-COn] ">0 
SBAR , CoP<."se"> , 
SBAR<"Scn^"> 
SBAR , 
CoP<"omni"> , 
SBAR<'"con] ">0 
S<"+fin"> 
S<"+fin","sen]"> 
evCOMP<"+wh">0 , 
S<"ques","+fin"> 
AUX<expect+"pn> , 
su 
VP<expect>0 
SBAR<"imp" " -fin"> 
S<"imp","- fin"> 
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(13) S<nimp","- f ιη"> 
(14) S<"+fin"> 
(15) S<"+fin","scni"> 
(16) S<"+fin","sen]">0 
(17) S<"+fin">0 
evTOPO , 
S<"+finn>0 
evTOPO , 
S<"+fin","sen]">0 
SU<"scn]"> , 
AUX<expect-t-np"> , 
vp<expect>0 , 
SU< nscn] n> , 
evAdvO , 
VP<form>0 
SU , 
AUX<expect+"p"> , 
VP<expect>0 , 
SU , 
evAdvO , 
VP<"p">0 
S - Clauses 
N B no SBAR<-fin> that begins with a participle, as it causes 
exponentïality 
S<"+se","+vd">0 , 
S<"+se","-vd">0 
SBAR<"+vd",n-fin"> 
SBAR<"evscn]",sform,"-finn>0 , 
SBAR<"c&a"> 
COMP , 
S<"+fin"> 
(1Θ) S<"*se">0 
(19) s<"+se","+vd">0 
(20) s<"+sen,"-vd">0 
(21) SBAR<"subj"> 
(22) SBAR<"C&a"> 
SBAR<"sub]"> 
(23) SBAR<"evscn3',sform,"-fin">0 
SBAR<sform,"- fin"> , 
SBAR<sform,"-fin","+cn]"> 
(24 ) SBAR<"evscn]",sform,"-fin" "pp">0 
SBAR<sform,"-fin"> 
SBAR<sform,"-fin",л+сп]","pp"> 
(25) SBAR<"sform,"-fin","+СП]"> 
SBAR<sform,"-fin","con]">0 
(26) SBAR<sform,"-fin","+СП]" "pp"> 
SBAR<sform,"- fin","con}","pp">0 
(27) SBAR<sform,"-fin","con]">0 
SBAR<sform,n-fin"> , 
CoP<"omni"> 
SBAR<sform,"-fin"> 
SBAR<sform,"-fin"> , 
CoP<"orani"> 
SBAR<sform, "-fin","con;jn>0 
(2Θ) SBAR<sform," fin","conj","pp">0 
SBAR<sform,n-fin"> , 
CoP<"omnin> , 
( 29) S B A R o f o r m "- fin" "pp">0 
(30) SBAR<Sform n-fin">0 
( 31) S*."nom", " -f in"> 
(32) SBAR<"ln,"-fin"> 
(33) SBAR<"tl",n-fin"> 
(34) SBAR<"td" , "-fin"> 
(35) SBAR<"+vd","-fin"> 
(36) SBAR<nnomn,"-fin"> 
(37) S<"lB,"-fin"> 
(38) S < n t i n , " - f i n " > 
(39) S<"tdn,n-fin"> 
(40) S<"vd",n-fin"> 
(41) SBAR<"rel"> 
(42) S<"reln> 
(43) Sb 
SBAR<ssform, - f i n " > , 
S B A R o f o r m " - f i n " > , 
C o P < " o m m "> 
SBAR<sform, " - f i n " , " c o n ] " , " p p ' , > 0 
SBAR<"evscn]" sform,"-fin" "pp">0 
SBAR<"evscn]",sform,"-finn>0 
VP<"nom","- fin"> 
S<"1" " - fin"> 
S<"t1 ","-fin"> 
S< ntd n "-fin"> 
S<"vd","- finn> 
S< nnom" , "- fin"> 
VP<"ι",nclause">0 
VP<"ti",nclause">0 
VP< ntd", nclause 4>0 
VP<"vd", "clause":^ 
S<"rel"> 
COMP , 
VP<"p","clause">0 , 
evCOMPO , 
Sb , 
VP<form2,"clause">0 
su<"-whn> , 
VP<np" "clause">0 
* CoP<"crd"> - Coordinating Coniunction (S-level) 
(44) CoP<"comma"> 
(45) CoP<"crd"> 
(46) CoP<"omni"> 
(47) evCoP<"se">0 
(48) CoP<"se"> 
Comma <.n " > 
Con]<"crd"> 
Comma<"">, 
CoP<"se"> 
CoP<"se"> 
emptyO 
Comma<"">, 
Con)<"crd"> 
Con]<"crd°> 
SU Subject 
(49) SU<nscn3"> 
(50) SU 
(51) sa<n-wh"> 
* VP - V Phrase 
(52) VP<£orm,"clause">0 
(53) VP<form>0 
(54) VP<form> 
(55) VP<form,"-fin"> 
(56) VP<nnom","-fin"> 
(57) CL<form3>0 
(5Θ) CL<"+vhdn form3> 
(59) CL<"nomn,0pl>0 
(60) CL<"nomn,0pl> 
(61) CL<form3> 
(62) CL<"p">0 
(63) CL<"+vhdn,"p"> 
(64) evAdvO 
* AUX - Auxiliaries 
SU , emptyO 
NP<Opl,n-obl">0 , 
SBAR<nsub]"> 
NP<"-wh",n-obi",Opl>0 
VP<form,"-fin"> 
VP<form> 
CL<form>0 , 
CbA 
CL<form>0 , 
C&A<"clause"> 
CL<"nom',Opl>0 , 
CsA<"clausen> 
CL<£orm3> , 
CL<"-t-vhd", form3> 
evAdvO , 
V<form3> 
CL<"nom", Opl> 
evAdvO , 
V<nnom",Opl> 
evAdvO , 
V<expect+form3> , 
CL<expect>0 
CL<"+vhd" np n> 
evAdvO , 
V<"p n> , 
evNegO 
Adv< n n> , 
emptyO 
( 65) evAUX<expect+ np">0 
AUX<expect+"pI,> , 
emptyO 
(66) AUX<Oxpect+"p" 
( 6 7 ) evNegO 
v<expect+"p"> 
evNegO 
Neg<""> , 
emptyO 
TOP - Topical ι zed Phrase 
(6B) evTOPO 
(69) TOP 
(70) TOPelemO 
TOP , 
emptyO 
TOPeletrO , 
Comma<""> 
P P < " t o p " > 
A d v < " " > 
NP - Noun Phrase 
(71) NP<0pl,0obl>0 
(72) NP<"+wh",0obl,0pl> 
(73) N2<"+wh",Oobl,0pl> 
(74) NP<"-wh",0obl,0pl>0 
NP<n+whn,Oobl,0pl> , 
NP<n-whn,Oobl,0pl>0 
N2<"+wh",Oobl,0pl> 
Det<"+pro",H+whn,Oobl,0pl> , 
Nl<"-hd"> ; 
Det<0def,"+wh",n+progenn,Oplu,0ob> , 
Nl<"+head",0qp2,Oap,Opl,Ohd,ntype>0 
Det<Odef,"+wh","+progen",Opl,n-obn> , 
Nl<"-hd"> 
NP<Obare,Opl,0hd,Ose>0 , 
NP<"-t-pro", Opl, 0obl> , 
NP<rquant",Odef,0pl>0 
NP<"quantn> - Quantitative Noun Phrases 
(75) NP<"quant",Odef,0pl>0 
NP<"quant",Odef,0pl> , 
NP<"quant",Odef,Opl,n+cn]"> 
(76) NP<"quant",Odef,Opl,"+cnj"> 
NP<"quant",Odef,Opl,"con]">0 
(77) NP<"quant",Odef,"pi", "con]">0 
NP<"quant",Odef,0pl> , 
CoP<"crd"> . 
NP<"quantn,Odef,Oplu> , 
NP<"quant",Odef,Opl> , 
CoP<"comma"> , 
NP<"quantn,0def,"pi",ncon]">0 
(7 ) NP<"quant","+def",0pl> 
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Num<"card',Opl> , 
N2<"quant",Oplu> , 
NumP<"card",Opl>0 , 
N2<"quant",Oplu> 
N2<nquantn,Ûplu> , 
Num<ncardn,Opl> , 
N2<"quant",Oplu> , 
NumP<"card",Opl>0 
(79) ΝΡ<"quant","-def", "sg"> 
Det<"-def_sg_+ob"> , 
Nl<"quant","sg"> 
(Θ0) NP<"quant","+def","size",Opl> 
NP<"sizepart">0 , 
(81) NP<"sizepart">0 
(82) NP<"quantn,"ratl0"> 
(Θ3) PP<"quant","ratio">0 
(Θ4) N2<"quant",Opl> 
(Θ5) evN<"dnm">0 
(Θ6) NP<nquant">0 
(Θ7) Nl<"quant",Opl> 
(88) NK<"quant",Opl> 
Prep<"size"> , 
NP<"quant","+def",Opl>0 
NP<"quant","+def",Opl>0 , 
Num<"card",Opl> 
Num<"card',Opl> , 
PP<"quantn, "ratio'>0 
Prep<"ratio"'> , 
Num<"cardn,Opl> , 
Prep<"ratio"> , 
NP<"quant","ration> 
Nl<"quant",Opl> , 
evN<"dnm">0 
N<"dnm"> , 
emptyO 
NP<"quant", " + def ", Opl>0 , 
N P < " q u a n t " , " + d e f " , " s i z e " , O p l > 
N P < " q u a n t " , n r a t i o " > 
NK<"quanf,Opl> 
N<"quant",Opl> , 
evPM<"brac">0 
NP<"+pro"> - Pronouns (Pro - Det Analysis) 
(89) NP<"i-pro" , Opl, Oobl> 
N2<" + def ", "+pro", Oobl, Opl, " -hd", "-pp"> , 
NP<"+pro",Opl,"part">0 
(90) NP<"+pro",Opl,"part">0 
QPl<0def,0pl," qnt","part"> , 
MOD<"of"> , 
N2<"+defn, "+pro",'+obl',Oplu,"-hd","-pp"> 
(91) N2<"+def","+pro",Oobl,Opl,"-hd",n-ppn> 
Det<"+pro",Oobl,Opl> , 
NK"-hd"> 
(92) NK"-hd"> 
NK<"-hd"> 
NP<"-se"> - NP without postmodifying S 
(93) evNP<"-se",Opl>0 
NP<Obare,Opl,Ohd,"-se"> , 
emptyû 
(94) NP<Obare,Opl,Ohd,"-sen>0 
NP<Obare,Opl,Ohd,Opp>0 
* NP<"+se"> - NP with postmodifying S 
(95) NP<0bare,Opl,Ohd,n+se">0 
NP<0bare,Opl,Ohd,"+se"> 
(96) NP^+bare", Opl, "+hdn, "+se"> 
NP<"+bare",Opl,"+hd",Opp>0 , 
PM<n+se"> 
(97) NP<"-baren,Opl,Ohd,"+se"> 
NP<spcfrl,spcfr2,0pl,0hd,0pp,"+se">0 
(98) NP<spcfrl,spcfr2,Opl,Ohd,ppcmp,"+sen> 
NP<spcfrl,spcfr2,Opl,Ohd,ppcmp,"+se">0 
(99) NP<spcfrl,spcfr2,Opl,Ohd,ppcmp,"+se">0 · 
NP<spcfrl,spcfr2,Opl,Ohd,ppcmp> , 
PM<"+se"> 
NP<"noppnest">0 - NP without PP-nesting (except PP<"+genn>) 
Minimal Attachment 
(100) NP<"+bare",Opl,n+hdn,"noppnestn>0 
NP<"+baren, Opl, П+Ьа п, noppcomp-» 
(101) NP<"-bare",Opl,Ohd,"noppnest">0 
NP<spcfrl,spcfr2,Opl,Ohd,"noppnest">0 
(102) NP<spcfг1,spcfr2,Opl,Ohd,"noppnest">0 
NP<spcfrl,spcfг2,Opl,Ohd,noppcomp> , 
NP<spcfrl,spcfr2,Opl,Ohd,noppcomp,n+cn;j "> 
NP<H+bare"> - NP without premodifier 
(103) NP<"+bare",Opl,n+hd",ppcmp>0 
NP<n+bare",Opl,"+hdn,ppcmp> , 
NP<"+baren,Opl,n+hdn,ppcmp,"+cn]"> 
(104) NP<"+bare",0pl,"+hdn,ppcmp> • 
N2<n+baren,Opl,n+hd",ppcmp> 
(10 5) NP<"+baren, Opl, "•hd", ppcmp, "+cti] "> 
NP<"+bare" Opl,n+hd',ppcmp,"con]">0 
( 106) NP<"+bare", "pi", " + hdn,ppcmp, "con]">0 
NP-^+bare", Oplu, n+hdr', ppcmp2> , 
CoP<"crd"> , 
NP<det,spcfг,Opl,"+hd",ppcmp> , 
NP<n+bare",Oplu,"+hd",ppcmp2> , 
CoP<"comma"> , 
NP<det,spcfr,Opl,"+hdn,ppcmp,"conj">0 
(107) N2<"+baren,0pl,n+hdn,"+ppn> 
N2<"-t-bare", " -def ", Opl, ntype>0 , 
PM<"-se"> 
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( 1 0 8 ) N 2 < " + b a r e " , O p l , " + h d " , " - p p " > 
N 2 < " + b a r e ' , n - d e f " , O p l , n t y p e > 0 
( 1 0 9 ) N 2 < " + b a r e " , O p l , " + h d " , " p p g n " > 
N2<n+baren,"-def",Opl,ntype>0 , 
PM<"+gen"> 
(110) N2<"+bare", "-def, 0pl,ntype>0 
Nl<0pl,ntype>0 
(111) NKOpl, ntype>0 
Nl<Opl,ntype> , 
Nl<0pl,ηtype,"+cn]"> 
(112) Nl<Opl,ntype,n+cn]n> 
Nl<0pl,ntype,"con]">0 
(113) NK'pl", ntype, "con]">0 
N l < O p l u n n t y p e > , 
C o P < " c r d " > , 
N K O p l , n t y p e > , 
N K O p l u , n n t y p e > , 
CoP<"comma"> , 
N K O p l , n t y p e , " c o n ] " > 0 
N K O p l u , n n t y p e > , 
CoP<"comma"> , 
N l < " - b a r e " , O p l , n + h d n , n t y p e , " c o n ] " > 0 
(114) 
(115) 
(116) 
(117) 
(118) 
(119) 
(120) 
(121) 
NKOpl, 
NK'pl" 
NK"sg" 
NK<0pl, 
NK<0pl, 
N0 
evNrowO 
NrowO 
n
nom"> 
,"cnt"> 
,"mss"> 
nnom> 
"nom"> 
NK<0pl,'nora"> 
NK<npl","cnt"> 
NK<"sg","rass"> 
evNrowO , 
N<nnom,0pl>0 
evNrowO , 
V<"nom",0pl>0 
N<ntype,0pl>0 , 
V<nnomn,Opl>0 
NrowO , 
emptyO 
(122) N<ntype,0pl>0 
(123) V<"nom",0pl>0 
N0 , 
N0 , 
N<ntype,0pl> , 
evPM<"bracn>0 
V<'nom",0pl> , 
evPM<"brac">0 
NP<spcfrl,spcfг2> NP with premodifïer 
The rules specify the beginning and 
the end of the premodifier 
Late Closure 
(124) NP<"-bare",Opl,Ohd,ppcmp>0 
NP<spcfrl,spcfr2,Opi,Ohd,ppcmp> , 
NP<spcfrl,spefг 2,Opl,Ohd,ppemp,"+cnj"> 
(12 5) NP<spc£rl,spcfr2,Opl,Ohd,ppcmp> 
NP<spcfrl spcfr2 Opl,Ohd,ppcmp>0 
(126) NP<spcfrl,spcfr2,Opl,"+hd",ppemp,"+cn]"> 
NP<spcfri,spcfr2,Opl "+hdn ppemp,"con]">0 
( 127 ) NP<spcf rl, spcf r?, "pi", "+hd", ppemp, "con;jn>0 
NP<spcfrl,spcfr,Oplu,Ohead,ppemp,n+cnjl">0, 
coP<"crd"> 
NP<det,spcfг2,Opl,"+hd",ppcmp> , 
NP<spcfrl,spefr,Oplu, Ohead, ppemp, "+спз1">0, 
CoP<"comman> , 
NP<det spcfг2,Opl,"+hd",ppemp,"coro ">0 
( 12θ) NP<spcfri,spcfr2,Opl,Ohd,ppemp,n+cnjln>0 
NP<spcfri,spcfr2,Opl,Ohd,ppcmp> , 
NP<spcfrl,spcfr2,Opl,Ohd,ppemp,"+se"> 
(129) NP<"qpl","qpl",Opl," + hd",ppcmp>0 
QPKOdef, Opl> , 
N2<"-det",n-qp2n," -ap","-def",Opl,"+hd",nmss,ppcmp> , 
QPKOdef,Opl> , 
N2<"-det","-qp2","-ap","-def,"sg","+hd","mss",ppcmp> , 
QPKOdef, Oplu, "+qntn, "part"> , 
MOD<"of"> , 
N2<"-det"," -qp2","-ap", "-def",0pl, "+hd" ηtype,ppcmp> 
(130) NP<"qpln,"qpl",Opl,"-hd","-ppn>0 
QPKOdef, Opl> , 
N2<"-det","-qp2","-ap"," -def","sg",n-hdn,ηtype,"-ppn> 
(131 ) NP<"qpl","det",Opl,Ohd,ppcmp>0 
QPKOdef, Oplu, Oqnt, "part"> , 
MOD<"of> , 
N2<"+det","-qp2","-ap",Odefi,Opl,Ohd,ηtype,ppcmp> , 
QPKOdef ,Opl, "card", npartn> , 
MOD<"of"> , 
N2<"+det"," -qp2","-ap",Odef,"pi",Ohd,nmss,ppcmp> , 
QPKOdef, Opl> , 
N2<"+det","-qp2n,"-ap",Odefi,Opl,Ohd,nmss,ppcmp> , 
NP<"masshead","det",Opl,Ohd,ppcmp>0 
(132) NP<nmassheadn,"det","sg",Ohd,ppcmp>0 
QPl<0def,0pl> , 
N2<"+detn,"-qp2"," ap",Odefi,"sq",Ohd,"mss",ppcmp> 
(133) NP<"qpl","qp2",Opl,Ohd,ppcmp>0 
QPKOdef, Oplu, "+qnt", "partn> , 
MOD<"ofn> , 
N2<0det,"+qp2","-ap",OdefL,Opl,Ohd,ntype,ppcmp> , 
QPKOdef, Opl, "card" "part"> 
ΜΟΟ<
π
θί"> , 
N2<"+det","+qp2","-ap",Odef,"pi",Ohd,nmss,ppcmp> ; 
QPKOdef, Oplu, "-qnt", "part" > , 
MOD<"of"> , 
N2<"+det","+qp2","-ap",0defi,Opl,Ohd,ηtype,ppcmp> , 
QPKOdef, Opl> , 
N2<0det,"+qp2","-ap",Odef ι,Opl,Ohd,nmss,ppcmp> , 
NP<"masshead","qp2",Opl,Ohd,ppcmp>0 
( 134 ) NP<"massheadn, nqp2", "sg",Ohd,ppcmp>0 
QPl<0def,Opl> , 
N2<0det,"+qp2n,"-ap",Odefi,"sg",Ohd,"mss",ppcmp> 
(135) NP<"qpl","ap" Opl,Ohd ppcmp>0 
QPKOdef , Oplu, "+qnt" "partn> , 
HOD<"of"> , 
N2<0det,0qp2,n+apH,Odefι Opl,Ohd,ηtype,ppcmp> 
QPKOdef,Oplu "-qnt","part"> 
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MOD<"of > , 
N2<"+det",0qp2,"+ap",Odef1,Opl,Ohd,ntype,ppcmp> , 
QPKOdef,Opl, "card", "part"> , 
MOD<"of > , 
N2<"+det",0qp2,"+ap",Odef,"pi",Ohd,nmss,ppcmp> , 
QPKOdef, Opl> , 
N2<0det,Oqp2,"+ap",Odef ι,Opl,Ohd,nmss,ppcmp> , 
NP<"massheadn,"ap",Opl,Ohd,ppcmp>0 
(13 6) NP<"masshead","ap","sg",Ohd,ppcmp>0 
OPK0def,0pl> , 
N2<0det,0qp2,"+apn,Odefι,"sg",0hd,"mss π,ppcmp> 
( 137) NP<"det","det",Opl,n+hd",ppcmp>0 
N2<"+det","-qp2 ","-ap",Odef,Opl,n+hdn,ηtype,ppcmp> 
(138) NP<ndetH,"det",Opl,"-hd",'-pp">0 
N2<"+det","-qp2H,"-ap","+def",Opl,"-hd",ηtype,π-ppn> 
(139) NP<ndet","qp2",Opl,Ohd,ppcmp>0 
N2<"+det", r,+qp2", " -ap", Odef, Opl, Ohd,ntype, ppcmp> 
(14 0) NP<ndet","ap",Opl,"+hd",ppcmp>0 
N2<"+detn,Oqp2,"+apn,Odef,Opl,"+hd",ηtype,ppcmp> 
(141) NP<"det","ap",Opl,"-hd",ppcmp>0 
N2<n+det",0qp2,"+ap","+def",Opl,n-hd",ntype,ppcmp> 
(142) NP<"qp2",nqp2",Opl,"-hd","-ppn>0 
N2<"-det",n+qp2",n-ap" 
(14 3) NP<"qp2","qp2",Opl,"+hd",ppcmp>0 
N2<"-det","+qp2","-ap" 
(144) NP<nqp2","ap",Opl,Ohd,ppcmp>0 
N2<"-det","+qp2","+ap" 
(14 5) NP<"ap","ap","sg","+hd",ppcmp>0 
N2<"-det","-qp2","+ap" 
(14 6) NP<"ap","ap","pi","+hd",ppcmp>0 
N2<"-det","-qp2","+ap" 
(14 7) NP<"ap","ap","sg","-hd","ppgn">0 
N2<"-det","-qp2","+ap" 
"-def",Opl,"-hd",ηtype,"-pp"> 
"-def",Opl,"+hd",ηtype,ppcmp> 
" -def , Opl, Ohd, η type, ppcmp> 
"-def, "sg", "+hd",ncnt, ppcmp> 
"-def","pi","+hd",nmss,ppcmp> 
"-def","sg","-hd","mss","ppgnn> 
N2 - Postmodifïers on N2 level +pp» "PP* ppgn 
Determiners with or without filled Nl-position 
(14Θ) N2<0det,0qp2,Oap Odef,Opl,Ohd,ntype,n-ppn> 
N2<0det,0qp2,Oap,Odef,Opl,Ohd,ntype>0 
(14 9) N2<0det,0qp2,Oap,Odef,Opl,Ohd,ntype,n+ppn> 
N2<0det,0qp2,Oap,Odef,Opl,Ohd,ntype>0, 
PM<"-se"> 
(150) N2<0det,0qp2,Oap,Odef,Opl,Ohd,ntype,nppgn"> 
N2<0det,0qp2,Oap,Odef,Opl,Ohd,ntype>0, 
PM<"+gen"> 
(151) N2<n+detn,0qp2,Oap,Odef,Opl,Ohd,ntype>0 
Det<Odef,"+progen",Oplu,n+obn> , 
Nl<"+head",0qp2,Oap,Opl,Ohd,ntype>0 , 
Det<Odef,"+progen",Oplu,"-ob"> , 
NK"+head", 0qp2, Oap, Opl, Ohd, ntype>0 , 
Det<Odef,"+progen",Opl,"-ob"> , 
Nl<"empty",0qp2,Oap,Oplu,Ohd,ntype>0 
Det<Odef,Opl,n-ob"> , 
Nl<0qp2,Oap,Opl,Ohd,ntype>0 , 
Det<0def,Opl,"+ob"> , 
NK'+ob", 0qp2, Oap, Opl, Ohd, ntype>0 
(152) N2<"-det",0qp2,0ap,"-def",Opl,Ohd,ntype>0 
Nl<0qp2,Oap,Opl,Ohd,ntype>0 
(15 3) NK0qp2, Oap, Opl, Ohd,ntype>0 
NKOqp2, Oap, Opl, Ohd,ntype> , 
NK0qp2, Oap, Opl, Ohd, η type, "+cn] "> 
( 154 ) Nl<0qp2, Oap, Opl, n + hdT', ntype, n+cn]"> 
Nl<0qp2,Oap,Opl," + hdn,ntype,"con]">0 
(155) Nl<0qp2,Oap,Opl "-Old" ntype,"con]">0 
Nl<0qp2,Oap,Opl,"+hd",nntype> , 
CoP<ncrd,,> , 
Nl<Oqqp2,Oaap,Oplu,"+hdn,ntype> , 
Nl<Oqp2, Oap, Opl, "-*-hd", nntype> , 
CoP<"commaπ> , 
Nl<0qqp2,Oaap,Oplu,n+hd",ntype,"con]">0 
(156) Nl<"-bare",Opl,"+hd",ntype,"сот]n>0 
"-ap",Opl,"+hd",ntype,"con]">0 , 
•*ap",Opl,"+hd",ntype,"con]">0 , 
n
+apn,Opl,"+hd",ntype,"con]">0 , 
"-ap",Opl,"+hd",ntype> , 
•^ap^Opl^-t-hd", ntype> , 
"+ap",Opl,n+hdn,ntype> 
N K " + qp2" 
Nl<"-qp2" 
NK"+qp2" 
Nl<"+qp2" 
Nl<"-qp2" 
Nl< n+qp2" 
(157) NK"+ob", "+qp2", Oap, Opl, Ohd,ntype>0 
Nl< n+qp2" Oap,Opl,Ohd,ntype>0 
(158) Nl<"+ob",'-qp2","+apn,Opl,Ohd,ntype>0 
Nl<"-qp2" "-<-ap", Opl, Ohd,ntype>0 
(159) Nl<"+ob", n-qp2 B, " -ap", Opl, "+hd" ,ntype>0 
Nl<"-qp2","-ap",Opl,n+hd",ntype>0 
(160) Nl<"+qp2","-ap",Opl,Ohd,nmss> 
QP2<0pl,ncardn> , 
NK<Opl,Ohd,nmss>0 
(161) Nl<"+qp2", "-ap",Opl, "+hd", "mss"> 
QP2<0plu,nration> , 
NK<Opl,"+hd",'mssn>0 
(162) Nl<"-qp2",n+ap",Opl,"+hd",ntype> 
AP<"attr">0 , 
NK<Opl, *+hd-,ntype>0 
(163) NK"-qp2", "+ap", "sg", "-hdn, "mss"> 
AP<npredat">0 , 
NK<"-hd"> 
(164 ) Nl<"+qp2n,n+ap",Opl,Ohd,nmss> 
QP2<0pl,"cardn> , 
AP<"attr">0 , 
NK<0pl,Ohd,nmss>0 
(16 5) Nl<"+qp2","+ap",Opl,"+hd","mssn> 
QP2<0plu,"ratio"> , 
AP<nattr">0 , 
NK<Opl,"+hd","mssn>0 
(166) Nl<n-qp2","-apn,Opl,Ohd,ntype> 
NK<0pl,0hd,ntype>0 
(167) NK<Opl,"+hd" ntype>0 
NK<0pl,ntype> 
(168) NK<Opl,n-hd" "cnt">0 
NK<H-hd"> 
(169) NK<" hd"> 
emptyO 
N1 Rules with pronominal Determiner 
( 1 7 0 ) N K " + h e a d n , " - q p 2 " , " - a p " , 0 p l , " + h d n , n t y p e > 0 
N l < " - q p 2 " , n - a p n , 0 p l , " + h d " , n t y p e > 
(171) Nl<n-t-head", "+qp2n, " -ap",Opl, "+hd", nmss>0 
Nl<"+qp2","-ap",Opl,'+hdn,nmss> 
(172) Nl<n-*-head", n-qp2" , "+apn , Opl, n + hd", ntype>0 
Nl<"-qp2","+ap",Opl,n+hd",ntype> 
(173) Nk'+head", n+qp2", "+ap", Opl, " + hd", nmss>0 
Nl<n+qp2",n+ap",Opl,n+hd",nmss> 
(174) Nl<:n empty", n-qp2", "-ap", "sg", "-hd", "cnt">0 
Nl<"-hd"> 
QP1 en QP2 - High (, Low Quantifier Phrase 
(17 5) QPKOdef, Opl, "-qnt", "part"> 
QDet<0def,Opl> 
(17 6) Q P K O d e f , O p l , n u m t y p e , " p a r t n > 
N u m < O d e f , O p l , n u m t y p e > 0 
( 1 / 7 ) Q P l < O d e f , O p l , " + q n t " , " p a r t n > 
N P < " q u a n t " , O d e f , O p l > 0 
( 1 7 8 ) Q P K O d e f , 0 p l > 
( 1 7 9 ) Q P 2 < 0 p l , n c a r d " > 
(160) QP2<0pl,"ratio"> 
(181) 0P2<0pl,"card">0 
(182) NumP<numtype,Opl>0 
(18 3) NumP<numtype,Opl> 
QDet<Odef,Opl> 
QP2<0pl,"card">0 , 
evPM<"brac">0 
NP<"quant","+def", Opl> 
Num<numtype,Opl> , 
Det<"postn> , 
Num<"ord","sg n> , 
Num<"card",Opl> , 
Num<nord',"sg"> , 
NumP<"cardn,Opl>0 , 
Num<"ord","sg"> , 
Det<"post"> , 
Num<"card",Opl> , 
Det<"post"> , 
Num<nord","sg"> , 
Num<"card",Opl> , 
Det<"postn> 
NumP<numtype, Opl> , 
NumP<numtype,Opl,п+спз"> 
Num<numtype, Opl,"range"> , 
PreM<"num"> , 
NuiiKnumtype, Opl> 
(184) NumP<numtype,Opl,"+cnj"> 
NumP<numtype,Opl,"con^n>0 
{18 5 ) NumPcnumtype, Opl, "con}">0 
Num<numtype2,Oplu> , 
CoP<"crd"> , 
Num<numtype,Opl> , 
Num<numtype2,Oplu> , 
CoP<"comma"> , 
NumP<numtype,Opl,"con]">0 
(1Θ6) Num<"+def",Opl,numtype>0 
Num<numtype,0pl> , 
NumP<numtype,Opl>0 
Post Modifier in an NP 
(1Θ7) PM<"+se"> 
(166) PM< n+se n>0 • 
(189) PM<n-se"> 
(190) PM<"+genn,"+sen> 
(191) PM<"+genn> 
(192) evPM<n+genn,"+se">0 
(193) evPM<nbracrt>0 
(194) PM<"brac"> 
(19 5) evCommaO 
evCommaO -
PM< H+se n>0 , 
evCommaO 
SBAR<nrel"> , 
PP<"+se',"-nom"> , 
pp<"by"^· 
PP<" -sen-> 
PP<"+gen","+se"> 
PP<"+gen"> , 
PP<"+gen","quantn> 
PM<"+gen","+se"> , 
emptyO 
PM<"brac"> , 
emptyO 
Lbrac< n n> , 
Cmnt< n n> , 
Rbrac<""> 
Comma<"">, 
emptyO 
PP - Prepositional Phrase 
(196) PPO 
(197) PP<"-se"> 
(19Θ) PP<"tOp"> 
(199) PP<"+wh"> 
(200) PP<"-gen"> 
pp<n + se"'> , 
PP<"-se"> 
PP<--gen"> , 
PP<"-gen","quant"> , 
pp<"+gen","quant"> , 
pp<"+geni"> , 
pp<"+pron, "+оЫ"> , 
PP<"ap"> 
PrepO , 
NP<Opl,n+obl">0 , 
рр<
л
+5е п> , 
pp<"by"> , 
PP<"+proB,"+obln> , 
PP<"apn> 
PrepO , 
NP<n+vhn,"+obln,0pl> 
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(201) РР<"+деп",nquantn> 
(202) РР<П-gen","quantη> 
(203) PP<n+se"> 
(204) PP<"+se","-nomn> 
(205) PP<"by"> 
(206) PP<"+genrt,"+se"> 
(207) PP<"+gen"> 
(208) PP<"+geni"> 
(209) PP<n+pro","+obln> 
(210) PP<nap"> 
(211) РР<пар", n-gen"> 
(212) PP<napn,"+gen"> 
(213 ) evPP<n+strand">0 
(214) PP<n+strand"> 
(215) PrepO 
Prep<"">, 
NP<Obare,Opl,Ohd,"-se">0 
Prep<"+genn> , 
NP<"quant":>0 
PrepO , 
NP<r,quant">0 
Prep<"">, 
SBAR<sform,n-fin","pp">0 , 
Prep<"by"> , 
SBAR<sform,"-fin","pp">0 
Prep<" ">, 
SBAR<form,"-fin">0 , 
Prep<"by"> , 
SBAR<form,"-fin">0 
Prep<"by"> , 
NP<Obare,Opl,Ohd,n-se">0 
Prep<"+gen"> , 
SBAR<sform,"-fin",npp">0 
Prep<"+genn> 
NP<Obare,Opl,Ohd,"noppnestn>0 
Prep<"+gen"> , 
NP<0bare,Opl,Ohd,"-se">0 
PrepO , 
NP<"+pro",Opl,"+obl"> 
PP<"ap","-gen"> , 
PP<"ap","+gen"> 
PrepO , 
AP<"predi"> , 
PrepO , 
AP<"rasr"> 
Prep<"-,-geri"> , 
AP<"predi"> , 
Prep<"+genn> , 
AP<"msr"> 
PP<"+strandn> , 
emptyO 
PrepO 
Prep<"">, 
Prep<"to"> , 
Prep<"by"> 
PP<"noppnest"> - PP without PP nesting 
(216) PPnanpq<Obare,Opl,Ohd,"noppnest">0 
PP<spcfrl,spcfг2,Opl,Ohd,"noppnest">0 
PP---n+bare" , Opl, "+hd", "noppnestn>0 
(217) PP<"+bare",Opl "+hd"," noppnest">0 
evCommaO , 
PP<"+bare",0pl, "+hd", "noppnestH> 
(21Θ) PP<n+baie",Opl,"+hd" "noppnestn> 
PrepO , 
NP<"+bare",Opl,"+hd","noppnest">0 
(219) PP<spcfrl,spcfr2,Opl,Ohd,"noppnestn>0 
evCommaO , 
PP<spcfrl,spcfr2,Opl,Ohd,"noppnest"> 
(220) PP<spcfrl,spcfr2,Opl,Ohd,"noppnest"> 
PrepO , 
NP<spcfrl,spcfг2,Opl,Ohd,"noppnest">0 
AP - Adjective Phrase 
Specified are attributive use, predicative use, 
quant adjectives 
(221) AP<atype>0 
(222) AP<"msrn> 
(223) AP<atype> 
(224) AP<"conj">0 
(225) 
(226) 
(227) 
(22Θ) 
(229) 
A2<atype> 
A2<"msr"> 
Al<"prat", 
Al<nprat", 
Al<"prat", 
"msr 
"msr 
"msr ,"conj">0 
AP<atype> , 
AP<"msr"> 
evSPEC<"ap">0 , 
A2< nmsr n> 
evSPEC<"apn>0 , 
A2<atype> 
Comma<"">, 
Adv<"con]"> , 
Comma<""> 
Al<atype>0 , 
evPM<n+gen","+se">0 
evPreM<"ap">0 , 
Al<"prat",nmsr">0 
Al<"prat","msr"> , 
Al<nprat","msr","cn]"> 
Al<"prat","msr","conj">0 
Al<"prat" "msr"> , 
CoP<"crd"> , 
Al<"prat","msr"> , 
Al<atype> , 
CoP<"crdn> , 
AK"prat", "msr"> , 
Al<atype> , 
CoP<"crd"> , 
Al<"prat", "msr", "conj">0 
Al<nprat","msr"> , 
CoP<"crd"> , 
Al<"prat","msi","conj">0 
(230) 
(231) 
Al<atype>0 
Alotype, "+cn] " 
Al<atype> , 
Alotype, " +cn] "> 
(232) A K a t y p e , "con] ">0 
Al<atype,"conj">0 
(233) AKatype> 
(234) A l ^ p r a t " , "msr"> 
(235) AK<"prat","msr n > 
(236) AK<atype> 
(237) A d ] < " a t t r n > 0 
(23Θ) Ad]<'predi">0 
(239) Ad]<"predat">0 
(240) Ad]<"ratio">0 
(241) Ad]<"ratio", "+сп]"> 
(242) Ad]<"ratio","con]">0 
(24 3) evAd]evrow<atype>0 
(244) Adjevrow<atype>0 
(245) evSPEC<"ap">0 
(246) SPEC<"apn>0 
(247) evPreM<napr>0 
Al<atype> , 
CoP<"crd"> , 
Al<atype> , 
Al<"prat","msr"> , 
CoP<"crd'> , 
Al<atype> , 
Al<atype> , 
CoP<"comma"> , 
Alcatype,"con]">0 
Al<"prat n, nmsr n> , 
CoP<"comma"> , 
Al<atype,"con]">0 
AK<atype> 
AK<"prat","msr'> 
Ad]<"prat","msrr> 
evAd]evrow<atype>0 , 
Ad]<atype>0 , 
evPM<"brac">0 
Ad]<att> , 
Ad]<"ratio">0 , 
Ad]<"verb"> 
Ad]<pred> , 
Ad]<"ratio">0 
Ad]<"prat"> , 
Ad]<"ratio">0 
Ad]<"ratio"> , 
Ad]<"ratio","+cn]"> , 
Ad]<"ratio", "range"> 
Ad]<"ratio","con]">0 
Num<numtype,0pl> , 
CoP<"crd"> , 
Ad]<"ratio"> 
Num<numtype,0pl> , 
CoP<"comman> , 
Ad]<"ratio","con] 
Ad]evrow<atype>0 
emptyO 
Ad]<atype>0 , 
Ad]<atype>0 , 
Ad]evrow<atype>0 
SPEC<"ap">0 , 
emptyO 
Adv<""> 
PreM<"num"> 
PreM<"ap">0 , 
(248) PreM<"apn>0 
emptyО 
NP<"quant",Odef,Opl>0 , 
Num<"+def",Opl,"ratio">0 
Complementizer 
(249) 
(250) 
(251) 
(252) 
evCOMPO 
COMP 
evCOMP< +wh 
COMP<"+wh"> 
>0 
COMP , 
emptyO 
Pron<Brel "> 
Con]<nsrd"> 
C0MP<"+wh"> 
emptyO 
NP<"+wh",Ûobl,Opl> 
PP<"+wh',> , 
Adv<"+wh"> 
PNP - PP or NP in C&A 
Minimal Attachment 
(253) PNP<n+bare",Opl,"+hd","noppnest">0 
pp<"+bare',Opl,"+hd","noppnest">0 , 
NP<"+bare",Opl,"+hdn,"noppnest">0 
(254) PNPc'-bare",Opl,Ohd,"noppnestn>0 
PNP<spcfri,spcfr2,Opl,Ohd,"noppnest">0 
(255) PNP<rspcfrl ,spcfr2,Opl,0hd, "noppnest">0 
PP<spcfri,spcfr2,Opl,Ohd,"noppnestπ>0 , 
NP<spcfrl,spcfr2,0pl,0hd,"noppnest">0 
PAP - AP in C&A (possibly înbedded in PP) 
(256) PAPO 
PP<"apn, " -gen"> 
ΑΡ<"predi"> , 
AP<nmsr"> 
Complements and/or Adverbials 
The rules contain conditions for maximal projection 
no NP<-head> can immediately be followed by a bare NP 
( 2 5 7 ) CbA 
P P < " + s t r a n d " > , 
CfirAcommaO , 
CbAnocommaO , 
evPP<"+strand">0 
evCbA<"nom">0 
emptyO 
(2 5Θ) C&AnocommaO 
( 259) C&AcommaO 
(260) C£.A<"clause"> 
(261) evC&A<"-sen>0 
(262) evCsA<"nom">0 
(263) C&A<"nom">0 
(264) CbA<"-se'>0 
( 2 6 5 ) C b A d e e l < " + s e " > 0 
( 2 6 6 ) C f i r A d e e l < n + s e " , n - v d n > 0 
( 2 6 7 ) evC&AdelenO 
(26Θ) C&AdelenO 
(269) c&AnonpO 
(270) CsAdeelO 
(271) C&AdeelnanpheadO 
(272) CbA<"rest">0 
(273) CbAsubset<nrestn>0 
P M < " b r a c " > , 
CfifA<"-se">0 , 
C & A < n - s e " > 0 , 
C & A d e e l - C + s e - X ) , 
C b A d e e l < " + s e " , " - v d " > 0 
e v C b A < " - s e " > 0 , 
evPP<"+strand">0 , 
Comma<"">, 
C&Adeel<n+se">0 
CbAnocommaO , 
emptyO 
CbA<"-se">0 , 
empty0 
CbA<nnom">0 , 
empty0 
evCoP<nsen>0 , 
SBAR<"nom","-f in"> 
evNP<"-se",Opl>0 , Part<B">, 
СбАПОПрО , 
C&AdelenO 
S<"+se","+vd">0 , 
CbAdeel^ + se", "-vd'1>û 
S<n+se","-vd">0 , 
pp<"+sen,"-nom"> 
C&AdelenO , emptyO 
C&AdeelO , 
C&AryO 
Adv<""> , 
AP<"predi"> , 
AP<"msr"> , 
C&AppnanpO 
РЫР<
п
+Ьаге
л
,Opl,"+hd",nnoppnest">0 , 
PNP<"-bare",Opl,Ohd,"noppnest">0 , 
C&A<"rest">0 
NP<spcfrl,spcfr2,Opl,Ohd,'noppnest">0 
PP<"+bare",Opl,"+hd",nnoppnestn>0 , 
PP<spcfrl,spcfr2,Opl,Ohd,"noppnest">0 
CbA<"restn>0 
C&Asubset<"rest''>0 , 
Adv<""> , 
PAPO , 
NP<"quant",Odef,Opl>0 
NP<"+pro", Opl, "+obl"> , 
Сотта<" "> , Adv<"cûri] n> 
РР-с^  + рго", "+obl п> , 
ΡΡ<"-gen","quant"> 
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(274) C&Areeks<"rest">0 
C6Asubset<"restn->0 , 
CbAdelenO , 
AP<"con]">0 , 
CbAdelenO 
PAPO , 
CbAnaapO , 
Adv<""> , 
C&AdelennaadvO , 
NP<"quant",Odef,Opl>0 , 
C&AdelennanpquantO 
(275) evC&Aevreeks<nrest">0 
CbAevreeks<"rest">0 , 
emptyO 
( 27 6) CbAevreeks<"rest">0 
C&Asubset<''rest,,>0 , 
evC&AdelenO , 
AP<"msrn> , 
evCbAnaapO 
PP<"ap","-qen"> , 
evC&Anaapü , 
Adv<""> , 
evC&AdelennaadvO , 
NP<"quant",0def,0pl>0 , 
evC&AdelennanpquantO 
(277) evC&AnaapO 
C&AnaapO , 
emptyO 
(27Θ) C&AnaapO 
CbAnanp<qap,Opl>0 , 
C&AppnanpO , 
C6Asubset<nrestn>0 , 
evCbAdelenO , 
PP<nap","-gen"> , 
evC&AnaapO , 
Adv<""> , 
evC&AdelennaadvO 
(279) evCbAdelennaadvO 
CbAdelennaadvO 
emptyO 
(280) C&AdelennaadvO 
CSrAdeelnaadvO , 
C&ArynaadvO 
(2Θ1) C&AdeelnaadvO 
CbAsubset<"rest">0 
Adv<""> , 
PP<"ap","-gen"> 
AP<"msrn> , 
PNP<n+bare",Opl,n+hd","noppnest">0 , 
PNP<"-bare" Opl,Ohd,"noppnest">0 
(2Θ2) C&ArynaadvO 
CbAsubset<"rest,'>0 , 
CbAdelenO 
Adv, 
CSAdelennaddvO , 
PP<"apn,"-gen"> , 
C&AnaapO , 
NP<"quant".Odef,Opl>0 , 
C&AdelennanpquantO 
CiAreekspnpO 
( 28 3 ) evC&AdelennanpquantO 
CbAdelennanpquantO , 
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emptyO 
( 2B4 ) C&AdelennanpquantO 
C&AdeelnanpquantO , 
C&ArynanpquantO 
(285) CbAdeelnanpquantO 
C&Asubset<"resf>0 , 
Adv<"n> , 
AP<"predi"> , 
PP<nap","-gen"> , 
PPnanpq<" +bare", Qpl, ^ hd", "noppnest">0 , 
PPnanpq<"-bare",Opl,Ohd,"noppnest">0 , 
NP<qap,spcfr,Opl,Ohd,"noppnest> 
(2Θ6) C&ArynanpquantO 
C&Asubset<"rest">0 , 
C&AdelenO , 
AP<"predi"> , 
C&AdelenO , 
PP<"ap","-gen"> , 
C&AdelenO , 
Adv< n n> , 
C&AdelennaadvO , 
NP<"quant",Odef,Opl>0 , 
C&AdelennanpquantO , 
C6Ananp<qap,Opl>0 
(2Θ7) C&AevreeksnanpheadO 
C&AdeelnanpheadO , 
C&AreeksO 
(2ΘΘ) CbAryO 
NP<"+bare",Opl,"+hd","noppnest">0 , 
CfiAevreeksnanpheadO , 
C&AreeksO 
(2Θ9) C&AreeksO 
C&Areeks<"rest">0 , 
CfiAreekspnpO 
(290) CbAreekspnpO 
PP<"+bare", Opl, " + hd", "noppnestr>0 , 
C&AevreeksnanpheadO , 
PP<spcfrl,spcfr2,Opl,"+hd","noppnest">0 , 
CfiAevreeksnanpheadO , 
NP<spcfrl,spcfr2,0pl, "+hd", "noppnest">0 , 
C&AevreeksnanpheadO , 
PNP<spcfrl,spefг2,Opl,"-hd","noppnest">O , 
C&AppnanpO , 
PNPopcf rl, spcfr2,0pl, "-hd", "noppnestn>0 , 
CfiAevreeks<"rest">0 , 
PNP<"qpln,"qpl",Opl,"-hd","noppnest">0 , 
CSAnanp<"qpl",0pl>0 , 
PNP<spcfrl,"det",Opl,"-hd","noppnest">0 , 
C&Ananp<det,Opl>0 
PNP<spcfrl,q2ap,Opl,"-hd",'noppnest">0 , 
C&Ananp<qap,Opl>0 , 
PNP<spcfrl,spcfr2,Opl,"-hd","noppnest">0 , 
C&Ananp<spcfr,"$X"+0pl>O 
(291) CbAnanp<"qpl",Opl>0 
NP<"qpl","qpl",Opl,"-hd","noppnest">0 , 
C6Ananp<"qpl",Opl>0 , 
NP<"qpl","det",Opl,"-hd","noppnest">0 , 
C&Ananp<det,Opl>0 , 
NP<nqpl",q2ap,Opl,"-hd ",'noppnest">0 , 
CbAnanp<qap,Opl>0 , 
NP<"qpl",spcfг2,Opl,"-hd","noppnest">0 
C&Ananp<spcfr,"$X"+Opl>0 , 
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NP<"qpl",spcfr2,OpI,"+hd","noppnest">0 , 
CsAnanp<spcfr,Oplu>0 , 
NP<"qpl",spcfr2,Opl,Ohd,"noppnest">0 , 
CbAppnanpO , 
NP<"qpl",spcfr2,Op1,Ohd,"noppnest">0 , 
evC&Aevreeks<"rest">0 
(292) C¿Ananp<"det",0pl>0 
NP<"det","def,Opl,"-hd","noppnest">0 , 
C&Ananp<det,Opl>0 , 
NP<"det",q2ap,Opl,"-hd",'noppnest">0 , 
C&Ananp<qap,0pl>0 , 
NP<"detn,q2ap,Opl,n-hd","noppnest">0 , 
CbAnanp<spcfr,"$X"+0pl>0 , 
NP<"det",spcfr2,0pl,"+hd","noppnest">0 , 
C&Ananp<spcfr,Oplu>0 , 
NP<"det", spcfг2,Opl,Ohd,"noppnest">0 , 
CbAppnanpO 
NP<"det", spcfr2,Opl,Ohd,"noppnest">0 , 
evC6rAevreeks<nrest">0 
(293) C&Ananp<"qp2n,Opl>0 
NP<nqp2n,"qp2",Opl,"-hd","noppnest">0 , 
CbAnanp<qap,Opl>0 , 
NP<nqp2n,"ap",Opl,"-hd","noppnest">0 , 
C&Ananp<qap,Opl>0 , 
NP<"qp2","ap",Opl,"-hd","noppnest">0 , 
CbAnanp<spcfr,"5Xn+0pl>0 , 
NP<"qp2",spcfr2,Opl,"+hd","noppnest">0 , 
C&Ananp<spcfr,Oplu>0 , 
NP<"qp2",spcfr2,Opl,Ohd,"noppnest">0 , 
C&AppnanpO , 
NP<"qp2n,spcfr2,Opl,Ohd,"noppnest">0 , 
evC&Aevreeks<"rest">0 
(294) CbAnanp<"ap",Opl>0 
N P < " a p " , " a p " , O p l , " + h d " , " n o p p n e s t " > 0 , 
CfiAnanp<spcfr,Oplü>0 , 
NP<"ap","ap",Opl,Ohd,"noppnest">0 , 
CbAppnanpO , 
NP<"ap","ap",Opl,Ohd,"noppnest">0 , 
evCbAevreeks<"rest">0 
(295) C&AppnanpO 
PP<B+bare",Opl,"+hd" "noppnest">0 , 
CbAevreeksnanpheadO , 
PP<spcfrl,spcfr2,Opl,"+hd","noppnest">0 , 
C&AevreeksnanpheadO , 
PP<spcfrl,spcfг2,Opl,"-hd","noppnest">0 , 
CbAppnanpO , 
PP<"qpl","qpl",Opl,"-hd","noppnest">0 , 
C&Ananp<spcfr,"$X"+Opl>0 , 
PP<"qpl","qpl",Opl,"-hd","noppnest">0 , 
C&Ananp<"qpl",Opl>0 , 
PP<spcfrl,"det",Opl,"-hd","noppnest">0 , 
C&Ananp<spcfι,"SX"+Opl>0 , 
PP<spcfrl,"det" Opl,"-hd","noppnest">0 , 
CbAnanp<det,0pl>0 , 
PP<spcfrl,"qp2",Opl,"-hd","noppnest">0 , 
C&Ananp<spcfr,"SX"+0pl>0 , 
PP<spcfrl,"qp2",0pl,"-hd","noppnest">0 , 
C&Ananp<qap,0pl>0 , 
PP<spcfrl,'ap",Opl,"-hd","noppnest">0 , 
CbAnanp<spcfr,"$X"+Opl>0 , 
PP<spcfrl "ap",0pl,"-hd","noppnest">0 , 
C&Ananp<qap,0pl>0 , 
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PP<"+bare",Ûpl,"+hd","noppnest">0 , 
PP<spcfri,spcfr2,0pl,0hd,nnoppnestn>0 
Terminal Symbols 
296 
297 
298 
299 
300 
301 
302 
303 
304 
305 
306 
307 
308 
309 
310 
311 
312 
313 
314 
315 
316 
317 
318 
319 
320 
321 
322 
emptyO 
V<"tl"> 
V<"vdtl"> 
V<"tdti"> 
TI 
Prep<"to"> 
V<"ip"> 
V<"itd"> 
V<"vdp"> 
V<"tdp"> 
V<"vdi"> 
V<"tdi"> 
V<"tdvd"> 
V<"vdvdn> 
V<"ρ"> 
V<"1"> 
v<"vd"> 
V<"td"> 
v<"vdtd"> 
N<"dnm"> 
Num<"ord_sg"> 
Adj<"ratio_range"> 
Nuin<"card_pln> 
Num<r"card_sg"> 
Det<"+pro_+wh_+obl_sg 
Det<"+pro_+wh_-obl_sg 
N<"cnt_sg"> 
TO<" "> 
TO<" "> 
TO<""> 
PrecatO , 
PrecatO , 
PrecatO , 
PrecatO , 
PrecatO , 
PrecatO , 
PrecatO , 
PrecatO , 
PrecatO , 
PrecatO , 
PrecatO , 
PrecatO , 
PrecatO , 
PrecatO , 
PrecatO , 
PrecatO , 
PrecatO , 
PrecatO , 
PrecatO , 
PrecatO , 
> 
PrecatO , 
> 
PrecatO , 
PrecatO , 
, V< 
, v< 
, v< 
"01" 
"02" 
"03" 
"04" 
"05" 
"06" 
"07" 
"OB" 
"09" 
"10" 
"11" 
"12" 
"13" 
"14" 
"15" 
"16" 
"17" 
"18" 
"19" 
"20" 
"21" 
•22" 
"23" 
l"> 
vdi"> 
tdi"> 
PostcatO 
PostcatO 
PostcatO 
PostcatO 
PostcatO 
PostcatO 
PostcatO 
PostcatO 
PostcatO 
PostcatO 
PostcatO 
PostcatO 
PostcatO 
PostcatO 
PostcatO 
PostcatO 
PostcatO 
PostcatO 
PostcatO 
PostcatO 
PostcatO 
PostcatO 
PostcatO 
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323 
324 
325 
326 
327 
32Θ 
329 
330 
331 
332 
ЭЗЗ 
334 
335 
336 
337 
ЗЗ 
339 
340 
341 
342 
343 
344 
345 
346 
347 
34 
349 
350 
351 
352 
353 
V "nom_sg п> 
N^"cnt_pl"^ 
V<rnnom_pl"> 
N<"inss_sg"> 
N<"quant_sg"> 
N'"quant_pl"> 
Ргоп<
п
геГ> 
Con]<"crd"> 
Соп]<п5гап> 
Adv<""> 
PreM<"num"> 
Lbrac<""> 
Rbrac-c""> 
Adj<nration> 
Ad]<"pred"> 
Ad]<"pred_msr 
Ad]<"attn> 
Adj<"att_msr" 
Adj<nprat"> 
Ad]<"prat_msr 
Adj<"verb"> 
Det<"+def_sg_ 
Det<"+def_pl_ 
Det<"-def_sg_ 
Det<"+def_sg_ 
Det<"+def_pl_ 
"> 
> 
"> 
-t-ob"> 
+ob"> 
+ob"> 
- o b n > 
-ob"> 
Dot<"+def_+progen_pl_ 
Det<"+def_+progen_sg_ 
Det<"+def_+progen_pl_ 
Det·"-def_+pi 
Comma<""> 
ogen_sg_ 
PrecatO , 
PrecatO , 
PrecatO , 
PrecatO , 
PrecatO , 
PrecatO , 
PrecatO , 
PrecatO , 
PrecatO , 
PrecatO , 
PrecatO , 
PrecatO , 
PrecatO , 
PrecatO , 
PrecatO , 
PrecatO , 
PrecatO , 
PrecatO , 
PrecatO , 
PrecatO , 
PrecatO , 
PrecatO , 
PrecatO , 
PrecatO , 
PrecatO , 
PrecatO , 
_+ob"> 
PrecatO 
_+ob n> 
PrecatO , 
- ob " > 
PrecatO , 
-ob"> 
PrecatO 
PrecatO , 
" 2 4 " 
n 2 5 n 
"26" 
"27" 
"28" 
"29" 
"30" 
"31й 
"32" 
"33" 
"34" 
п 3 5 м 
"36" 
"37" 
"З " 
"39-
"40" 
"41п 
"42" 
"43" 
"44" 
"45" 
"46" 
"4 7" 
"4 -
-49я 
"50" 
"51" 
"52" 
"53" 
π
 5 4 и 
PostcatO 
PostcatO 
PostcatO 
PostcatO 
PostcatO 
PostcatO 
PostcatO 
PostcatO 
PostcatO 
PostcatO 
, PostcatO 
PostcatO 
PostcatO 
, PostcatO 
PostcatO 
PostcatO 
, PostcatO 
PostcatO 
, PostcatO 
, PostcatO 
, PostcatO 
, PostcatO 
, PostcatO 
, PostcatO 
, PostcatO 
, PostcatO 
PostcatO 
PostcatO 
PostcatO 
, PostcatO 
PostcatO 
(354 
(355 
(356 
(357 
(358 
(359 
(360 
(361 
(362 
(363 
(364 
(365 
(366 
(367 
(368 
(369 
(370 
(371 
(372 
(373 
(374 
(375 
(376 
QDet<"+def_pl"> 
QDet<" -def_pl"> 
QDet<"+def_sg"> 
QDet<"-def_sg"> 
Det< " -t-def _+wh_+progen_ 
Det<"post"> 
Det<"+pro_-obl_sg"> 
Det<"+pro_+obl_sg"> 
Det<"+pro_-obl_pl "> 
Det<"+pro_+obl_pl"> 
Prep<""> 
Prep<"+gen"> 
Prep<"by"> 
Prep<nsize"> 
Prep<"ratlo"> 
Part<""> 
MOD<"of"> 
Adv<"con;)"> 
Cmnt<""> 
Num<"card_pl_rangen > 
TO<""> 
Adv<"+wh"> 
Neg<""> 
PrecatO 
PrecatO , 
PrecatO , 
PrecatO , 
sg_-ob"> 
PrecatO , 
PrecatO , 
PrecatO , 
PrecatO , 
PrecatO , 
PrecatO , 
PrecatO , 
PrecatO , 
PrecatO , 
PrecatO , 
PrecatO , 
PrecatO , 
PrecatO , 
PrecatO , 
PrecatO , 
PrecatO , 
PrecatO , 
PrecatO , 
PrecatO , 
"55" 
•56" 
"57" 
"58" 
"59" 
"60" 
"61" 
"62" 
"63" 
"64" 
"65" 
"66" 
"67" 
"68" 
"69" 
•70" 
"71" 
"72" 
"74" 
"75" 
"76" 
"77" 
"78" 
, PostcatO 
, PostcatO 
, PostcatO 
, PostcatO 
, PostcatO 
, PostcatO 
, PostcatO 
, PostcatO 
PostcatO 
PostcatO 
PostcatO 
PostcatO 
PostcatO 
PostcatO 
PostcatO 
PostcatO 
, PostcatO 
PostcatO 
PostcatO 
PostcatO 
PostcatO 
PostcatO 
PostcatO 
Precat and Postcat tackling lexical ambiguity by Packing 
(377) PrecatO 
f 3^6) PostcatO 
reekscatO 
SemrowOO , 
"I ' 
reekscatO 
StamOO 
" (" 
(379) SemrowOO 
(380) stamOO 
(381) getalO 
(382) woordOO 
(383) reekscato 
(384) woordO 
(385) categorieO 
(386) karakterO 
(387) LowO 
(388) UpO 
(389) DigO 
"SI" , 
getalO , 
„T" _ 
getalO , 
"x" , 
DigO , 
getalO 
categorieO , 
reeksrato 
karakterO 
woordO , 
woordO , 
"Γ 
UpO , 
LowO , 
DigO , 
(* +-_"-()[]»<> . ' *) 
{* qwertyuiopasdfgh]klzxcvbnm *) 
(* OWERTYUIOPASDFGHJKLZXCVBNM ·) 
(* 0123456789 ·) 
Affix rules 
(I) 
(II) 
(III) 
(TV) 
(V) 
(VI) 
(VII) 
(VIII) 
(IX) 
(X) 
(XI) 
(xii) 
(XIII) 
(XIV) 
(XV) 
(XVI) 
(XVII) 
(XVIII) 
(XIX) 
(XX) 
(XXI) 
(XXII) 
expect 
evt expect 
hope 
Odef 
Odefi 
ntype 
nntype 
ncnt 
nmss 
nnom 
atype 
atype2 
pred 
att 
numtype 
numtype2 
form 
form3 
form 2 
sform 
sstorm 
Oqnt 
n i n , "td" , "vd" 
expect , "" 
expect 
"+defn "-def" 
Odef 
"ent" , ncnt 
ntype 
"mss" , "nom" 
"ent" , "nom" 
"ent" "mss" 
"predi" , atype2 
"attr" , "predat" 
"pred" , "prat" 
"att" , "prat" 
"card" "ord" 
numtype 
form2 , "i" , "ti 
form2 "i" , "tl 
"td" , "vd" 
form "nom" 
sform 
"+qnt" , "-qnt" 
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(XXIII) 
(XXIV) 
(XXV) 
(XXVI) 
(XXVII) 
(XXVIII) 
(XXIX) 
(XXX) 
(XXXI) 
(XXXII) 
(XXXIII) 
(XXXIV) 
(XXXV) 
(XXXVI) 
(XXXVII) 
(XXXVIII) 
(XXXIX) 
(XL) 
(XLI) 
(XLII) 
(XLIII) 
(XLIV) 
(XLV) 
(XLVI) 
(XLVII) 
(XLVIII) 
Opl 
Xpl 
xsg 
Oob 
Oplu 
Ose 
Ogen 
О о Ы 
noppcomp 
ppcmp 
ppcmp2 
Opp 
Obare 
spcfrl 
spcfr2 
spcf г 
Odet 
0qp2 
0qqp2 
Oap 
Oaap 
Ohd 
Ohead 
det 
qap 
q2ap 
"sg" "pi" 
"sg" 
"pi" 
n
-ob" , "+ob" 
Opl 
"+se"
 n
-se" 
"+gen" , "-gen" 
"+obl" , "-obi" 
"-pp" "ppgn" 
"+pp" noppcomp 
ppcmp 
"+PP" . ""PP" 
"+bare" , "-bare" 
spcf r 
spcf r 
qap "ap" 
"+det" . "-det" 
"+qp2" , n-qp2" 
0qp2 
"+ap" , "-ap" 
Oap 
"+hd" , "-hd" 
Ohd 
"qpl" , "det" 
det , "qp2" 
"ap" , "qp2" 
Appendix IV 
GB-Based Transformational Grammar 
The Grammars 
Grammar Main 
based on Government & Binding Theory 
»Grammar Main 
> Grammar PreCycle 
> Grammar Cycle (Cyclic TopDown LeftRight) 
(Sys Cyclic Sentential) 
> Stop 
Grammae PreCycle 
In Precycle the surface structure will be changed into CP IP VP 
and redundant information is removed 
»Grammar PreCycle 
> Rule Prune SE or TITLE 
> R ile Convert SBAR coordination 
> Grammar Cosmetics 
> Giammar Convert SS 
> Stop 
Grammar Cycle 
In С ele all constituents will be linked to their DS positions 
(bj creating argument chains) and theta roles «rill be assigned 
Aiquments ma be mo ed to otnei constituents 
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»Grammar Cycle 
- - > Rule Pop-Lexical-Features 
--> Grammar Reanalyse-Lowered-Constituents 
--> Grammar Chains-Agreement-PRO 
--> Grammar Theta-Role-Assiqnment 
-•> Grammar Argument-Lowering 
- -> Grammar Filters 
--> Stop 
Grammar Cosmetics 
* Redundant information will be discarded from the analysis 
%Grammar Cosmetics 
--> Rule Prune-Doubles 
- -> Rule Prune-Commas 
--> Stop 
Grammar Convert-SS 
Surface structure will be transformed in CP-IP-VP structure 
^Grammar Convert-SS 
--> Grammar Convert-Nominalizations 
--> Grammar Convert-SBAR-to-CP-IP 
--> Rule Reanalyse-Copulas ()(T3) 
--> Stop 
Grammar Convert-Nominalizations 
Nominalization NPs will be converted into VPs All arguments 
will be placed directly under C&A, in accord with Minimal 
Attachmen Principle 
^Grammar Convert-Nominalizations 
- -> Rule Convert-Nominalized-structure 
- -> Rule Collect-Arguments 
--> Stop 
Grammar Convert-SBAR-to-CP-IP 
SBAR will be changed into CP-IP structure 
^Grammar Convert-SBAR-to-CP-IP 
--> Rule Convert-SBAR-to-CP 
--- Rule Convert-S-to-IP 
--> Rule Replace-TO ()(T3) 
- > Rule Convert-VP ()(T3) 
--> Rule Establish-C&A 
--> Stop 
Grammar Reanalyse-Lowered-Constituents 
Lowered constituents will be placed in their proper positions 
Lowering takes plac«? in case of WH Movement, Exceptional Case 
Marking (ECM) or PP-. for> (eg I ask for him to leave) 
PPs in Control Structures will also be moved to the next cyclic 
node 
^Grammar Reanalyse-Lowered-Constituents 
--> Rule Reanalyse-underspecified-PCP () (T3) 
--> Rulfi Rearrange-ECM-or-PP<for> (Once) (T3) 
--> Rule Lowei-PP<for>-to-Next-Cycle (Once) (T3) 
--> Stop 
Grammar chains-Agreement-PRO 
Constituents will be linked to their DS positions. Agreement is 
checked, and PRO will be inserted 
^Grammar Chains-Agreement-PRO 
--> Rule Create-Auxiliary-Chain (Once) (T3) 
--> Grammar Create-WH-Chain 
--> Rule Subject-Verb-Agreement (Once) (T3) 
--> Rule Create-Chain-in-NP<+cp> (Once) (ТЭ) 
--> Rule Insert-PRO (Once) (ТЭ) 
--> Rule- Create-Argument-Chains () (T3) 
--> Stop 
Grammar Theta-Role-Assignment 
Theta roles will be assigned 
%Grammar Theta-Role-Assignment 
--> Grammar Retrieve-Thematic-Grids 
--> Rule Assign-Theta-e (Once) (T3) 
--> Grammar Assign-Internal-Roles 
--> Stop 
Grammar Argument-Lowering 
Constituents will be lowered to the next cyclie domain Thesp 
transformations involve reconstruction rules for underspecifled 
stiuctures Exceptional Case Marking, and Control indexing 
%Grammar Argument-Lowering 
- -"> Grammar Lower- PP-or-CP- to-preceding-consti tuent 
--> Rule ECM-ot-WHMovement (Once) (T3) 
--> Rule Co-Index-Control (Once) (T3) 
--> Rule Reanalyse-CP< + cn:j> (Once) (ТЭ) 
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-> Stop 
* Grammar Filters 
* All ungrammatical analyses will be filtered 
%Giammar FiIters 
--> Rule Case-Filter () (T3) 
-> Rule Theta-Filter {) (T3) 
--> Stop 
Grammar Create-WH-Chain 
[SPEC,CP] will be linked to its DS position The following 
situations may apply 
1) [SPEC CP] will be linked to [SPEC,IP] 
2) [SPECCP] will be linked to a position under C&A 
ad 1) [SPEC,IP] may be part of an argument chain, or contain 
PRO 
ad 2) WH constituents that have to be lowered to the nexr CP 
will be placed under C&A first At a later stage, they 
will be lowered by ECM-or-WHMovement 
%Grammar Create-WH-Chain 
--> Rule [SPECCP]-to-(SPEC, IP] (Once)(T3) 
--> Rule [SPECCP]-to-C&A (Once)(T3) 
--> Stop 
Grammar Retrieve-Thematic-Grids 
Thematic grids will be collected from the lexicon, and if 
necessary they may be moderated in case of 
1) Passive 
2) Opitonality within the grid or grids 
In this case, the analysis will be duplicated 
^Grammar Retneve-Thematic-Grids 
--> Rule Retrieve-Grids 
--> Rule Expand-Ambiguity (Once,every occurrence) 
- -> Rule Modify-Passive-Grid () (T3) 
--> Stop 
%Grammar Assign-Internal-Roles 
--> Rule Expand-OR (Once,every occurrence) 
-> Rule Expand Optional-Roles 
--> Rule Assign-Theta-i () (ТЭ) 
--> Rule Assign-Dummy-Roles () (T3) 
--> Stop 
Grammar Lower-pp - or-CP-to-preceding-constituent 
* PPs or CPS without thematic roles are replaced Excluded are 
* PPs from Control Structures 
^Grammar Lower-PP-or-CP-to-preceding-constituent 
--> Rule PP-in-preceding-NP (,every occurrence) (T3) 
--> Rule CP-in-preceding-NP () (T3) 
--> Rule pp-or-CP-in-preceding-CP {) (T3) 
--> Stop 
Rule Convert-SBAR-to-CP 
%Rule Convert-SBAR-to-CP 
--> SD 6Clearxf 
» (SBAR (COMP [Ol 1)2 ) ' » 
(S<>5 <== ft (AUX (V<>3 
(SU ) ' --> 
( Р<>7 ) ) 
--> COND ((fi has_wh_feature) -> x4 - "wh-in-comp 
((x6 is_not_empty) > (хЭ - '"(" 13 f3 " 
3) (Neg 
) 
-> SC »1 #2 #3 »4 »5 ==> 
хЗ 
#1 
P 6 )•= 
) " ' ) ) 
IDENT(x4,"wh-in-comp") 
(CP<6f5, 6f7,sem<» 6x2 
[ C (C<6f3> 6x3 6X6) #3 »5 ) 
DIFFER(x4 , "wh-in-compn ) ' 01 
(CP<6f5,6f7,sem<>> 
( C (C<6f3> 6x1 6x3 6x6) *3 «5 ) 
Rule Convert-S-to-IP 
»Rule Convert-S-to-TP 
--> SD 6Clearxf 
# (Sol (TOP (<>2 
(SU 3 ) ' 
(AUX (V<>4 
(VP )5 ) 
--> COND (((x2 is_empty) -> x6 
((x3 is_empty) -> x3 
((x7 is_not_empty) -
--> SC »1 »2 • 
2))-> 
4) (Neg )'7)i 
") ·= "no-topicalization" 
- "(NP-)")) ь 
(x4 = ' " ( " 14 f4 "- " x4 " 
IDENT(x6,"no-topicalization") ' ttl 
(IP 6x3 (I' (K6fl 6f4> 6X4 6x7) 6x5)) 
DIFFER(x6,"no-topicalization") ' #1 
(IP (612<6(2 top> 6X2) 
(IP 6x3 (I' (K6fl,6f4> 6x4 6x7) 6x5))) 
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Rule Replace-TO 
Element TO of to 4 infinitive is placed under I 
%Rule Replace TO 
- -> SD bClearxf 
(KtL> t> ) (VP<ti> (CL Φ (V (TO ---1) (V = = =)2 ) # 
- -> COND {xl is_not_empty) 
> SC #1 #2 #3 = = > (tl βχΐ #2 δχ2 
Rule Convert-Nominalized Structure 
Nominalizations are converted into VPs 
%Rule Convert-Nominalized-structure 
- -> SD bClearxf 
# (NP = = >1 (N2 -->2 (N1 — > 3 
(NK " > 4 (V<nom> )5 {PM )">6 ) ) 
(PM (PP )*>7 J7 ) {PM ( )?8 ) r > } # 
--> COND (('xl x2 x3' is_empty) -> x9 = "no-adjunctsn) 
--> SC #1 #2 — > 'IDENT(x9,"no-ad]unctsn) ' #1 {CP<nom, sem<» 
(Cl (C ) (IP (I1 (I ) 
{VP (NP )( Ч Ьх4 ЬХ5 ьхб {СЬА Ьх7 &χθ ) ) ))))) 
•=-> 'DIFFER(x9 , пno-ad]uncts" ) ' #1 (CP<nom, sem<» 
(С (С ) (IP (Г (I ) 
{VP bxl Бх2 &хЭ 
{VP (NP )( S,x4 &х5 Ьхб {СЬА 6x7 Ьх ) ) )))))) 
Rule Collect-Arguments 
PPs in nominalizations are placed under СбА 
%Rule Collect-Arguments 
--> SD bClearxf 
(V<noin> ) (CbA <«-
(&PNP # (PM # (PP )1 » ) # ) # = = > ) 
--> COND (xl has_no_PM) 
--> SC #1 *2 ЙЭ #4 »5 = = > til *5 tt3 
Rule Convert-VP 
CL-v structures are converted into V - v structures This 
rule applies to VPs that do not contain a conjunction, but that 
may be part of one The lowest V' is marked with a special 
feature <+vhd> (head verb) If the analysis contains a passive 
auxiliary, it will immediately precede v(<+vhd> 
%Rule Convert-VP 
--> SD sclearxf 
# ( р<л+сп^ ,*+cnv> # (NP p i # * 
(CL<>2 (V<>3 3) (Neg )*4) 9 ) # 
--> COND (xl is_empty -> xl - n( N P") n) & 
({x4 is_not_empty) -> (x3 = '"(" 13 f3 "-" x3 ")"')) 
--> SC »1 »2 B3 *4 »5 #6 =--=> 
#1 t2<+cnv> &xl t4 (V'<+vhd, &f2> (V<&f3> &x3 &x4)) »6 
Rule Reanalyse-Copulas 
Adjectives in copula constructions are placed under V 4 
They will serve as main verb in the sentence 
%Rule Reanalyse-Copulas 
--> SD sClearxf 
(V' » (V<+cop> ) (t (C&A 
It (AP « > 4 (A2 (Al 5 (AK 3 (Ad]<"ratio> )1 ) 
(PM ( )2 ) ? ) ) # — > ) # 
-> COND ({x5 is_not_empty) -> (x5 = 'x5 ")"')) 
-> SC il Я2 #3 #4 »5 --> #1 «2<"sf> (V1 ьх4 &x5 ЬхЭ ьхі #Э Ьх2 #5 ) 
Rule Establish-C&A 
The C&A node is attached to the lowest CL node, after which 
Convert-VP transforms it into a V'-v structure 
%Rule Establish-C&A 
- -> SD bClearxf 
(VP = = > (V* (V<> ) β ) It (C&A )1 * ) * 
- > COND None 
--> SC *1 »2 #3 «4 ==> Щ 6x1 *2 »4 
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Rale Create Auxiliary-Chain 
A phonetically realized CP or the first V is linked to I, * 
provided that it is empty (which is the case in yes/no questions * 
or sentences without an auxiliaiy Linking consists of * 
moving the condotions on agreement of the verb to I * 
%Rule Create-Auxiliary-Chain 
--> SD &Clearxf 
(CP < « (Cl # (Col = = = 1)·> 
(IP ( Г It (K+£in> ) 
(VP <-= (V # (V<>3 )"> # 
--> COND (((xl is_empty) & (FCheck(f3,"<agr<>4>"))) | 
(FCheck(f1,"<agr<>>"))) 
-> SC #1 #2 #3 #4 — > #1 #2<"agr> #3<agr<bf 1, &f 4 » #4<~agr> 
Rule Lower-PP<for>-to Next-Cycle 
PP<for> is placed under CP<-fin,ti> in case of Control 
Structures 
%Rule Lower-PP<for>-to-Next-Cycle 
--> SD sClearxf 
(V<3sc> ) (C&A <-- # (PP<for> ) It 
--> Я (CP<-fin,tl> It 
--> COND None 
--> SC #1 #2 ИЗ #4 — > Si #3 #4<for,+low> #2 
Rule Sub]eet-Verb-Agreement 
Agreement is checked by this rule If there is no agreement, 
the analysis is discarded Agreement is when the the features of 
I are a subset of the features of [SPEC,IP] 
%Rule Subject-Verb-Agreement 
- -> SD SrClearxf 
(IP # (NP<sem<agrol»3 1) 
(I l # (Kagr<>2> ) # 
--> COND ((£3 has_plural) -> (fl - "<-ft,+fs>")) & 
((xl is_not_empty) & 
((fl is_in_agreement_with f2) 
I (FILTER '"no agreement" ))) 
--> SC иі 42 h 3 = = > #1 * 2<se(n<*agr>> »3<Aagr> 
Rule Create-Argument-Chains 
Constituents that are moved (and that have landed on [SPEC,IP] 
positions are coindexed with their OS positions I cases of 
passive, the subject is coindexed with a position under CbA, 
and with [SPEC,VP] in active sentences 
290694 Coindexing is also carried out for VP conjunctions 
200794 The features ^+ac> and <+detop> are introduced, to 
denote the difference between detopicalization chains 
and the argument chain of the subject 
%Rule Сreate-Argument-Chains 
--> SD bClearxf 
(IP « (<"detop>l )1 
(I* (I<>2 ) # (VP<"+cnj> # (<> ) 
(V<>3 )·>3 (V4<+vhd> (6AVO ) 'CTRACE' 
i (C&A<~ac> « --> # ) ) ) 
> COND (f4 = 'FComb(f2,f 3)') & 
(fi is_not_empty) & 
(il is_index_from fi) & 
(x5 - "с") & 
(f4 has_passive -> x5 - "b") ь 
(f1 has_topicalization_feature -> x5 - "a") 
--> SC #1 #2 #3 N4 »5 »6 ==> 'IDENT(x5,nCn) ' 
»1 #2<*sg,~pl,"def,&il,chain<+hd» 
#3 #4<-&fl,sil,chain<+tl» #5<+ac> #6 
==> 'IDENT(x5,"a") ' 
»I #2<*sg,*pl,"def,"sem,"top,+detop,sil,chain<+hd» 
#3 N4 #5 #6 (6ll<=sfl,bil,chain<+tl» ) 
— > 'IDENT(x5,"b") ' 
#1 #2<"sg,"pi,"def,sil,chain<+hd>> 
ftЭ #4 #5<+ac> (ilK-ifb ЫІ, chain<+tl>> ) #6 
Rule Pop-Lexical-Features 
Feature information that is relevant for Thata Role Assignment 
is popped to X bar level 
%Rule Pop-Lexical-Features 
-> SD bClearxf 
β (&XP<*sem>l (Prep<>2 2)">6 
* (&KERN<sem<>5> ) ) # 
--> COND (x6 is_empty -> (f2 = "" & x2 = "")) 
--> SC #1 #2 #3 = *> »1 42<bx2,fi.fl,fif2,sem<bf4,bf5>> 
ö3<"sg,"pi,"sem> 
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Rule Reanalyse-underspecified-PCΡ 
Underspecifîed PPs that immediately follow an norainalization 
are placed in C&A of the CP<nom> (1 e the previous 
nominalization 
%Rule Reanalyse-underspecif led-PCΡ 
--> SD SrClearxf 
# (CP<nom> =-> # (&PCP ) * (C&A --> ») 
--> COND None 
-> SC HI »2 »3 #4 --> *1 »2 M * 3 
Rule Rearrange-ECM-or-PP<for> 
Lowered PP<for> or NP under ECM is moved to its proper position 
(until this moment it was placed temporarily under [SPECCP] 
%Rule Rearrange-ECM-or-PP<for> 
--> SD SClearxf 
(CP<+low> it [<>1 (Prep )'3 ( )2 ) # 
--> (C1 (C I» ) (IP « (NP ) * 
--> COND (((11 is "NP") & (x5 - nlowered-NP")) | 
((11 is "PP") & (x5 - "lowered-PP"))) 
--> SC #1 #2 #3 #4 #5 «> 'IDENT(x5,"lowered-NP") ' 
#K*low> »3 #4 #2 
-=> 'IDENT(x5,"lowered-PPn) ' 
#K~low> #3 &x3 #4 &x2 
Rule Retrieve-Grids 
Thetheta grids are collected from the lexicon and placed in the 
analysis behind C&A 
*Rule Retrieve-Grids 
--> SD bClearxf 
(V1 t  (&AV<sf<ll>> ) # (C&A ) # 
--> COND ((x2 - LexiCOn("SFLEX","sfn il)') I 
(FILTER '"frame " il " not found"')) 
--> SC »1 «2 A3 ==> Al »2<~sf<&ll>> *3 &x2 
Rule Expand-Ambiguity 
* If a verb (or adjective) has more than one theta grid, the 
* analysis is duplicated and each grid is placed in a different 
* analysis 
%Rule Expand-Ambiguity 
--> SD (fiAVO ) (CbA ) # — > 1 И (SF ) # « > 2 # 
--> COND ('xl x2' is_not_empty) 
--> SC #1 #2 #3 #4 --> #1 «3 
Rule Modify-Passive-Grid 
Theta grids are modified in case of passive the external theta 
is placed at the end of the grid as an optional by-phrase 
This rule is a lexical transformation, ]ust like all other rules 
from the Retriece-Thematic-Information grammar 
%Rule Modify-Passive-Grid 
--> SD sClearxf 
( Ю 1 ) (VP<"+cn]> (NP<*1> ) (V<>2 )•> 
(V4<+vhd> * (SF<~passive> # (NP<>3 — Э ) # — > # ) 4 (f 
--> COND <(f5 = 'FComb(fl,f2)') & (f5 has_passive)) 
-> SC #1 #2 #Э #4 »5 - = > 
Iti (t2<+pa5sive> #4 (PP<opt,by,bfЭ> ьхЗ ) #5 
Rule Expand-OR 
Optional theta roles are split This rule has to precede 
Expand-Optional-Roles, otherwise an OR may occur with less than 
two parts 
%Rule Expand-OR 
--> SD # (OR <-- # ( ) # =-> ) # 
- -> COND None 
--> SC βΐ #2 #3 M =-> Я1 tt3 
Rule Expand Optional-Roles 
Optional roles of type A I " A are split 
%Rule Expand-Optional-Roles 
> SD bClearxf 
(SF -> β (<opt> ) ft 
- > COND None 
--> SC Bl #2 > »1 
— > ttl (»2<~opt> 
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Rule Create-Chain-in-NP<+cp> 
* A chain is created between NP and CP in PM This rule involves 
* NPS that already have a clause as PM in the surface structure 
* (eg Lotion containing bronopol was analysed by ) 
%Rule Create-Chain-in-NP<+cp> 
--> SD bClearxf 
# (&PNP<semo2>l (N2 ) ( PM # (CP<~control> # 
--> COND il is_index_from fi 
--> SC (tl #2 ИЗ =--> #1 #2<&il> #3<control<bil, seiTKbf 2, ~agr>» 
* Rule Insert-PRO 
* If [SPEC,IP] is empty and CP has the control feature, PRO is 
* inserted 
»Rule Insert-PRO 
--> SD bClearxf 
(CP<control<semol, i l » --> {Cl 
« > (IP # (NP<*chain> # j (i% (I tt 
- -> COND (Xl - "PRO") 
--> SC »tl #2 #3 ==> ttl<"control> #2<sem<bf1>,Sil,chain<+tl>> ьхі #3 
Rule Assign-Theta-e 
External theta roles are assigned If a passive or 
a nominalization is involved, the assignment fails 
%Rule Assign-Theta-e 
--> SD bClearxf 
(lol ) {VP # (<i2, chain, *theta<»2 ) 
{V<>3 )i {V (bAV<~nom> ) — > (SP # (<>4 ---4) # 
--> COND ({f5 = 'FComb(fl, f 3) ' ) £. 
{f5 has_no_passive) & 
{12 is 14) & 
(f2 is_compatible_with f4)) 
--> SC #1 #2 #3 — > #1 #2<&i2,chain<+tl>,theta<bx4» 
Rule Assign-Theta-ι 
Internal theta roles are assigned 
%Rule Assign-Theta-ι 
--> SD nClearxf 
(V4 < - - {C6A - - > # ( < 4 h e t a < » l ) « > ) 
{SF < = = (t (<>2 - = = 2) # 
- - > COND ( ( 1 1 i s 12) & ( f l i s _ c o m p a t i b l e _ w i t h f 2 ) ) 
--> SC »1 »2 #3 = = > (Fl # 2 < t h e t a < S x 2 > > 
Rule Assign-Dummy-Roles 
Nominalizations without arguments are assigned dummy theta roles 
in order to escape the Theta Filter 
%Rule Assign-Dummy-Roles 
- > SD bClearxf 
(V<nom> ) (PM )? (C&A — > # ) (SF # (<>2 = = = 2) β 
--> COND x3 = "dummy" 
--> SC SI #2 #3 -«> #1 (&12<theta-'&x2>> bx3 ) #2 
Rule ECM-or-WHMovement 
The NP that is left without a theta role is moved to [SPECIF] 
of the next cycle, provided that this position is empty, CP is 
<ti> WH constituents are placed under [SPECCP] of the next 
cycle by this rule 
»Rule ECM-or-WHMovement 
--> SD fcClearxf 
t (Vol ) (CbA <=•= ι (<"theta>2 ) # 
--> » (CP<>3 t 
--> COND (((fl has_ecm_feature) & 
(12 is "NP") & 
(f3 has_no_fin_for) & (x8 = "ecm")) | 
((f2 has_wh_feature) & (χθ = "wh"))) 
--> SC #1 02 1*3 #4 »5 --> 'IDENT(x8,"ecm") ' 
#1 ft2<*ecm> #4 (t5<+low> #3 
==> ' I D E N T ( x 8 , " w h " ) ' 
#1 ft2 #4 »5 *3 
Rule Co-Index-Control 
(Empty) subjects are coindexed with the subject or object of the 
matrix sentence <+sc> = subject control, <-sc> = object control 
%Rule Co-Index-Control 
--> SD bClearxf 
(VP и (NP<theta, il,chain,semol> ) 
(V (&AV<-JSC>2 ) (C&A < = = # (NPctheta,sem<>4>3 ) "» 
< " t (CP<-f in,ti,"low> о 
--> COND (((f2 has_subject_control) & 
(i3 = Ί1' ) & 
(x5 = "subject-control")) | 
((іЭ is_indGx_from f3) & (x5 - -object-control"))) 
> SC 41 «2 *3 »4 ==> 'IDENT(x5,"subject-control") ' 
*1 *2<chain< + hd>> и 3 *4<control<i3,sem<bf1>>> 
-•=> 'IDENT(x5 "object-control") 
»1 h2 fti<6i3,chain'- + hd>> &4<control<i3, sem-.&f 4->>> 
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Rule Reanalyse-CP<+cnj> 
СΡ conjunctions that are not analysed as conjunctions are 
reanalysed It may be that underspecification prevented 
conjunction analyses After PPs have been lowered to their 
proper place (and also after nominalizations are reanalysed as 
CPs, conjunctions can be (re)analysed 
%Rule Reanalyse-СP<+enj> 
> SD firClearxf 
(C&A ==> (PP<theta> ==> # (CP ) # ) 
» {CoP ) (CP<"theta> ) # 
--> COND None 
--> SC #1 »2 »3 #4 — > #1 (CP<+cnj> #2 #4 ) #3 
Rule PP-in-preceding-NP 
* Underspecifled PPs are reanalysed as PM attached to the 
* preceding NP 
%Rule PP-in-preceding-NP 
- -> SD sClearxf 
(CbA < " (&PNP<theta> (N2<~quant> ) It 1) 
tt (PP<"theta,~by ~strand> ) tt 
--> COND xl has_no_NP 
--> SC #1 #2 #3 ==> #1 (PM #3 ) #2 
Rule CP-in-preceding-NP 
This rule is similar to the previous one, only this time the 
constituent that is lowered is a CP In this case an argument 
chain has to be created between the head of the NP and [SPEC,IP] 
of the CP 
-> SD fiiClearxf 
{CbA <== tt ( £ ,PNP<the ta , s e m o 2 > l (N2 ) 
(PM )"> tt 1) tt ( C P < t d , * t h e t a , * c o n t r o l > ) # 
-> COND i l i s _ m d e x _ f r o m f l 
-> SC #1 #2 #3 #4 ==> #1 *2<&i l> 
(PM # 4 < c o n t r o l < Ê . i l , sem<&f 2 , * a g r > » ) #3 
RuIr PP-or-CP-in-preceding-CP 
* Underspecifled PPS are placed in the preceding CP, under CSA, 
* provided that the CP is a former nominalization 
%Rule PP-or-CP-in-preceding-CP 
- -> SD sclearxf 
(C&A <-- * (PP -•> (CP<nom> β ) ) # (iPCP<~theta> 
--> COND None 
--> SC BI #2 »3 #4 --> #1 И2 »4 #3 
Rule Case-Filter 
* Analyses are filtered in which arguments did not receive a 
* Theta role 
%Rule Case-Filter 
--> SD sClearxf 
(C&A <-- (&CONS<~theta> ) ==>) 
--> COND None 
--> FILTER Case Filter 
Rule Theta-Filter 
* Analyses are filtered in which theta roles were not assigned 
Deze regel verwi]dert analyses waarin een theta-rol niet * 
* aan een kandidaat is toegewezen 
%Rule Theta-Filter 
--> SD bClearxf 
# (SF 1) # 
--> COND ((xl is_not_empty) -> (FILTER '"Theta Filter"')) 
--> SC IH #2 ==> »1 
Rule [SPECCP] -to- [SPEC, IP] 
WH constituents under [SPECCP] are linked to the empty 
[SPEC,IP) In these cases the subject of the caluses is 
questioned [SPEC,IP] is empty when it does not contain a 
constituent, is not part of an argument chain, nor is it filled 
with PRO 
»Rule [SPECCP] -to- [SPEC, IP) 
--> SD bClearxf 
(CP ft (NP<Hwh>l )1 (C1 ==> 
(IP 9 (NP 2) f (I' 
> COND ((il is_index_from fl) & 
(x2 is_empty)) 
--> SC (H »2 #3 --> (fl »2 t&il,chain<+hd» 
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β3 (6ll<fiil,fifl,chain<+tl>> ) 
Rule [SPECCP] -to-C&A 
WH under [SPECCP] is linked with a position under C&A (that has 
to be created first) This is done only when no CP is present 
under the CuA m question The following options apply 
[SPECCP] --> Place under C6.A 
1) NP<0hum> --> under PP<stranded>, else to the right (before 
PP<by>) 
2) PP ==> to the right (before PP<by>) 
3) Adv<+wh> ==> to the right (before PP<by>) 
%Rule [SPECCP] -to-C&A 
- -> SD bClearxf 
(CP # (<+wh>l )1 ( C --> (IP (I' <= = 
(VP <== (Vv < = = (CbA # < = = # (PP<by> )">4 
# (PP<+strand> ( )3 )?2 # (CP )? )5 
--> COND ((il is_index_from fl) & 
( ( (x2 is_not_empty) & (11 is "NP") δ (x6 = "stranding")) | 
((x2 is_empty} & (x6 - "no-stranding")))) 
--> SC Iti #2 #3 04 #5 — > 'IDENT(x6, "stranding" ) ' 
#1 #2<*wh,"sg,"pi,'sen,ыі,chain<+hd>> 
#3 #4 (PP<-bfl> &x3 (fill,&il,<chain<+tl» )) 
--> 'IDENT(x6,"no-stranding") ' 
#1 #2<"wh,"sg,~pl/*sem,ЫІ,chain<+hd>> 
#3 {fill<6fl, eil, chain<+tl» ) #4 It 5 
Rule Prune-SE-or-TITLE 
The fllowmg rules are cosmetic rules double constituents are 
removed as well as commas that are no part of conjunctions 
%Rule Prune-SE-or-TITLE 
--> SD (SST ( ) 1 ) # 
--> COND None 
--> SC #1 --> &xl 
%Rule Convert-SBAR-coordination 
--> SD # (SBAR<+cn]> { )1 { )2 ( )3 ) # 
--> COND None 
-> SC fr 1 #2 = = > »1 (СР< + спз,sem<>> &xl £.χ2 &хЗ ) 
%Rule Pruno-Doubles 
-> SD · (Ol к (<>2 « ) (PM<+se> 
-> COND (11 is 12) ί. 
(x4 ls_not_empty -> 11 LS "NP") 
- > SC Hl »2 «3 »4 --> »1 ·3<bf1> Sx4 ) 
)·>4 ) » 
%Rule Prune-Commas 
--> SD bClearxf 
(<>1 ==> ff (Comma 
--> COND (11 is_not "CoP") 
-> SC #1 #2 « > #1 
) » <= 
»Conditions 
--> is_empty IDENT(#1) 
--> is_not_empty "IDENT(ffl) 
--> is_new_index ((sSys Index = 'Sys Index + 1 ' ) ь 
(»1 - 6Sys Index)) 
--> is_index_from (FCheck(#2,"<el>") | #1 is_new_index) 
--> is_in_agreement_with FCheck(»1,«2) 
-> is IDENT(«1,«2) 
--> ls_not "IDENT(«1,«2) 
--> is_compatible_with FCheck(»1,"-" «2) 
as_index FCheck(#1,"chain<il>") 
as_topicalization_feature FCheck(*l,"<top>") 
as_nom_feature FCheck( ff 1, "<nom>" ) 
as_plural FCheck(#1,n<pl>n) 
as_hum_feature FCheck(ffl,"sem<+hum>n) 
as_ecm_feature FCheck(«1,n<+ecm>n) 
as_no_fin_for "FCheck( iti, "<+fin, for>" ) 
as_hum_feature FCheck(*l,"sem<+hum>") 
as_no_hum_feature "FCheck(Hl,"sem<+hum>") 
as_wh_feature FCheck(ffl,"<+wh>") 
_no_passive *FCheck( 1*1, "<+passive>" ) 
as_passive FCheck(ffl,"<+passive>") 
_no_theta "FCheck(»1,"<theta>") 
s_sub]ect_control FCheck(ffl,"<+sc>") 
s_dummy_role Match(»1,BREAKX("d") "dummy") 
no_PM ~Match(ffl,w Label("PM")) 
no_NP "Match(»l,w Label;"NP")) 
no_CP "Match(»l,w Label("CP")) 
no_CsA ~Match(»l,W Label("CSA")) 
no_N2 ~Match(#l,w Label;"N2")) 
s_agreement_feature Match(ffl,W "agr<" BREAK(">") 
LTER (bSys Filter - «2) 
^Declarations 
Clearxf s xl S x2 $ 
S fi S f2 $ f3 S 
Sentential =• "CP" 
Lexlcon("open","SFLEX" ) 
ST = "SE" | "TITLE" 
XP = "NP" | "PP" | "SBAR 
PNP = "NP" I "PP" 
PCP - "PP" | "CP" 
CONS - "NP" | "PP 
AV - "V" | "Ad]" 
KERN - "N" | "Det" I "CP" I "Adi 
x3 
f4 
S 
S 
x4 
f5 
$ 
S 
x5 
f6 
S 
S 
x6 
f7 
S 
$ 
x7 
fB 
$ $ 
x8 
f9 
$ x9 
FENCE 
I "CP" I "AP" | "ADVP" 
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Appendix V 
A Complete Trace 
TI Determination of phosphorus in milk. 
sll-sl2.scr 
TI*V<nom_sg>''sem<agr<+ft,-fs>,+abs>,sf<2>|{determine](Determ 
ination)*Prep<+gen>IMOD<of>|[of](of)*N<chs_mss_sg>''sem<agr<+ 
ft,- fs>,+con>|[phosphorus}(phosphorus)*Prep|{in](in)*N<mss_sg 
>'ιsem<agr<+ft,-fs>,+liq>|{milk](milk) 
sen21ex 
TI*V<nom_sg> < 'sem<agr<+ft,-fs>,+abs>,sf<2>|{determine](Determi 
nation)*Prep<+gen>|MOD<of>|{of](of)*N<mss_sg>ι'sem<agr<+ft,-fs 
>,+con>I{phosphorus}(phosphorus)*Prep|{in](in)*N<mss_sg>''sem< 
agr<+ft,-fs>,+liq>|{milk)(milk)# 
2eag 
TI*24SI1|Tlx(Déterminâtion)*66|71|T2x(of)*27SI2|T3x(phosphorus 
)*65|T4x(in)*27SI3|T5x(milk)# 
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lex2eag 
Geef een zin 
Gelezen: TI*24SI1|Tlx(Determination)*66|71|T2x(of)*27SI2|T3x(p 
hosphorus)*6 5|T4x(in)*27SI3|T5x(milk)# 
Analyse 1· 
(SE-(TITLE-(NP<+bare_sg_+hd_+pp>-(N2<+bare_sg_+hd_+pp>-(Nl< 
sg_nom>-(NK<sg_nom>-(V<nom_sg>-SIlTlxDetermination)))(PM<-se>-
(PP<-se>-(PP<+geni>-(Prep<+gen>-T2xof)(NP<+bare_sg_+hd_+pp>-(N 
2<+bare_sg_+hd_+pp>-(Nl<sg_mss>-(NK<sg_mss>-(N<mss_sg>-SI2T3xp 
hosphorus)))(PM<-se>-(PP<-se>-(PP<-gen>-(Prepo-T4xin)(NP<+bar 
e_sg_+hd_-pp>-(N2<+bare_sg_+hd_-pp>-(Nl<sg_mss>-(NK<sg_mss>-(N 
<mss_sg>-SI3T5xmilk)))))))))))))))))#MASK-analyzer-l-0.524sec# 
## 
gevonden in 0.872 sekonden. 
SE 
ι 
TITLE 
I 
N P 
I 
N2 
N1 PM 
I I 
NK PP 
Vlnom.sgJ Prep NP 
I I I 
Determination of N2 
N1 PM 
I I 
NK PP 
N[mss,bg] Prep N P 
ι ι ι 
phosphorus in N2 
I 
N1 
1 
NK 
I 
N[mss,sg] 
I 
milk 
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2ess 
(SE-(TITLE-(NP<sg>-(N2<sg>-(Nl<sg,nom>-(NK<sg,nom>-(V<nom,s 
g,sem<agr<+ft,-fs>,+abs>,sf<2>,stem<determine>>-Déterminâtion) 
) ) ( PM<-se>- (PP<-se>- (PPo- (Prep<stem<of»-of ) (NP<sg>- (N2<sg>- ( 
Nl<sg,mss>-(NK<sg,mss>-(N<mss,sg,sem<agr<+ft,-f s>,+con>,stem<p 
hosphorus>>-phosphorus)))(PM<-se>-(PP<-se>-(PPo-(Prep<stem<in 
>>-in)(NP<sg>-(N2<sg>-(Nl<sg,mss>-(NK<sg,mss>-(N<mss, sg, sem<ag 
r<+ft,-fs>,+liq>,stem<milk>>-milk))))))))))))))))) 
result 
Input: (SE-(TITLE-(NP<sg>-(N2<sg>-(Nl<sg,nora>-(NK<sg, nom>-(V<n 
om,sg,sem<agr<+ft,-fs>,+abs>,sf<2>,stem<determine>>-Déterminât 
ion)))(PM<-se>-(PP<-se>-(PPo-(Prep<stem<of>>-of)(NP<sg>-(N2<s 
g>-(Nl<sg,mss>-(NK<sg,mss>-(N<mss,sg,sem<agr<+ft,-fs>,+con>,st 
em<phosphorus>>-phosphorus)))(PM<-se>-(PP<-se>-(PPo-(Prep<ste 
m<in>>-in)(NP<sg>-(N2<sg>-(Nl<sg,mss>-(NK<sg,mss>-(N<mss,sg,se 
m<agr<+ft,-fs>,+liq>,stem<milk»-milk))))))))))))))))) 
Analyse 1 
(CP<nom,sem<>>-(C,-(C-)(IP-(I,-(I-)(VP-(NP-)(VV-(V<nom,sg,sem< 
agr<+ft,-fs>,+abs>,stem<determine>>-Déterminâtion)(C&A-(PP<-se 
,of,stem<of>,sem<agr<+ft,-fs>,+con>,theta<OBJ>>-(Prep<stem<of> 
>-of)(NP<sg>-(N2<sg>-(Nl<sg,mss>-(NK<sg,mss>-(N<mss,stem<phosp 
horus>>-phosphorus))))))(PP<-se,in,stem<in>,sem<agr<+ft,-fs> , + 
liq>,theta<SRCE>>-(Prep<stem<in>>-in)(NP<sg>-(N2<sg>- (Nl<sg,ms 
s>-(NK<sg,mss>-(N<mss,stem<milk>>-milk))))))(PP<theta<SRCE»-d 
ummy)(PP<theta<METH>>-dummy)))))))) 
found after 892 msec 
CP[nom) 
I 
С' 
С 
с 
I P 
I 
I' 
1 VP 
1 , L-l 
e ΝΓ 
I 
V|nom,sg) C&A 
Determination PP[theta[OB])] PP[theta[SRCEJ] 
Prep NP Prep NP 
I I I I 
of N2 in N2 
I I 
N1 N1 
I I 
NK NK 
I I 
Nlmss.sgJ Nlmss,sg] 
I I 
phosphorus milk 
els2pro 
[['SE', ['HEAD','determine'] , 
['SF',['OBJ',['HEAD','phosphorus'], 
['SF',['NUM','SINGULAR']]], 
['SRCE' , ['HEAD' , 'milk'] , 
['SF',['NUM','SINGULAR']]]]]; 
Appendix VI 
Six Abstracts Analysed 
AASl 
AASl-l TI Determination of phosphorus in milk by 
electrothermal atomization atomic absorption 
spectrometry with L*vov platform and Zeeman background 
correction 
AASl-2 Milk [0 2 ml] was mixed with aq 6 25% La<N03>3 
[2 ml], and H20 was added to 25 ml 
AAS1-3 An aliquot [20 mu 1] was analysed by the cited 
technique with drying at 120 degree for 30 s, 
charring at 1350 degree for 25 and 10 s [with 
and without flow of Ar] and atomization at 
2700 degree for 6 s 
AAS1-4 detection was at 213 6 nm 
AASl 5 The calibration graph is rectilinear for ltoreq 2 4 
mg ml minus 1 of Ρ in milk, 
AAS1-6 the detection limit is 41 4 mu g ml minus 1 
AAS1-7 The method is sufficiently precise and accurate for 
routine analysis 
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Sentence 
AASl-1 
AAS1-2 
AAS1-3 
AAS1-4 
A ASI-5 
AAS1-6 
AAS1-7 
EAG 
# msec 
1631 
1203 
3454 
600 
1065 
0703 
666 
TG 
# 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
0 
2 
msec 
2297 
2871 
7064 
1753 
2359 
1615 
2068 
2533 
HPLC4 
HPLC4-1 TI Rapid determination of bronopol in bronopol 
lotion by ion-pair reversed-phase 
high-performance liquid chromatography 
HPLC4-2 Lotion containing bronopol [I] was analysed by 
HPLC on an ODS column with aq 11% methanol 
containing 0 5% of PICB-5 ion-pair reagent as 
mobile phase, and detection at 254 nm 
HPLC4-3 The coeff of variation for lotions containing 5% 
of I were between 0 4 and 0 5% and recoveries for 
100 to 700 mu g of I were between 98 7 and 99 1% 
HPLC4-4 Sample pre-treatment was not necessary 
Sentence 
HPLC4-1 
HPLC4-2 
HPLC4-3 
HPLC4-4 
EAG 
# 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
msec 
1183 
2311 
2708 
490 
TG 
# 
1 
2 
0 
0 
1 
1 
msec 
1623 
8724 
11551 
2219 
6880 
1652 
HPLC 5 
HPLC5-1 TI Determination of clemastine fumarate in tablets by 
high-performance liquid chromatography on a C18 column 
HPLC5-2 Clemastine fumarate was determined in tablets by HPLC 
on a column [15 cm times 4 mm] of C18-bonded silica 
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gel, with methanol - phosphate buffer [93 7, pH 7 8] 
as mobile phase, and detection at 220 nm 
HPLC5-3 The coeff of variation [n = 5] at a recovery of 
simeq 100% was 0 75% 
Sentence 
HPLC5-1 
HPLC5-2 
HPLC5-3 
EAG 
# 
1 
1 
1 
1 
msec 
1392 
3119 
1435 
TG 
# 
1 
1 
1 
0 
msec 
1811 
8278 
2569 
748 
HPLC6 
HPLC6-1 TI Determination of clenbuterol in commercial syrup 
formulations by high performance liquid chromatography 
HPLC6-2 Clenbuterol was determined in syrup formulations by 
direct-injection HPLC on a column [25 cm times 4 6 
mm] of LiChrosorb CN [7 mu m], with a mobile phase 
[1 ml min minus 1] of H20 - methanol - propan-2-ol 
[70 29 1] containing 0 1% of Na heptanesulphonate, and 
detection at 246 nm 
HPLC6 3 The detection limit was simeq 0 1 ng, and the 
calibration graph was rectilinear from 0 5 to 
10 mu g ml minus 1 
HPLC6-4 The coeff of variation was 4 7% [n = 8] for 1 06 mu g 
ml minus 1 
Sentence 
HPLC6-1 
HPLC6-2 
HPLC6-3 
HPLC6-4 
EAG 
# 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
msec 
1520 
3351 
1212 
1080 
TG 
# 
1 
1 
1 
1 
0 
msec 
1695 
10964 
3352 
2410 
498 
TITR4 
TITR4-1 TI Determination of certain thioxanthene derivatives 
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tricarbonatocobaltate[III] 
; 11] sample soin 
with Hexa-amminecobalt[III] 
as a redox titrant 
TITR4-2 Chlorprothixene [I] and thiothixene 
were prepared in 0 IM HCl 
TITR4-3 A portion containing 2 to 15 rag of I or II was mixed 
with 25 ml of 10% H2S04 and two drops of ferroin 
indicator 
TITR4-4 The portion was titrated with a 5mM soin of the 
cited reagent [III] until the colour changed from red 
to pale blue 
TITR4-5 A portion of aq soin containing 2 to 15 mg of 
methixene hydrochloride IV was mixed with 25 ml of 40% 
H2S04, and the soin was titrated with 5mM-III until 
the orange colour disappeared 
TITR4-6 Recoveries of I, II and IV were quantitative and the 
coeff of variation were 0 89, 0 67 and 0 99%, 
respectively 
TITR4-7 The method was applied to determine I, II and IV in 
dosage forms and results agreed with those from the 
official method 
Sentence 
TITR4-1 
TITR4-2 
TITR4-3 
TITR4-4 
TITR4-5 
TITR4-6 
TITR4-7 
EAG 
# msec 
4650 
1311 
2174 
2236 
3166 
2063 
2125 
TG 
# 
2 
1 
0 
1 
1 
1 
0 
0 
1 
0 
2 
2 
msec 
2677 
1979 
4595 
4012 
4098 
6704 
7419 
2387 
3947 
4361 
6080 
6097 
TITR6 
TITR6-1 TI Determination of rimifon [isoniazid] at alternating-
current by oscillopolarographic titration 
TITR6-2 The sample [e g , tablet] is dissolved in 20 ml of 
H20 and the soin is treated with 6M-HC1 [20 ml] and 
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О 5 g of KBr followed by а с oscillopolarographic 
titration with 8 33 mM-KBr as titrant 
TITR6-3 Recovery is 99 83% and coeff of variation is 0 07% 
[n = 10] 
TITR6-4 Excipients do not interfere 
TITR6-5 No preliminary separation is required 
TITR6-6 The method is simple, fast, sensitive and accurate 
Sentence 
TITR6-1 
TITR6-2 
TITR6-3 
TITR6-4 
TITR6-5 
TITR6-6 
EAG 
# msec 
1331 
3034 
953 
462 
861 
547 
TG 
# 
2 
0 
0 
2 
2 
1 
0 
1 
0 
1 
0 
0 
4 
msec 
1685 
5612 
6170 
7453 
7447 
3334 
2090 
526 
815 
1225 
2913 
3247 
5434 
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Output of ELS2PRO 
AASl 
( determine of phosphorus in milk by electrothermal atomization a 
Lomir absorption spectrometry with L vov platform and Zeeman back 
qround correction dummy ] 
[[ SL I HEAD determine ) 
t St [ OD J [ UFAD phosphorus 1 
( SF | NUM SINGULAR ]]] 
[ SRCE [ HEAD milk ) 
( SF ι NUM SINCUIAR 1]] 
I METH [ HEAD electrothermal atomization atomic absorption spectrometry ] 
( SF ( NUM SINGULAR ] 
[ ATTR [ and [ HEAD L vov platform ] 
[ SF [ NUM PLURAL J] 
[ HEAD Zeeman background correction ] 
[ 4F [ NUM PLURAL ] ] ] I ] Ш ] 
('Milk [ 0 2 ml ] be mix with aqueous 6 25% La[N03]3 [ 2 ml ] and 
H20 be add to 25 ml '] 
[['SE',['and',['SE',['HEAD','mix'], 
['SF',['MATR',['HEAD','Milk'], 
['SF',[reference,ana(1)], 
['NUM','SINGULAR'], 
['ATTR',['VOL','ml'], 
['SF',['NUM',0 2]]]]], 
['MATR',['HEAD','La[N03]3'], 
['SF',[reference,indef], 
['NUM','SINGULAR'], 
['PROP',['HEAD','aqueous']], 
['ATTR',['RELMEAS','*'], 
['SF',['NUM',6 25]]], 
['ATTR',['VOL','ml'], 
['SF',['NUM',2]]]]]]], 
[ 'SE' ,['HEAD','add' 
['SF',['OBJ', 
'TO' 
['HEAD','H20'], 
SF' [reference,ana(2)], 
['NUM','SINGULAR']; 
'VOL','ml'], 
' SF', [ 'NUM' , 'PLURAL'] , 
['NUM',25]]]]]]]] 
['An aliquot 1 20 mu 1 ] be analyse by the cite technique with d 
ry at 120 degree lor 30 s , char at 1350 degree for 25 and 10 
s [ with and withouL flow of Ar ] and atomization at 2700 degre 
e for 6 s ' ] 
[['SE',['HEAD','analyse'], 
['SF',['OBJ',['HEAD','aliquot'], 
['SF',(reference,ana(1)j. 
[reference,indef], 
['NUM','SINGULAR'[, 
['ATTR',['VOL',' mu.1'], 
['SF',['NUM',20)]]]], 
['ΜΕΤΗ',['HEAD','technique'], 
[ 'SF',[reference,def], 
['NUM','SINGULAR'], 
['ATTR',['HEAD','cite']]]1, 
['PART',['and',['SF',['HEAD','dry'], 
('SF',['ATTR',['TEMP',' degree.'], 
['SF',['NUM','PLURAL'), 
['NUM',120]]], 
['DUR',['TIME','S'], 
['SF',['NUM','PLURAL'], 
['NUM',30]]]]], 
['SE',['HEAD','atomization'], 
['SF',['ATTR',['TEMP','.degree ' ] , 
['SF',['NUM','PLURAL'], 
['NUM',2700]]], 
['DUR',['TIME','s'], 
['SF',['NUM','PLURAL'], 
l'NUM',6]]]] ]]]]]] . 
['detection dummy dummy dummy be at 213.6 nm ' ] . 
[['SE',['HEAD','be'], 
['SF',['THEME',['SE',['HEAD','detection']]], 
['ATTR',['LENGTH','nm'], 
['SF',['NUM','PLURAL'], 
['NUM',213.6]]]]]]. 
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( The calibration graph be rectilinear for Itoreq 2 4 mg ml min 
us 1 of Ρ in milk '] 
[|'SE' ,['HEAD','rectilinear'], 
('SF',['PROP',['HEAD','calibration graph'], 
['SF ,[reference,ana(1)], 
[reference,def], 
['NUM','SINGULAR']]], 
['ATTR',['HEAD','P'], 
['SF',[reference,indef], 
['NUM','SINGULAR'], 
['QUANT',['CONC','mg/ml'], 
['SF',('NUM','PLURAL'], 
('RANGE',['HEAD','to'], 
['SF',['NUM',' 1'], 
['NUM' , 'req 2 4 ']]]]] , 
['ATTR',['HEAD','milk'), 
['SF',['NUM','SINGULAR']]]]]]]] 
['the detection limit be 41.4 .mu.g ml.minus.1 ']· 
[['SE',['HEAD','be'], 
['SF',['THEME',['HEAD','detection limit'] 
['SF', [reference,ana(l) ] , 
[reference,def], 
['NUM','SINGULAR']]], 
['ATTR',['CONC','.mu.g/ml'], 
['SF',['NUM','PLURAL'], 
['NUM',41.4]]]]]] . 
['The method be sufficient precise and acculate for routine analysis dummy '] 
[['SE'.('and'.['SE',('HEAD'.'precise'], 
['SF',['PROP',['HEAD','method'], 
['SF',(reference,ana(1)), 
[reference,def], 
['NUM','SINGULAR')]J, 
['ATTR',['SE',['HEAD','routine analysis']]]]], 
[ ' SE',['HEAD','accurate'J, 
['SF',['PROP',['HEAD','method'], 
['SF',[reference,ana(l)J, 
[reference,def], 
['NUM','SINGULAR']]], 
[ ATTR',['SE',['HEAD','routine analysis'])]])]]] 
['The method be sufficient precise and accurate for routine analysis dummy '] 
[['SE',['and',['SE',['HEAD','precise'], 
['SF',['PROP',['HEAD','method'], 
['SF',[reference,ana(1)], 
[reference,def], 
['NUM','SINGULAR']1], 
['ATTR',['SE',['HEAD','routine analysis']]]]), 
['SE',('HEAD','accurate'J, 
['SF',['PROP',['HEAD','method'J, 
['SF',[reference,ana(l)], 
[reference,def], 
['NUM','SINGULAR'J]], 
['ATTR',['SE',['HEAD','routine analysis']]]]]]]] 
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HPLC4 
[ R a p i d d e t e r m i n e o f b r a n o p o l i n b r o n o p o l l o t i o n b y i o n p a i r 
r e v e r s e d p h a s e h i g h p e r f a m a n e e l i q u i d c h r o m a t a q r a p h dummy 
dummy d u m m / ) 
[ Ι 5 Γ [ HFAD ¿ e t e r n i n e ] 
I SF OBJ [ HEAD b r o n o p o l ) 
SF ' NU4 SINGULAR ) ) ] 
| SRCE [ HEAD b r o r o p o l l u t i o n , 
S F [ NUM SINGULAR ) ) 
I MLTH F b F [ HEAD i n n p a i r r e e r s e d p h a s e h i g h p e r f o r m a n c e l i q u i d C h r o m a t o g r a p h / )))) 
| ATTR | HEAD R a p i d ) ] ] ] 
π h r o n ο ρ ο ί [ I ] b e a n a l y s e by HPLC on an CDS 
111 m e t h a n o l PRO c o n t a i n 0 b\ al PICB S i o n ρ 
I r p h a s e a n d d e t e c t i o n a t 254 nm durami dummy ] 
l > a e ) 
OBJ | H U D L o t i o n ) 
I SF [ r e f e r e n c e a n a ( l ) ] 
I NUM SINGULAR J 
[ ATTR [ SE | HEAD c o n t a i n ] 
( SF ( DAT ' HEAD ] 
[ SF I r e f e r e n c e a n a ( l ) ] ] ] 
[ OBJ ( HEAD b r o n o p o l ) 
| bF | HUH SINGULAR ) 
( r e f e r e n c e a n a ( I ) ] ] ] ] ] ] ] ) 
METH [ and [ SE [ HFAD HPK ) 
[ SF [ I HST | H U D ODS c o l u m n ! 
I SF I r e f e r e n c e l n d e f ] 
| HUH SINGULAR ] ] ] 
[ INST | HEAD m e t h a n o l ] 
| SF ( r e f e r e n c e i n d e f ) 
I HUH SINGULAR ] 
| PROP [ HEAD Aqueous ) ] 
[ ATTR [ RELHEAS I ) 
[ SF | NUM 1 1 ] ) ] 
| ATTR ( SE ( HEAD c o n t a i n ] 
( SF [ DAT [ HEAD ] 
I SF [ r e f e r e n c e a n a ( 4 ) ] ] ] 
[ OBJ [ BEAD PICB 5 I o n p a i r r e a g e n t ) 
I SF [ r e f e r e n c e l n d e f ] 
[ HUH SINGULAR ] 
[ ATTR [ RFLHEAS » ) 
[ 4l· [ HUH 0 5 ] ] ] 
[ ROLF [ HFAD raohile p h a s e ] 
[ SF [ NUH SINGULAR ] ] ) ) ] ) ] ] ] ] ] ] 
( SE [ READ 
( SF | ATTR 
( SF [ NUH 
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il PRO r m u t i i Ь ц п і р о ] [ 1 ) bc analyse by Hl LC u i ι 
v i t h aqueous I H -nethenol PRO c o n t a i n 0 b* of РІСП ' 
| HfAP ai a sc ] 
| SF I OBJ [ HEAD totior J 
[ SF [reference anal 1, ] 
[ NUM SINGULAR ) 
[ ATTF [ SE I KFAI contain ] 
[ SF | DAT | HEAD ] 
I 4t liefetence ana(l]]]] 
[ OBJ | HFAD bronopol ] 
[ 41 | NUM SINGULAR ) 
[reference ana(I ) ]] ] ]]]]] 
And [ St I HEAD KPI Γ ] 
[ SF [ INST [ HEAD 0D5 column ] 
[ SF [TftflfTiCf indef] 
[ NUM SINGULAR ))] 
[ INS1 ' HEAD met hnnol ] 
[ SF [reference indel) 
[ HUH SINCUlАП ] 
I PROP ( HEAD aqueous ]] 
[ ATTR [ RELHEAS t ) 
[ SF [ HUH II])] 
[ ATTR [ SE [ HEAD contain ) 
[ 4F [ DAT [ HEAD ] 
t SF [ r e f e r e n c e α η α ( 4 ) ] ] ] 
[ OBJ [ HEAD Ρ Ι Γ Β 5 i o n p a i r r· 
[ SF [ r e l e i e n e e i n d e f ] 
1 NUM SINGULAR ] 
[ SE [ HEAD d e t e c t i o n ) 
[ SF [ ATTR [ LENGTH nm ) 
( SF ( NUK PLURAL I 
[ NUM З Ч О П Ш П П 
[ The copff of variation for lotion PRO contain "S% or I be betwe 
en 0 4 and 0 5% and recovery for 100 to 700 mu q oí I dummy bt> b 
Ptwppn 98 7 and 99 1% ] 
[ | SE ' and [ SE [ HEAD be ] 
[ SF [ THEME [ HEAD coetf of variation 
[ SF [reference and[l)] 
i reference det] 
[ NUM PLURAL ] 
[ ATTB [ НЕАП lotion ] 
[ ATTR | RELHEAS * ] 
[ SF [NUM 0 5]]])])]]))]) 
[ Sf [ NUM PLURAL I]] 
ATTB [ 4F | HFAD contain ] 
[ Sl· [ DAT [ HEAD ] 
[ S F [ r e f e r e n c e a n a ( l ) ] 
[ O B J [ HEAD I ] 
[ S F [ r e f e r e n c e i n d e f ] 
[ ATTR [ RANGE [ HFAD b e t w e e n ] 
[ S F [ HLLMLAS 4 ] 
I S F [ NUM 0 4 ) 1 
| RELMEAS % ) 
| S F [ N U M 0 "¡I ] 1 } ] ] 
HEAD b e ] 
S F [ THEMF [ S t [ HI-AD r e c o v e r y ] 
[ SF [ I N D U [ HEAD 1 ] 
NUM SINGULAR ] 
ATTR [ RELMEAS % ] 
[ S F [ N U M 5 ) ] ] ] ] ] ] ] ] ] 
[ SF | r e f e r e n c e i n d e f ] 
[ NUM SINC.ULAR ] 
I QUANT [ WEICHT mu g ) 
[ S F ( NUM PLURAL ] 
[ RANGE 1 HEAD t o ) 
[ Si [ NUM 1 0 0 ' 
[ NUM 7 0 0 Ч 1 Ш Ш ] 
H E A D b e t w e e n ] 
[ H b L M t A S ΐ ] 
S F ι MUM 9Θ 7 ] ] 
rtl· MLAS % j 
4 F | NUM 9 5 1 ] ] ) ] ] ] ] , ] ] 
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ι sample pre i r e * meni duiruiij be noe necessar i I 
Il SL [ HF-ЛП not ) 
[ ЧГ I HEAl n e c e s s i i , ) 
I <5F [ AGE [ ЧЕ [ HEAD sample pre тгептт^п» ) ] ) ] ) ) ) 
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HPLC5 
[ d e t e r m i n e o f c l e m a s t i n e f u m a r a t e i n t a b l e t b y h i g h p e r f o r m a n c e 
l i q u i d c h r o m a t o g r a p h y o n a С 1 c o l u m n d u m m y d u m m y ] 
[ [ S E [ HEAD d e t e r m i n e ] 
[ S F [ OHT [ HEAD c l e m a s t i n e f u m a r a t e ] 
[ S F [ NUM S I N G U L A R ] ] ] 
[ S R C E [ HEAD t a b l e t ] 
[ S F [ NUM PLURAL ] ] ] 
[ METH [ S E [ HEAD h i g h p e r f o r m a n c e l i q u i d c h r o m a t o g r a p h y ] 
[ S F [ I N S T [ HEAD С 1 c o l u m n ] 
[ S F [ r e f e r e n c e i n d e f ] 
[ NUM S I N G U L A R ] ] ] ] ] ] ] ] ] 
[ C i e r n a s L i n e f u m a r a t e b e d e t e r m i n e i n t a b l e t by U F I f or a c o l u m n 
[ l ^ r r a t i m e s 4 mm ] o f Γ 1 8 b o n d e d s i l i c a g e l w i t h m e t h a n o l p h o s 
p h a t e b u f f e r [ 9 3 7 pH 7 8 ] a s m o b i l e p h a s e aid ì e t e c t i o n a 
t 220 nm dummy d immy ] 
[ [ SE [ HEAD d e t e r m i r e ] 
[ SF [ OBJ [ HEAD C l e m a s t i n e f u m a r a t e ] 
[ S I [ r e f e r e n c e a n a ( 1 ) ] 
[ NUM SINGULAR ] ] ] 
[ SRCF [ HEAD t a b l e t ] 
[ SF [ NUM PLURAL ] ] ] 
[ METH [ a n d [ S E [ HEAD ПРГС ] 
[ SF [ INST [ HEAD c o l u m n ] 
( Sl· [ r e f e r e n c e i n d e f ] 
[ NUM SINGULAR ] 
[ ATTR [ HEAD Γ TMFN4T0N ] 
[ SF [ NUM 15cm M mm ] ] ] 
[ ATTR [ HFAn с 18 l u n d e d s i l i c a g e l ] 
[ SF [ NUM SINGULAR ] ] ] ] ] 
[ INST [ HEAD m e t h a n o l p h o s p t a l e b i f f e r ] 
[ SF [ NUM SINGULAR ] 
[ ATTR [% pH 7 Θ ] ] 
[ ROLE [ HEAD m o b i l e p h a s e ] 
[ SF [ NUM MNOUIAR ] ] ] ] ] ] ] 
[ SF [ HFAD d e t e c t i o n ] 
[ SF [ ATIR [ LENGTH nm ] 
[ SF [ NUM PLURAL ] 
[ NUM 220]]]j]]]]]] 
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['The coeíf of variation [ n= 5 ] at a recovery of simeq 100% 
dummy be 0 7 5% ' ] 
[['SE',['HEAD','be'], 
['SF',['THEME',['HEAD','coeff of variation'], 
['SF',[reference,ana(l)], 
[reference,def], 
['NUM','SINGULAR'], 
['ATTR',['ACCM','be'], 
['SF',['THEME','n'], 
['NUM' , ' 5']] ] ] , 
[ ' ATTR', ['SE', ['HEAD', 'recovery'], 
['SF',['VALUE',['RELMEAS','%'], 
['SF',['NUM',100]]]], 
['ATTR',['a ']]])]], 
['ATTR',['RELMEAS','%'], 
['SF',['NUM',0 75]]]]]] 
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HPLC6 
( determine of clenbuterol in commercial syrup formulation by hig 
h performance liquid chromatography dummy dummy dummy ] 
[ [ SE [ HEAD determine ] 
[ SF [ OBJ ( HEAD clenbuterol ] 
( SF I NUM SINGULAR ]]] 
[ SRCE [ HEAD syrup formulation ] 
[ SF [reference indef] 
[ NUM PLURAL ] 
[ ATTR [ HEAD commercial ]]]] 
[ METH [ SL [ HEAD high performance liquid chromatography ]]]]]] 
I Cltibuterol be determine 1л s>rup foimulaLlon by direct injecti 
on HP) С on a rol imn [ 25 era times U inn ] of TiChrnsorb CN [ 7 
mu m ) with a тоЫІерла е [ 1 ml min minus 1 ] ol 1120 me the no 
1 propan ? ol | 70 29 1 ) PRO contain 0 It of NA hoptaneeul 
phonaLe and detection at 246 nm durami dummy ] 
[( sf | HhAi> rietermine ] 
I SF | OBJ [ HEAP Clenbuteiol ] 
[ SF [reference ana(l)) 
| NUK SINGULAH ])) 
[ SRCE | HEAD syrup formulation ] 
[ SF | NUM fLURAL ))] 
[ METH | and | SF [ HFAD direct injection HPLC ] 
( SF [ INST ( HEAD column ] 
[ SF Inference indef] 
( HUH SINGULAR ] 
1 ATTR ( HEAD DIMENSION 1 
( SF ( NUM 25 era • 4 Ь ram ||| 
( ATTR I HEAD LlChrosorb CN ] 
[ SF ( NUM SINCULAH ] 
[ ATTR [ LENGTH mu m ] 
[ SF [ N U M 1||]1|]1 
I INST ( HEAD raobilephaue ) 
[ SF I reference Indef. 
( NUM SINGULAR ] 
I ATTR (1 ml min minus 1]J 
( ATTR ( HEAD H20 methanol propan 2 ol ) 
( SF ( NUM SINGULAR ] 
[ ATTR [70 29 1]))| 
( ATTR [ SE [ HEAD rontin 1 
[ SF [ DAT [ HEAD ] 
[ SF | i e i e » c r c e a n a ( 2 ) | ] ] 
( OBJ [ HEAD Na h e p t a n e a u l p h o n a t e ] 
[ SF [ r e f e i e r e n d ^ f J 
[ NUH SINGULAR ] 
[ ΑΊ1Η [ REL 1EAS * 1 
| SF [NUM 0 1 І І І Ш 1 1 1 1 І ) 
[ 4F [ HLAI d ^ T ^ r t - І о л ] 
[ Sl· [ ATTA [ LENGTH nm ] 
| SF [ NUM PLURAL 1 
I NUM 2 4 6 ] ] ] ] ] ] ] ] ) ] 
['The detection limit be simeq 0 1 ng , and the calibration gra 
ph be rectilinear from 0 5 to 
[['SE',[', and',['SE',[ 
[ 'SE' 
HEAD' 
[ 'SF ['THEME' 
[' 
['ATTR', 
10 mu g ml minus 1 ' ] 
'be'], 
,['HEAD','detection limit'], 
SF',[reference,ana(l)], 
[reference,def], 
['NUM','SINGULAR']]], 
['HEAD','ng'], 
['SF',['NUM','PLURAL'], 
['NUM',' simeq 0 1']]]]], 
['HEAD','rectilinear'], 
['SF',['PROP',['HEAD','calibration graph'], 
['SF',[reference,ana(2)], 
[reference,def], 
['NUM', 'SINGULAR' ]] ] , 
['VALUE' ,['CONC' , ' mu g/ml'b 
['SF',['NUM','PLURAL'], 
['RANGE',['HEAD','to'], 
['SF',['NUM',0 5], 
['NUMMO]]]]]]]]]! 
for 1.06 .mu.g ml min ['The coeff of variation be 4 7% [ η = Í 
us 1 ' ] . 
[['SE',['HEAD','be'], 
[' SF' ,['THEME',['HEAD' , 'coeff. of variation 
['SF',[reference,ana(l)], 
[reference,def], 
['NUM','SINGULAR']]], 
['ATTR', ['ACCM', 'be'] , 
['SF' , ['THEME' ,'4.7% [ η '] , 
['NUM',' 8 ]']]]], 
['ATTR',['CONC','.mu g/ml'], 
['SF',['NUM','PLURAL'], 
['NUM',1 06]]]]]]. 
TITR4 
[ determine of certain thioxanthene derivative with Hexa ammineco 
bait [ III ] tricarbonatocobaltate [ III ] as a redox titrant dum 
my dummy dummy ] 
[[ SE ( HEAD determine 1 
[ SF [ OBJ [ HEAD thioxanthene derivative ] 
[ SF [reference indef] 
I NUM PLURAL ) 
[ ATTR [ HEAD 
[ ATTR [ HEAD 
certain ]] 
Hexa amminecobalt tricarbonatocobaltate ] 
[ SF [ NUM SINGULAR ] 
[reference ana(lll)] 
[reference ana(III)]]] 
[ ROLE [ HEAD redox titrant ] 
[ SF [reference indef] 
[ NUM SINGULAR )]]]]]) 
[ determine of certain thioxanthene derivative with Hexa ammineco 
bait [ III ) tricarbonatocobaltate [ III J as a redox titrant dum 
my dummy dummy ) 
[[ SE [ HEAD determine ] 
[ SF [ OBJ [ HEAD thioxanthene derivative ] 
[ SF [reference indefj 
( NUM PLURAL ] 
[ ATTR ( HEAD 
[ ATTR [ HEAD 
certain ]] 
Hexa amminecobalt tricarbonatocobaltate ] 
[ SF [ NUM SINGULAR J 
[reference ana(lll)] 
[reference ana(III)] 
[ ROLE [ HEAD redox titrant ] 
[ SF [reference indef) 
[ NUM SINGULAR ) ) I 1 ) ) ] 1 ] ] 
['Chlorprothixene [ I ] and thiothixene [ II ] sample soin 
epare in 0 1 M - HCl '] 
be pr 
'SE',[ HEAD','prepare'], 
['SF', [ OBJ ,[ and ,['HEAD' Chlorprothixene ], 
['SF ,[reference,ana(1)], 
['NUM ,'PLURAL ], 
[reference,ana(I)]], 
['HEAD','thiothixene sample soin 
('SF',[reference,ana(1)], 
['NUM','PLURAL'], 
[reference,ana(II)]]] ] , 
['LOC',['HEAD','HCl'], 
['SF',[reference,indef], 
['NUM','SINGULAR'], 
[ QUANT',['HEAD','M'], 
['SF',['NUM','PLURAL ], 
[ NUM',0 1]]]]]]]] 
15 mg of I or II be I 
rroin indicator ] 
I [ A portion PRO contain 2tc 
10« IIJS04 and two drop ot ft 
[(SE ( ΗLAD mix | 
[ SF I MATH [ HEAD portion I 
[ bF [reference ana(l)] 
Inference ind«f| 
[ NUM SINGULAR ] 
[ SF | DAT 
ith 25 ml of 
[ HEAD 
I SF [: 
1 
reference ana(l))]] 
[ HEAD I ] 
[ SF [reference indef] 
[ NUK SINGULAR ] 
[ QUANT [ HEIGHT mg ] 
[ SF [ NUM PLUBAL ] 
[ RANGE [ HEAD to ] 
[ SF [ NUM 2| 
[ H U H 1 S I I I I I 1 
[ HEAD I I ] 
[ S F [ l e f e r e n c e l n d e f ] 
[ HUH SINGULAR ] 
[ QUANT | WEIGHT mg ) 
| S F [ MUM PLURAL ) 
I RANGE | HEAD to ] 
( SF [ NUM 2] 
[NUM 15)]]])]])])] 
nd [ HEAD H2S04 ] 
[ SF [reference lndef] 
[ NUM PLURAL ] 
[ ATTR ( SE [ HEAD contain ] 
( ATTR [ RELMEA5 Ъ ι 
[ SF [ NUM 10] ] ] ] 
[ HEAD fer roi η indicator ] 
[ SF [reference ìndefl 
l NUM FUIRAI ]]]]]]] 
;'The portion be titrate with a 5 mM solution of the cite reagent 
[ III ] until the colour change from red to pale blue '] 
; ['SE', ['HEAD','titrate'], 
['SF',['OBJ',['HEAD','portion'], 
['SF',[reference/ana(l)], 
[reference,def], 
['NUM','SINGULAR']]], 
['MATR',['HEAD','solution'], 
['SF',[reference,indef], 
['NUM','SINGULAR'], 
['ATTR',['HEAD','reagent'], 
['SF',[reference,def], 
['NUM','SINGULAR'], 
['ATTR', ['HEAD','cite']], 
[reference,ana(III)]]]]] , 
['UNTL',['SE',['HEAD','change'], 
['SF',['DAT',['HEAD','colour'], 
['SF',[reference,ana(2)], 
[reference,def], 
['NUM','SINGULAR']]], 
['FROM',['HEAD','red')], 
['TO',['HEAD','pale blue']]]]]]]] 
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Ι Λ porti-m of aqji 
mM 111 
[ HhAl in 
[ SF 
ι 1 К 
l i l t 
I MATK 
•mi-am ; t e l i mg o í m i t i 
LÌ f)\ Η2504 and rh«· чо і 
1 ι an j e c o l o a r d i s a p p a i 
[ UFAD p o r t i o n ] 
чі- ( r e f e r e n c e а п а { 1 ) ] 
re inde f, 
INCULAK ] 
HEAD aqueoi 
( QUANT [ WLIOHT mg I 
SE { HEAD 
( ol [ • 
[rf'fTPnfe indef 
I NUH S THGUL«R | 
I ATTR I HEAD i f t l i 
ι SP ( r e f e r e n . 
NJM 
ι PRCP 
( ATIH 1 
( ATTR ( SE HFAt c o n - a i r ) 
[ 4F I DAT ( HEAD ] 
I SF (reference ana(l)))] 
I OHI | HEAD methlxene hydioehlorj le rv ] 
[ SF [reference indef| 
[ NUM SINGULAR 
( SF I NUK PIURAI ] 
[ RANGE | HEAD Lo ] 
| 4F | NUH 2) 
I NUM li'])]) 1]] J] 
[ HEnO Η2Ξ0-) ι 
4F [reference ι Iff 
( NUM SINGJL-AP ' 
( QUANT ( U»à. τ I 
[ SF [ NUH У UBAI ) 
i NUM 2 ] J J 
I ATTR I PELMEAs » | 
I SF I NUM 4Ü] | | , | | ι 
at« | 
( MEAD solution ] 
41 (reference лпа[2>1 
[reference def] 
[ NUM SINGULAK ]]) 
I HEAD III , 
*F (reference indef] 
Г NUM S NGUlf« 1 
QUANT ( HEAD mM | 
I SF 1 HI M I LURAL ) 
NUM ->))))) 
[ S E [ HEAD d i o a f t e a r ] 
[ SF [ AGE [ HEAD c o l o i r | 
( Sl· [ i c e a n a ( 3 ] ] 
[ r e f e r e n c e d e f ] 
( NUM SINGULAR ] 
| Л1IH [ HEAD о т i n g e Ш І Ш І І І І 1 
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[ recovery of I II and IV dummy be quantitative and the coeff 
of variation be 0 69 0 67 and 0 99% respectively ] 
[ [ SL [ and [ SE [ HEAD quantitative ] 
[ SF [ AGE ( SE [ HEAD recovery ] 
[ SF [ VALUE [ and [ HEAD I ] 
[ SF [ NUM PLURAL ]] 
[ HEAD II ] 
[ SF [ NUM PLURAI ]] 
[ HEAD IV ] 
[ SF [ NUM PLURAL ]]]]]]]]] 
[ SE [ HEAD be ] 
[ SF [ THEME [ HEAD coeff of variation ] 
[ SF [reference ana(2)] 
[reference def] 
[ NUM PLURAL ]]J 
[ ATTR [ RELMEAS % ] 
[ SF [ NUM О Θ9]] 
[ RELMEAS % ] 
[ SF [ NUM 0 67]] 
[ RELMEAS % ] 
[ SF [ NUM 0 99]]] 
[ respectively ]]]]]] 
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[ ATI К [ HEAD method ] 
The n e i l n t l he a p p l v t I**1 m n t I I I and IV in d >ч<шЧ fflFi щ [ τ e f e r e i c e def | 
u s u . t a g r e e * i t h t h o s e r ι ^-n t l ^ о*£ і--..а1 -netbod ] NU« SINGULAR 
АТ
Т
Я [ »EAP t f ι і л і 1 ] ' U i ] | 
St [ ard [ SE HEAJ apf | 
si- " [ iiEAD r e f h o d 
1
 SF r e f e r e " C O ana L ) 
[ r e ' e ' e n c e d e f i 
[ NUM SINGULAR ) ) ) 
[ AL [ 4L HtAU d e i c m i n c ] 
[ SF [ OBJ | and [ HEAD I ] 
[ ST [ NUH PLURAl 1 ] 
[ HEAD I I ] 
[ SI- [ NUM PLURAl | ] 
| HEAD IV ] 
[ SF [ NUM PLURAT | ] ) ] 
[ SRCE ( HEAD d o s a g e form ] 
[ St ι NUM PLURAL 1 1 I I I 
( SE | HEAD S < J ' O P | 
( 41- ( AL,t | HEAD r e s u l t ) 
I SF r o O r o i c G a n a ( 2 ) ) 
[ NUM И IHAL ) ) ) 
I ORj [ HEAD method ] 
[ SI- ' r p ' e r t if e l e f ) 
[ NUM PI ItRA* 1 
[ ATTR [ llh A[> mi t hod ] 
I <ÎF [ г^г< г· nc ρ d e f ) 
[ NUM bINCULAR ] 
[ ATTR ( HFAD Official ||||]]]]||| 
llil· method he a p p l j ю d e t e r m i n e I I I and IV in d o s a g e form d 
••osult a g r e e * . i t h t h o s e from t h e o f f i c i a l method ] 
Sb I cinti [ SE I Η LAU Appi, ] 
I St | OBJ [ HEAD metnod ] 
[ SF [ r e f e r e n c e a n a ( l ) ) 
[ r e f e r e n c e d e f ) 
[ NUM S'INCOIAR M l 
[ < OAL [ SE [ HEAD «lel e i mine ] 
[ SF [ ОПJ | and [ HEAD I ] 
[ St [ NUM I LUMAI ] 
1 ATTR [ HEAD d o s a g e form ] 
[ SF [ NUH I LIJHAL 111] 
I HEAP I I ) 
( SF | NUM PLURAl ) 
I ATTR [ HEAD l o s a g c form ] 
I SF I NUM ΡΙΠΚΑ1 ] ) ) ) 
| HFAD IV ) 
ι SF [ NUM PLURAl | 
[ ATTR ( HLAD d o s a g e form ] 
| ST [ NUM PIURAI П И Ц Ц Ы 
[ SE [ HFAD a g r e e ) 
[ s i [ A U [ HEAD r e s u l t I 
[ SF [ r e f e r e n c e a n a ( 3 ) ) 
( NUM PIURAI | | | 
[ OBJ I HEAD method ) 
I s F | r e f e r e i n e de l | 
| N'JM PLURAL ) 
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[ The method bo apply to determine I II and IV in dosage form a 
nd result agiee with those from the official method J 
[ [ SF | and | SE | HEAD apply ) 
I SF [ OBJ | HEAD method ] 
( St [reference ana(l)] 
[refprence def] 
[ NUM SINGULAR ] ] J 
[ GOAL | SF | HFAD determine ] 
[ SF | OBJ | and ( HEAD I ] 
I SF | NUM PLURAL |) 
( IIFAD TI ] 
( SF | NUM PLURAL 1 J 
( HEAD IV ] 
[ SF I NUM PLURAL J J]J 
I SRCE ( HEAD dosage form ] 
I SF I NUM PLURAL )J]]]]|) 
[ SF [ HEAD agree ] 
[ SF | AGE [ HEAD result ] 
I SF [reference ana(2)J 
[ NUM PLURAL |]) 
[ OBJ [ HLAD method ] 
[ SF [rpfprence def] 
[ NUH PLURAL ] 
[ ATTR [ HEAD method ] 
[ SF [reference def] 
[ NUM SINGULAR ] 
[ ATTR | HEAD official J]J)J]]]]J] 
( The method be apply to determine I 11 and IV in dosage form a 
nd result igree with those from the official method ] 
[[ SE I and I ЬЕ [ HEAD apply ] 
[ SF [ OBJ [ HFAD method ) 
I SF [reference ana(l)] 
[reference def) 
[ NUM SINGULAR )]] 
[ GOAL [ SE [ HLAD determine ] 
[ bl [ OBJ [ and [ HEAD 
[ SF [ 
[ HEAD 
[ SF [ 
[ HEAD 
[ SF [ 
[ SRCE [ HEAD dosage form ] 
[ SF [ NUM PLURAL I]I]Ш] 
[ SE [ HEAD agree ] 
I SF [ AGE [ IIFAD result ] 
1 SF [reference ana(2)) 
[ NUM PLURAL ])) 
[ OBJ [ HFAD method ] 
[ SF [reference def] 
[ NUM PLURAL ) 
I ATTR [ HEAD method ] 
[ SF [reference def] 
[ NUM SINGULAR ] 
[ ATTR [ HEAD official ]]]]]]]]]] 
) I 
NUM 
II ] 
NUM 
IV 1 
NUM 
] 
PI URAL 
PLURAL 
PLURAL 
]] 
]] 
1Ш 
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TITR6 
[ d e t e r m i n e of r i m i f o n [ i s o n i a z i d ] a t a l t e r n a t i n g c u r r e n t by os 
ci 1 l o p o l a r o g r a p h i c t i t r a t i o n dummy dummy ] 
I [ SE [ HEAD d e t e r m i n e ] 
[ SF [ OBJ [ HEAD r i m i f o n ] 
( SF [ NUM SINGULAR ] 
[ ATTR [ i s o n i a z i d ] J ] ] 
[ SRCE [ HEAD a l t e r n a t i n g c u r r e n t ] 
[ SF [ NUM SINGULAR ] ] ] 
( METH ( SE ( HEAD o s c i l l o p o l a r o g r a p h i c t i t r a t i o n ] ] ] ] ) ] 
( d e t e r m i n e of r i m i f o n [ i s o n i a z i d J a t a l t e r n a t i n g c u r r e n t by os 
c i l l o p o l a r o g r a p h i c t i t r a t i o n dummy dummy dummy ] 
[( SE [ HEAD d e t e r m i n e ] 
[ SF [ OBJ [ HEAD r i m i f o n ] 
( SF [ NUM SINGULAR ) 
[ ATTR ( i s o n i a z i d ] ] ] ] 
[ SRCE [ HEAD a l t e r n a t i n g c u r r e n t ] 
[ SF [ NUM SINGULAR ] ] ] 
[ METH [ SE [ HEAD o s c i l l o p o l a r o g r a p h i c t i t r a t i o n ] ] ] ] ] ] 
I The s a m p l e I e q t a b l e t ) b e d i s s o l v e i n 2 0 ml o f H20 a n d t h 
с s o l u t i o n b e L r e a t w i t h 6 H HCl [ 2 0 ml 1 a n d 0 5 g o t KBr f o l 
low by а с o s c i 1 l o p o l a r o g i a p h i e t i t r a t i o n w i t h θ 33 mH KDr a s 
t i t r a n t ] 
II a n d [ SE I HEAD d i s s o l v e | 
[ SF | OB Τ | HEAD s a m p l e ] 
[ SF ( r e f e r e n t e a n a ( l ) ] 
[ r e f e r e n c e d e f ] 
[ NUM SINCULAR ] 
[ ATTR | e g t a b l e t ] ] ] ] 
[ HA IК [ HEAD H20 ] 
[ SF ( r e f e r e n c e i n d e f ] 
I NUM SINGULAR | 
I QUANT [ VOI ml ] 
I bt | NUM PLUHAL ] 
I NUM 2 0 ] ] 1 1 J ] ] 
( SF [ HEAD t r e a t J 
( SF ( 011J ( HEAD s o l i t l o n ] 
[ SF [ r e f e r e n c e a n a ( 2 ) ] 
[ r e f e r e r e d e f ] 
[ NUM bINGULAR ] ] ] 
[ MATR [ HEAD HCl J 
I SF [ r e f e r e n c e l n d e f ) 
[ NUM SINGULAR ) 
( QUANT ( HEAD M ] 
[ SF | NUM PLURAL J 
[ NUM 6 ] ] | 
[ ATTR [ VOL ml ] 
[ bf [ N U M 2 0 ] ] ] ] ] ] ] 
I SE [ HEAD f o l l o w ] 
[ SF [ OBJ [ SE [ HEAD a r o s c i l l o p o l a r o g r a p h i c t i t r a t i o n ] 
[ SF | MATH [ HEAD KDr ) 
[ SF [ r e f e r e n c e i n d e f ] 
I NUM SINGULAR ) 
[ QUANT [ HEAD mM ) 
I SF [ NUM PI URAL ] 
I NUM 0 3 3 ] ] ] 
I ROLL [ HEAD t i t r a n t ] 
[ SF | NUM SINGULAR ] ] ] | ] ] ] I ] ] ] I 
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[ The sample [ e g tablet ] be dissolve in 20 ral oí H20 and th 
ρ solution be treat with 6 M HCl [ 20 ml ] and 0 5 g of KBr fol 
low by а с osr11lopolarographic titration with В 31 raM KBr as 
til ι ant dummy ] 
[ [ and [ SE [ HEAD dissolve ] 
[ SF [OBI [ HEAD sample ] 
[ SF [reference ana(l)] 
[reference def] 
[ NUM SINGULAR ] 
[ ATTK [e g tablet]]]] 
[ МАГК [ HEAD H20 ] 
[ SF [reference indef] 
[ NUH SINGULAR ] 
[ QUANT [ VOL ml ] 
[ SF [ NUH PLURAL ] 
[NUM 201 1 Ш И 
[ SE [ HEAD treat ] 
[ SF [ OHI [ HEAD solution ] 
[ SF [reference ana(2)] 
[reference def] 
[ NUM SINGULAR ]]] 
[ MATR [ HEAD HCl ] 
[ SF [reference indef] 
[ NUM SINGUIAR 1 
[ QUANT [ HEAD M ] 
[ SF [ NUM PLURAL ] 
[ NUM 6]]] 
[ ATTR [ VOL ml ] 
[ SF [NUM 20]]]]]]] 
[ SE [ HEAD follow ] 
[ SF [ OBJ [ SE [ HEAD а с oscillopolarographLC titration ] 
[ SF [ MATR [ HLAD KBr ] 
[ SF [reference indef] 
[ NUM SINGULAR ] 
( QUANT [ HEAD mM ] 
[ SF [ NUM PLURAL ] 
[ NUM 8 3 3]]] 
[ ROLE [ HEAD titrant ] 
[ SF [ NUM SINGULAR ]]]])]]]]]]] 
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[ The brtmple [ e y l iblei ] br dissol/c in 20 ml of 420 and th 
о solution be treat wiih 6 M tu 1 [ 20 ml ] and 0 5 q oí kBr fol 
lu* b a r o^cillopolarographic titration will) θ 33 mM KU ι is 
t u i ml 1 
Π and I SL [ IIb AH dissolve ) 
l Ы- Ι ОН J [ llhAD samplp ] 
I SP [referente ana(l)l 
Irefcronce def) 
( NUH SINCULAR ) 
| ATTN |o q tablet]]]] 
[ MATR [ HLAD H2Ü | 
l SF [reference indef] 
( NUM SINGULAR J 
[ QUANT [ VOI ml ] 
l SF [ NUM PI URAL ] 
[NUM 20]]]]])] 
1 SL· [ HEAD treat ] 
( SF [ OBJ [ HLAD solai ion ] 
[ SF [reference ana(2)J 
(refpienre rief 1 
[ NUM SINGULAR ]]] 
[ MATR [ HEAD HCl ] 
[ SF (reference indef] 
[ NUM SINGULAR | 
( QUANT | HEAD M ] 
I Sl· [ NUM PI URAL ] 
( NUM ftlll 
[ ATTR | VOL rol ] 
( S F [ N U M 20|]]]III 
[ SE I HEAD follow ) 
[ SF [ OBJ [ SE ( HEAD а с oscillopolarographir titration ] 
[ SF ( MATR [ HEAD KBr ] 
[ SF [гпіргепсе indefJ 
[ NUM SINGUIAR ] 
[ QUANT [ HEAD mM ] 
[ SF [ NUM PLURAL ] 
( NUM В 33))) 
[ ROLE [ HEAD titrant ) 
[ SF [ NUM SINGULAR ])))]] )]]]]] 
184 
[ The sample [ с ц tablet ) be dissolve in 20 ml of H20 and th 
с solution be treat with 6 M HCl [ 20 ml ] and 0 5 q of KBr fol 
low by а с ost ι Ilopolarographic titration with fl 33 mM KBr as 
tîtrant dummy ] 
[[ and [ SE [ HEAD dissolve ] 
[ SF [ OHJ [ HFAD bdmple ] 
[ SF [reference ana(l)] 
[reference def] 
[ NUM SINGUIAH ] 
1 AI IR [e g tablet]]]] 
( MATH ( HLAD H20 ] 
I SF [reference lndffl 
[ NUM SINGULAR ] 
[ QUANT f VOL ml ] 
[ SF L NUM PLURAL ) 
[NUM 20]))]]]] 
[ SE [ HEAD treat ] 
1 SF | OBJ ( HEAD solution ] 
[ SF Ireference ana(2)) 
[reference def] 
[ NUM SINGULAR ]]] 
[ MATR [ HEAD HCl ] 
[ SF [reference indef] 
[ NUM SINGULAR ] 
[ QUANT [ HEAD 
[ SF [ NUM 
[ NUM 
[ ATTR [ VOL ml 
1 SF [ NUM 
M ] 
PLURAL ] 
6)]] 
1 
20]])]])] 
I HEAD follow ] 
[ SF I OBJ ( SE | HEAD а с oscillopolarographic titration ] 
| SF [ MATR [ HEAD KBr | 
[ SF [reference indef] 
[ NUM SINGULAR ) 
( QUANT ( HEAD mH J 
[ SF | NUM PLURAL ] 
[NUM 8 3 3]]] 
[ ROLE [ HEAD titrant ] 
[ SF [ NUM SINGULAR ]] )] ) ) Ш 1 1 I 
('Recovery dummy dummy be 99 83% and coeff of variation be 0 07% 
[ η = 10 ] '] 
[['and', ['SE', [ 'HEAD','be'], 
('SF',['THEME',['SE',['HEAD','Recovery']]], 
['ATTR',['RELMEAS','%'], 
['SF',['NUM',99 83]]]]], 
['SE',['HEAD','be'], 
['SF',['THEME',['HEAD','coeff of variation'], 
[ ' S F ' , [ r e f e r e n c e , a n a ( 2 ) ] , 
['NUM', SINGULAR']]], 
['ATTR',['ACCM','be'], 
['SF',['THEME','0 07% [ η ' ] , 
['NUM',' 10 ]']]]]])]] 
185 
['excipient do not interfere ' ] . 
[ ['SE', ['HEAD','not'], 
['SE',['HEAD','interfere'], 
['SF',['AGE',['HEAD','excipient'], 
['SF',[reference,ana(1)], 
['NUM','PLURAL']]]]]]] 
['No preliminary separation dummy be require '] 
[ [ ' <5E' , [ 'HEAD' , ' require' ] , 
['SF',['OBJ',['SE',['HEAD','No'], 
('SE',['HEAD','separation'], 
['ATTR',['HEAD','preliminary']] 
'The method be simple , fast , sensitive and accurate 
['and', ['SE',['HEAD','s imple'], 
['SF',['AGE',['HEAD','method'], 
['SF',[reference,ana(l)] 
[reference,defJ, 
['NUM','SINGULAR'] 
['SE',['HEAD','fast'], 
['SF',['AGE',['HEAD','method'], 
['SF',[reference,ana(l)] 
[reference,def ] , 
['NUM','SINGULAR'] 
['SE',['HEAD','sensitive'], 
['SF',['AGE',['HEAD','method'], 
['SF' , [reference,ana(1)] 
[reference,def], 
['NUM','SINGULAR'] 
['SE',['HEAD','accurate'], 
['SF',['AGE',['HEAD','method'], 
['SF',[reference,ana(1)] 
[reference,def], 
['NUM','SINGULAR'] 
'] 
]]], 
]]]. 
I l l ] ] 
186 
['The method be simple 
[['and',['SE',['HEAD', 
['SF' , [ 
['SE',[ 
[ 
HEAD', 
SF' , [ 
, fast , sensitive and accurate 
simple'], 
'AGE',['HEAD','method'], 
['SF',[reference,ana(1)] 
[reference,def], 
['NUM','SINGULAR'] 
'fast'], 
AGE',['HEAD','method'], 
['SF',[reference,ana(1)] 
[reference,def], 
['NUM','SINGULAR'] 
'sensitive'], 
['SF',['AGE',['HEAD','method'], 
['SF',[reference,ana(1)] 
[reference,def], 
['NUM','SINGULAR'] 
'SE',['HEAD','accurate'], 
['SF',['AGE',['HEAD','method'], 
['SF',[reference,ana(l)] 
[reference,def], 
['NUM','SINGULAR'] 
['SE',['HEAD' 
['The method be simple , fast , sensitive and accurate ' 
[['and',['SE',['HEAD','simple'], 
['SF',['AGE',['HEAD','method'], 
['SF',[reference,ana(1)], 
[reference,def], 
['NUM','SINGULAR']]] 
['SE',['HEAD','fast'], 
['SF',['AGE',['HEAD','method'], 
['SF', [reference,ana(l)] , 
[reference,def], 
['NUM','SINGULAR']]] 
['SE',['HEAD','sensitive'], 
['SF',['AGE',['HEAD','method'], 
['SF',[reference,ana(l)], 
[reference,def], 
['NUM','SINGULAR']]] 
['SE',['HEAD','accurate'], 
['SF',['AGE',['HEAD','method'], 
['SF',[reference,ana(1)], 
[reference,def], 
['NUM','SINGULAR']]] 
188 
['The method be simple , fast , sensitive and accurate '] 
[['and',['SE',['HEAD','simple'], 
['SF',['PROP',['HEAD','method'], 
['SF',[reference,ana(l)] 
[reference,def], 
['NUM','SINGULAR'] 
fast'], 
['SF',['PROP',['HEAD','method'], 
['SF',[reference,ana(l)] 
[reference,def], 
['NUM','SINGULAR'] 
'sensitive'], 
PROP',['HEAD','method'], 
['SF',[reference,ana(1)] 
[reference,def], 
['NUM','SINGULAR'] 
'accurate'], 
['SF',['PROP',['HEAD','method'], 
['SF',[reference,ana(1)] 
[reference,def], 
['NUM','SINGULAR'] 
['SE',['HEAD 
'SE',['HEAD 
['SF', 
['SE',['HEAD 
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1 Computersystemen voor verwerking van natuurlijke taal moeten gebaseerd 
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